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Abstract

High-temperature superconductivity in cuprates is one of the most important con-
ceptual problems in contemporary condensed matter physics, yet bearing a tremendous
technological potential. Since its discovery, more than 30 years ago, cuprates were in-
vestigated with great enthusiasm, what resulted in an enormous number of published
articles. However, there are still many aspects of these systems that are heavily disputed
in the scientific community. These include the origin of the pseudogap, linear tempera-
ture dependence of resistivity near the optimal doping, or the role of the antiferroma-
gantic fluctuations in various phases and regimes. Most importantly, the mechanism of
superconductivity, that is presumably universal in all cuprate compounds, has yet to
be understood. These unsolved issues and the significance of the challenge inspired the
author of this Thesis to investigate these materials.

The approach of studying the mechanism of superconductivity in cuprates proposed
in this Thesis is atypical. Instead of focusing on the factors that cause the increase of
the critical temperature, we were attracted by the phenomena that decrease it. By iden-
tifying a key parameter for the suppression of the critical temperature, insight into the
microscopic mechanism behind superconductivity was aimed to gain. In particular, the
main interest was in studying the symmetry breaking fields that affect the main building
block of the cuprates - the CuO2 plane. This symmetry breaking can be achieved by
uniaxial pressure, or it emerges naturally (in a particular region in the cuprate phase di-
agram) in the form of the charge density wave (CDW) order that coexists, yet competes
with superconductivity. Therefore, the general aim of this Thesis is to first thoroughly
characterize the CDW order, and then describe its interplay with superconductivity.
In order to achieve these goals, selected experiments using synchrotron radiation were
performed. The standard synchrotron techniques were furthermore extended by the ap-
plication of the in-situ uniaxial pressure. For this purpose, three uniaxial pressure cells
were designed and built.

Altogether, the experimental results provide evidence that the short-range CDW
order is a universal phenomenon in cuprates, which exists in a limited range of tem-
peratures and doping, and, although very weak, has a detrimental influence on super-
conductivity. The local distortion of the lattice caused by uniaxial pressure application
does not influence the strength of these charge correlations. Moreover, CDW does not
significantly impact the lattice dynamics observed through the optical phonons. How-
ever, under magnetic field and at sufficiently low temperatures, it reconstructs the Fermi
surface into a small electron pocket. The presented results are consistent with the em-
pirical model of superconductivity, where the pairing is associated with an excitation of
the one localized carrier per CuO2 unit cell.
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Abstrakt

Zjawisko nadprzewodnictwa w nadprzewodnikach wysokotemperaturowych na bazie
miedzi, zwanych również miedzianami, jest jednym z ważniejszych problemów współczes-
nej fizyki materii skondensowanej. Od czasu jego odkrycia, ponad 30 lat temu,
miedziany budziły duże zainteresowanie wśród społeczności naukowej, co zaowocow-
ało publikacją znaczącej liczby artykułów na ich temat. Pomimo tego, wiele z ich
własności tj. pochodzenie pseudoprzerwy, liniowa zależność oporu od temperatury w
zakresie optymalnego domieszkowania, czy też rola fluktuacji antyferromagnetycznych
nadal pozostaje przedmiotem debaty. Co więcej, mechanizm nadprzewodnictwa, który
jest przypuszczalnie uniwersalny dla całej grupy miedzianów, nie został jeszcze poznany
i opisany.

Aby uzyskać wgląd w mikroskopowy mechanizm nadprzewodnictwa wysokotemper-
aturowego w miedzianach, w niniejszej pracy zaproponowano nietypowe podejście. Za-
miast skupiać się na czynnikach powodujących wzrost temperatury krytycznej nadprze-
wodnika, skoncentrowano się na parametrach obniżających ją. W szczególności zain-
teresowano się na zjawiskiem łamania symetrii obrotowej, oddziałującym na główny el-
ement budujący miedziany - płaszczyznę CuO2. Przeanalizowano dwa czynniki łamiące
symetrię: ciśnienie jednoosiowe wywołujące dystorsję sieci krystalicznej oraz korelacje
ładunkowe w formie fal gęstości ładunku (CDW), które współistnieją i jednocześnie
konkurują z fazą nadprzewodzącą. Za główny cel pracy przyjęto wykonanie dokład-
nej charakterystyki korelacji CDW, a następnie opisanie ich wzajemnego oddziaływania
z nadprzewodnictwem. W tym celu przeprowadzono szereg eksperymentów z użyciem
promieniowania synchrotronowego, rozszerzonych również o zastosowanie ciśnienia jed-
noosiowego. Ciśnienie jednoosiowe aplikowano in-situ wykorzystując trzy urządzenia
ciśnieniowe zaprojektowane i zbudowane w ramach niniejszej pracy doktorskiej.

Wyniki eksperymentalne przedstawione w pracy dostarczają dowodów na to, iż
krótkozasięgowe uporządkowanie ładunkowe CDW jest zjawiskiem uniwersalnie obser-
wowanym w miedzianach. Choć występuje ono jedynie w pewnym, ograniczonym zakre-
sie temperatur i domieszkowań, i jest efektem relatywnie słabym, ma znaczący wpływ
na fazę nadprzewodzącą. Pod wpływem pola magnetycznego i w odpowiednio niskich
temperaturach rekonstruuje powierzchnię Fermiego do postaci małych kieszeni elek-
tronowych. Nie mniej jednak, lokalne odkształcenia sieci krystalicznej wywołane ap-
likacją ciśnienia jednoosiowego nie modyfikują charakteru tego uporządkowania. Nie
ma ono także znaczącego wpływu na dynamikę sieci obserwowaną poprzez fonony op-
tyczne. Powyższe wyniki są zgodne z przedstawionym w pracy, empirycznym modelem
nadprzewodnictwa, w którym parowanie jest powiązane z wzbudzeniem jednego zlokali-
zowanego nośnika ładunku na komórkę CuO2.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Conventional superconductivity

The phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by a physicist, Nobel
laureate Kammerlingh Onnes. He observed that below the critical temperature of Tc ≈
4.2 K, electrical resistivity of mercury falls to zero [1]. Shortly afterwards, the same zero-
resistivity behavior was revealed in a number of elemental metals and alloys, although
extending to different critical temperatures. Until 1979 the highest Tc, observed in
Nb3Ge, was only 23.4 K. It was discovered that under hydrostatic pressure Tc increases,
e.g., in calcium with Tc = 25 K at 161 GPa. However, despite these efforts, the extensive
industrial applications of superconductors remain very limited, mainly because of their
low superconducting transition temperatures [2].

Following discoveries of subsequent superconductors, the understanding of the phe-
nomenon itself gradually progressed. In 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld reported that
the superconducting state is also marked by the complete expulsion of the magnetic
field from the volume of a superconductor, known as Meissner effect or perfect diamag-
netism [3]. In 1935, London brothers proposed a phenomenological theory of supercon-
ductivity that makes use of Drude theory and Maxwell equations, and captures well the
process of magnetic field expulsion from a superconductor [4]. In 1950 Ginzburg and
Landau constructed a new, also phenomenological, theory of electron distribution func-
tion under magnetic field that was formulated based on the theory of second order phase
transitions developed by Landau [5]. This theory introduced a concept of a supercon-
ducting order parameter that has a finite value below the transition temperature, but
is equal to zero above this temperature, as well as a concept of a coherence distance (ξ)
that describes the distance above which the order parameter changes. Landau equations
enabled the calculation of the superconducting current and determination of the differ-
ence between type I and type II superconductors. Type I is characterized by a critical
field Hc, above which the system transits from a superconductor to a normal metal.
For type II superconductors, above field Hc1 vortexes of the magnetic field penetrate
the volume of the superconductor, each of them containing a magnetic flux quantum [6]
and the description as the Meissner’s state is insufficient. Above critical field Hc2 the
superconducting state is fully suppressed and the system transfers to a normal state.
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1.1. CONVENTIONAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The concept of a type II superconductor, as well as the existence of a magnetic flux
vortex lattice was proposed by Abrikosov in 1957 [7].

The breakthrough regarding the microscopic theory of superconductivity came in
the middle of the 1950s, when Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer put forward a successful
theoretical description of superconductivity, known as the BCS theory [8]. Accordingly,
below Tc charge carriers (fermions) merge into Cooper pairs, which (by pairing) acquire
some boson’s characteristics and finally form a superconducting condensate. In this
novel state, the condensate of Cooper pairs does not scatter on lattice deformations or
defects, so current is conducted with zero resistance.

The BCS theory describes the process of pairing by a negative effective potential V
due to electron-phonon interaction in a metal with electrons filling the states below the
Fermi level. Only the interaction of electrons in the energy window (EF−}ωD, EF+}ωD)
(here EF is a Fermi energy and ωD is Debye frequency) gives rise to energy lowering
below EF (for each electron). The pairing results in the occurrence of the supercon-
ducting gap 2∆ in the electron band structure [9]. The size of the superconducting gap
at T = 0 can be calculated using the formula

∆ = 2}ωD
exp

( 2
V ρ(EF )

)
− 1

, (1.1)

where ρ(EF ) is one-electron density of states in the normal state at the Fermi level [6]1.
The lowest energy state is allowed for pairs (called Copper pairs) with opposite momenta
k1 = −k2 i.e. zero centre of mass momentum and for singlet, antisymmetric, spin state
(antiparallel spins). Since the total pair wave function is antisymmetric, the orbital
part is most often symmetric (s-wave or d-wave superconductivity). In the case when
the spin state is symmetric (parallel spins, not described, however, by BCS, as it is not
favored by phonon-mediated coupling) the orbital component is antisymmetric (p-wave
superconductivity).

The original version of the BCS theory describes only s-wave pairing – the energet-
ically favoured state with s = 0 and l = 0. Here, the pair wave function is spherically
symmetric and the same applies to the energy gap, which is isotropic (Fig. 1.1) [10].

Although this kind of pairing is characteristic for most of the conventional super-
conductors, the situation may be more complex than the simple description by BCS.
For example, the function describing the orbital motion of a pair can also have a d-like
symmetry (d-wave pairing). In this case, the pair wave function is k-dependent, so it
changes the sign as a function of orientation and the energy gap is closed at some di-
rections (Fig. 1.1), called nodal. As a consequence, movement of Cooper pairs (and the
associated current flow) is not possible along certain crystallographic directions. At the
same time, there are directions along which the gap closes and thus, quasiparticles can
be excited with zero excitation energy [10]. The resulting superconducting state (d-wave
superconductivity) is categorized as an unconventional. It is experimentally observed
for a specific group of materials - high temperature (high-Tc) superconductors that are
studied in this thesis and whose properties are described in detail in Chapter 1.2.

1That is the total density of states including both directions of spin.
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CHAPTER 1.

Figure 1.1: Energy gap for s-wave and d-wave superconductors showed on a polar chart of momentum
space. Inner circle corresponds to wave vector kF , while outer circle represents states just above the
energy gap, at kF + δk. For d-wave superconductors there are some specific k vectors, called nodal
points (blue points), where the gap is closed.

It is characteristic of a singlet pairing that the external magnetic field, as well as the
presence of magnetic dopants can tear Cooper pairs apart and destroy the superconduct-
ing state2. Thus, the BSC theory describes why magnetic order and superconductivity
are mutually exclusive. In contrast, in the case of triplet pairing and p-wave supercon-
ductivity magnetic field does not compete with magnetic order [9]. However, the only
one material, where this type of pairing was experimentally observed is Helium-33. It
is also worth mentioning that Sr2RuO4 was considered as an example of such behavior,
but recently p-pairing in this compound was convincingly excluded [12].

According to the BCS theory, Tc can be calculated for a phonon-mediated isotropic
superconductor in the weak coupling limit using the following formula:

Tc = 1.14}ωD
kB

exp
(
− 2
V N(EF )

)
, (1.2)

which implies that stronger electron-phonon interaction (V), higher Debye frequency
(ωD), and larger density of states at the Fermi level (N(EF )) yields a higher Tc. BCS
theory and its more advanced version, the Eliashberg theory [13, 14] limited Tc to about
35 K at ambient conditions [9].

In order to test the limits of the BCS theory, extremely high hydrostatic pressures
were applied to increase the superconducting transition temperature. Superconductivity
reaching nearly room temperatures was observed in hydrogen-based superconductors,
such as H2S with Tc = 203 K at 155 GPa [15], LaH10 with Tc = 250 K at 170 GPa [16]
or H2S+CH4 with Tc = 288 K at 267 GP [17]. However, the need of the extreme
hydrostatic pressure makes these materials challenging in engineering applications.

That is why the discovery of the first high-Tc superconductor La2−xBaxCuO4 with
Tc = 30 K in 1986, as well as subsequent discovery of other copper-based superconductors
with Tc as high as 135 K at ambient conditions, was back then a considerable surprise for

2Heavy-fermion materials and Chevrel phases are exceptions.
3In the case of Helium-3, the pairs are formed from atoms, not carriers, so there is no charge current

and as a consequence material enters to a superfluid state [11].
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the scientific community and it is still of the outmost importance. Such a high critical
temperature in these materials, together with the d-wave paring symmetry, cannot be
explained by the classical BCS theory and cannot be calculated using Eq. 1.2, meaning
that the process of pairing is not provided by the interaction of the charge carriers with
phonons. The mechanism of pairing in high-Tc superconductors has not been explained
to these days, inspiring the extensive research in this area, as well as the work included
in this Thesis.

1.2 High temperature superconductivity in cuprates

Superconductivity in ceramic copper oxides (cuprates) came as a big surprise. It
has been discovered by Bednorz and Müller in hole-doped La2−xBaxCuO4 [18]. Soon
after, the group of Chu revealed another cuprate compound - YBa2Cu3O6+δ with a Tc =
93 K [19] going well beyond liquid nitrogen temperature of 77 K. Within the next few
years, other families of hole-doped cuprates with even higher Tc were discovered, while
the first electron-doped cuprate superconductors Nd2−xCexCuO4 and Pr2−xCexCuO4

were found in 1989 [20]. Until nowadays, the highest Tc = 135 K was reported for the
cuprate superconductor HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ [21]. It was also revealed that hydrostatic
pressure may increase Tc, which in case of Hg-compound resulted in a superconducting
transition at 164 K (at 45 GPa) [22].

Apart from cuprates, the unconventional superconducting behaviour is also exhibited
by the iron-pnictide, heavy-fermion, and organic superconductors. However, the record
of the highest Tc at ambient conditions belongs to cuprates. Thus, it is an ultimate goal
to explore the mechanism of unconventional pairing in these materials and, based on
this knowledge, develop a readily available material with Tc close to room temperature.

1.2.1 Crystal structure

Cuprates exhibit a layered perovskite-like crystal structure. The essential build-
ing blocks of these compounds are the CuO2 planes. The planes are separated
by the so-called reservoir layers, e.g., Ba/Ca, schematically shown in Fig. 1.2. In
general, the chemical formula of cuprates can be written in the following form:
(Ln1−xMx)n+1CunO3n+1−m, where Ln is a trivalent rare-earth ion or yttrium, M is
a divalent alkaline ion of Ba, Sr, Ca etc. and n is the number of CuO2 planes per unit
cell. Notably, the value of Tc depends on the number of CuO2 planes, first increasing
to the maximum at n = 3 and then decreasing with further increase on number of lay-
ers [23]4. The number of oxygen vacancies (which form an ordered system) is specified
by m defining the multiplicity of copper coordination [25].

Cuprates can be doped by removing (i.e., hole doping) or adding (i.e., electron dop-
ing) electrons to CuO2 planes. This is achieved either by cation/anion substitution, or
by changing the interstitial oxygen density, or via an applied electric field, i.e., electro-

4The decrease is tentatively associated with the increasing difficulty in optimizing the charge con-
centration in all CuO2 planes at the same time [24].
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Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of crystal structure of layered cooper oxides [26]. CuO2 planes are
typically separated by insulating spacer layers (grey spheres). Within the planes, 3dx2−y2 holes on the
Cu sites are hybridized with 2px and 2py oxygen orbitals.

static gating. The doping level is usually labelled as p and n and is commonly associated
with the number of added holes or electrons, respectively. Importantly, p and n do not
always correspond to the number of effective charge carriers in the system. However, as
discussed below, it does determine a very specific carrier (hole or electron) concentra-
tion. The undoped parent compounds are charge-transfer insulators and do not show
superconducting properties, while strongly overdoped compounds are good Fermi-liquid
metals.

In this thesis we present the measurements performed on both hole and electron
doped cuprates. The studied hole-doped cuprates are: HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201) and
YBa2Cu3O6+δ (YBCO), which are doped by varying the extra oxygen content δ, and
La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) that is doped by substitutions x. The electron-doped compound
studied here is Nd2−xCexCuO4 (NCCO), where Nd is replaced by Ce. Crystal struc-
tures of all investigated compounds are shown in Fig. 1.3, whereas their basic physical
properties are summarized in Table 1.1. The exact doping level is varied for each ma-
terial differently. In this respect, important parameters to control are the preparation
conditions, e.g., ratio of mixed precursors, annealing procedure, e.g., a cooling rate, and
oxygen partial pressure. For completeness, a more detailed description of the growth
procedure, which is individual for single crystals of each compound, is discussed in
Appendix5.

The crystal structure of each cuprate is highly anisotropic, quasi-two-dimensional,
with CuO2 planes that are responsible for the electronic properties, including supercon-
ductivity. However, the composition of the charge-reservoir layer, which is manipulated
to tune the exact charge carrier concentration, can be notably different from compound
to compound. In YBCO and LSCO each Cu atom within CuO2 planes is strongly bonded
to four in-plane oxygen atoms (named O2 or O3 in case of orthorhombic YBCO, and
O1 in the case of the tetragonal/orthorhombic LSCO) and one or two oxygen atoms

5The crystal growth was not conducted within this Thesis. Used single crystals were obtained from
collaborators.
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1.2. HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN CUPRATES

Figure 1.3: Crystal structure of hole- and electron-doped cuprates discussed in this thesis. Atomic sites
are labeled at the bottom. Only Cu-O bonds are presented on the picture.

Cuprate No. of Crystal system Space group Max. Optimal
planes Tc (K) δ or x

YBa2Cu3O6+δ 2 Tetra./Ortho. P4/mmm/Pmmm 93 0.95
La2−xSrxCuO4 1 Tetra./Ortho. I4/mmm/Bmab 38 0.16
HgBa2CuO4+δ 1 Tetragonal P4/mmm 98 0.24
Nd2−xCexCuO4 1 Tetragonal I4/mmm 24 0.15

Table 1.1: Basic properties of high-Tc superconductors investigated in this Thesis. Critical temperatures
at optimal doping defined as a ’Max. Tc’ come from [27]. Electron-doped system is separated from hole-
doped by dashed line.

at the apical positions (O1 for YBCO and O2 for LSCO). The average in-plane Cu-O
distance is around 1.9 Å, while the distance between the apical O and Cu is about 2.4 Å.
The structure of NCCO is similar to that of LSCO. The difference comes in the posi-
tions of O2 oxygen ions that are not in the apical positions but are at the faces of the
tetragonal cell. Notably, Hg1201, as well as other mercury-based cuprates, displays one
of the largest Cu- apical O distances of approximately 2.8 Å. Moreover, in Hg1201 the
reservoir layer is in Hg plane which is furthermost away from the CuO2 planes, and thus
disorder associated with doping affects least the electronic properties of the compound,
as well as the buckling of the planes [25]. It was suggested that the Hg-based cuprates
feature a relatively small buckling, thus very flat CuO2 planes, which results in the high
values of Tc [28]. In general, increasing the CuO2 plane buckling decreases Tc [29, 30].

YBCO is, in a structural sense, a unique cuprate. It is the only compound which in
addition to Cu atoms in the CuO2 planes, contains Cu in one-dimensional Cu-O chains.
The chains are formed from, in respect to the parent compound, additional O atoms
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and play the role of the charge reservoirs. Thus, at δ = 0 YBCO is tetragonal, but
upon increasing the doping, around δ = 0.4, the compound becomes orthorhombic [27].
Filling the chains with O atoms causes a gradual increase of the lattice constant along the
chains (b-axis). The mechanism of orthorhombic distortion in LSCO is different. The low
temperature orthorhombic (LTO) phase evolves, upon increasing Sr concentration and
temperature, to the high temperature tetragonal (HTT) phase (e.g., above T = 300 K
at x ≈ 0.1) [31]. This transition is associated with the rotation of the Cu-O octahedra
around the tilt axis oriented along the diagonal of the CuO2 plaquette (45◦ in the
average structure) [32, 33]. Another distortion in LSCO is related to the rotation of
the Cu-O octahedra around the axis parallel to a-axis. This distortion induces the low
temperature tetragonal (LTT) phase, where the breaking of the planar oxygen symmetry
have a significant influence on the electronic properties [34], in particular leading to the
suppression of superconductivity [35, 36].

Hg1201 with its primitive tetragonal unit cell is one of the most structurally simple
cuprates. As discussed above, it is relatively free from extrinsic disorder [37] and exhibits
the highest Tc in its class of single-layered cuprates. Therefore, in many respects, it can
be considered as a model system. Consequently, it may be used to extract intrinsic
behaviours of high-Tc superconductors. And indeed, several properties found in Hg1201
were later confirmed in other compounds, yielding a set of universalises. Similarly,
NCCO was chosen as a representative of electron-doped cuprates because of its structural
simplicity, including the fact that it is a single-layer compound, while still exhibiting a
relatively high Tc.

1.2.2 Electronic band structure

Magnetic and electronic properties of cuprates are mainly dictated by strong
electron-electron interactions and a fine interplay between charges that are occupying
Cu and O orbitals within CuO2 planes (Fig. 1.2). The orbitals that are most relevant to
superconductivity are in-plane Cu 3dx2−y2 and O 2px and 2py6. For undoped (parent)
compounds, the number of electrons per unit cell is odd and d-band is half-filled. Thus,
according to the band theory, the parent compound should be paramagnetic metal [39,
40, 41]. In contrast, it is an antiferromagnetic insulator (with a rather high ordering
temperature). This is due to the on-site electron-electron repulsion U that suppresses
the charge hopping on copper sites. This strong, onsite Coulomb interaction splits the
3dx2−y2 band into a filled lower Hubbard band (LHB) and an empty upper Hubbard
band (UHB) separated by energy gap U, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.4(a). Such
state is called Mott-Hubbard insulator. Since the Hubbard U in cuprates is large,
the oxygen 2px,y band, called the charge transfer band (CTB) locates within this gap.
Therefore, the chemical potential µ is pinned in the center of the charge transfer gap
∆ (Fig. 1.4(b)). In such a case, hopping of electrons between Cu sites is also sup-
pressed, leading to the charge-transfer insulating state. The charge-transfer character of
cuprates was confirmed e.g. by X-ray spectroscopy studies where the charge excitation

6Contribution from the out-of-plane orbitals is presumably less than 10% [38].
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gap ∆ ≈ 2− 4 eV was found to be smaller than U [42, 43]. When the system is doped,
either with electrons or holes, the chemical potential shifts. The electrons doped into
CuO2 planes occupy the Cu sites, while the doped holes reside mainly on 2p O orbitals.
This corresponds to filling the UHB (Fig. 1.4(c)) and removing states from the CTB
(Fig. 1.4(d)), upon doping with electrons and holes, respectively.

Figure 1.4: Schematic band structure of (a) one-band Hubbard insulator, (b) undoped charge-transfer
insulator with charge transfer band (CTB), (c) charge-transfer insulator doped with electrons and (d)
charge-transfer insulator doped with holes. At half filling, the chemical potential µ lies in the middle of
the gap ∆. Upon doping µ shifts into UHB (for electron doping) or into CTB (for hole doping). Figure
adapted from Refs. [44] and [45].

The substantial electron-electron repulsion on copper (Hubbard U is approximately
10 eV) is the reason why cuprates are included in the group of strongly correlated
electron systems. For such compounds, the theoretical modeling is nontrivial, and thus
the computational methods are limited to relatively simple models. Consequently, the
complete theoretical understanding of CuO2 planes, a crucial element for the appearance
of superconductivity, is still lacking. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the
cuprates can potentially be described by a three-band Hubbard model that takes into
account, in general, hoppings, inter- and intra-site Coulomb interactions, charge transfer
energy gap [46]. However, an effective description of the doped CuO2 plane can be also
made using simplified approach such as the single-band Hubbard model or t-J model [44].
Also, the t-J-U model, which combines the features of the two, provides a very good
agreement between the theoretical calculations and many experimental results [47].
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1.2.3 Phase diagram

The antiferromagnetic Mott (charge transfer insulator) phase is reported for un-
doped or slightly doped cuprates, below Néel temperature, TN (Fig.1.5). Notably, an-
tifferomgantism is much more robust and extends over a wider doping range in the
electron-doped side of the diagram than in the hole-doped side (Fig.1.5(a)) [48, 49]. As
the antiferromagnetic phase disappears, superconductivity emerges. Notably, the fact
that the two phases are in close proximity initiated numerous discussions related to the
connection of antifferomagnetism and superconductivity. Moreover, these discussions
are fueled by the observation that other unconventional conductors behave similarly7.
Although the two phases coexist in NCCO, their simultaneous occurrence is attributed
to the phase inhomogeneity (mesoscopic phase separation) [53]. In LSCO, the region
between these two phases (Fig.1.5(b)) shows a spin glass behaviour [54].

Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic, temperature-doping phase diagram of electron- and hole-doped cuprates [55].
Indicated are the antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase, superconducting (SC) phase and charge-ordered (CO)
region. The pseudogap temperature T ∗ is indicated with dashed line. (b) One of many tentative phase
diagram of hole-doped cuprates is shown to emphasise the complexity of these compounds, adapted
from [26]. Different ’onset’ temperatures (some of them compound specific) are associated with the
appearance of precursors or fluctuations of certain orders: Ts,onset (dashed, green line) for spin order,
TC,onset for charge order and TSC,onset for superconductivity (red, dashed line for both of them). Ac-
cording to the suggested phase diagram, fully developed spin density wave order appears below TSDW ,
and the charge density wave order is considered long-range below TCDW .

The d-wave superconducting state appears at intermediate doping, up to tempera-
tures of the order of 100 K. It is delineated by the critical temperature Tc that reaches
its highest value at optimal doping popt. Materials with p < popt are called underdoped,
while the ones with p > popt are refereed to overdoped. The underdoped side of the su-
perconducting dome is marked by the characteristic 1/8 doping anomaly [56, 57], where
Tc is suppressed due to the presence of the charge order [58, 59]. These phenomena will
be further discussed for the case of Hg1201 in Chapter 2.

7The proximity of superconducting and antiferromagnetic phase is also observed in other unconven-
tional superconductors, e.g., heavy-fermion compounds (i.e. [50]), organic superconductors (i.e. [51]),
iron-pnictides (i.e. [52])
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The pseudogap is a phenomenon observed in a region of the cuprate phase diagram
that is below a characteristic doping-dependent temperature T ∗ (Fig. 1.5). It was ini-
tially identified in two parallel NMR experiments [60, 61], and interpreted as a decrease
of the density of states at the Fermi level. Furthermore, the extended Drude analysis
of the in-plane polarized spectral conductivity data indicated a drop in the scattering
rate in this region [62] and, more recently, electronic transport measurements showed
a quadratic temperature dependence of the planar resistivity [63, 64]. In particular,
important information about the pseudogap comes from angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES). These studies revealed that in the pseudogap regime the coher-
ent quasi-particle peak, which is observed near the diagonals of the Brillouin zone (nodal
directions) (Fig. 1.6), is absent in the antinodal regions, where the density of states at
the Fermi level is reduced [65, 66].

Figure 1.6: Fermi surface in the overdoped and underdoped regimes, and the schematic representation
of the angular dependence of observed energy gaps in the underdoped regime [26]. (Left panel) The
energy dependence of the superconducting gap ∆SC (blue line) and the pseudogap ∆PG (red line).
The underlying, ungapped large Fermi surface is shown in black, dashed line.(Top right panel) The
measured Fermi surface in the pseudogap phase form of Fermi arcs. Gapless Fermi arcs exist only in
the nodal directions. (Bottom right panel) The large, ungapped Fermi surface, as predicted by the band
theory calculations, is revealed by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy and ARPES studies for overdoped
compounds.

The pseudogap regime is perhaps the most complex part of the cuprate phase dia-
gram. It hosts a number of orders and ordering tendencies, some of which are compound
specific. These include the charge density (CDW) order, stripes, spin density wave or-
der (SDW) or indications of spatially modulated superconducting states such as pair
density waves (PDW). However, their relationship with superconductivity has not been
fully explained yet. In this thesis we will focus only on one of the charge correlations,
the CDW order, its properties (discussed further in Section 1.4) and its influence on the
superconducting phase.

The regime extending above Tc, near the optimal doping (Fig. 1.5), is named strange
metal. This is due to an unusually large magnitude of resistivity, which could suggest
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that the mean-free path violates the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [67], and the linear tempera-
ture dependence of resistivity that extends from very low to very high temperatures [68]8.
Since such a linear behaviour of resistivity is often associated with a linear temperature
dependence of the scattering rate due to the presence of a quantum critical point [68],
an extensive theoretical and experimental work was carried out in the search of the
quantum criticality signatures [70]. However, systematic electronic transport (resistiv-
ity, magnetoresistance, Hall effect) measurements revealed that the region of the strange
metal is marked by the change of the effective carrier density, associated with the lo-
calization of charge carriers [71, 72], in agreement with the notion of the pseudogap
formation and associated reduction in the density of states. Accordingly, it is exactly
one hole per CuO2 unit that gets localized upon crossing from the Fermi liquid regime
at very high doping to the pseudogap regime. This localization process allows to explain
the numerous anomalies observed in cuprates, as detailed in Section 1.3.3.

The Fermi liquid regime in heavily overdoped cuprates is well documented and
perhaps the best understood part of the phase diagram. The photoemission spec-
troscopy [73], angle dependent magnetoresistance [74] and quantum oscillation experi-
ments [75] in overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ revealed, consistently with the band structure
calculations [76], an approximately circular hole-like Fermi surface that occupies about
60% of the Brillouin zone. Within the Fermi liquid regime, the carrier density estimated
from the Luttinger sum rule corresponds to 1 + p and agrees well with low temperature
Hall effect measurements [77]. Concomitantly, resistivity exhibits quadratic temperature
dependence, which is a signature of a Fermi-liquid behavior, implying that the scatter-
ing rate is due to Umklapp electron-electron scattering. Furthermore, for applied c–axis
magnetic fields (greater than the upper critical field) the Wiedemann-Franz law, relating
the heat and charge transport, is obeyed [78]. Since the Fermi-liquid phase emerges with
a concomitant vanishing of incommensurate spin fluctuations and superconductivity it
is tempting to interpret this as an evidence for the leading role of the spin-fluctuation in
pairing mechanism [79]. However, the reasons behind formation of the superconducting
phase still remains controversial [80].

1.3 New insights into the phase diagram of cuprates

The signatures of the Fermi liquid-like behaviour, e.g., quadratic temperature of re-
sistivity, have been found not only on the overdoped side of the cuprates phase diagram,
but also in the underdoped regime [63]. This observation motivated an intense effort
aimed to find the connection between the two Fermi-liquid regimes that belong to the
distinct parts of the phase diagram [72, 81, 82]. The progress made to understand this
issue will be presented in this section, which is focused on the discussion of the charge
transport properties of the cuprates.

8Similar strange behaviour was also detected in other materials, such as Sr3Ru2O7 [69].
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1.3.1 Electronic transport measurements

Electronic resistivity is highly sensitive to any changes in the electronic behaviour,
and thus it is regularly used to detect phase transitions and in the determination of phase
diagrams. Yet for the same reason, resistivity often exhibits complex dependencies on
the external variables, such as temperature and magnetic field, and in many cases these
different contributions are difficult to disentangle in the experimental data. It is thus
not surprising that in the complex underdoped regime of cuprates, where a number of
ordering tendencies have been observed, planar resistivity (along the CuO2 layers) was
firstly described in very vague terms (e.g., s-shaped, upturns [83] etc.). Nevertheless,
over the last several years, by separating intrinsic properties from those compound
specific, a set of rather simple and for cuprates universal behaviors was identified.

Fig. 1.7(a) shows the doping-temperature phase diagram of the cuprates with in-
dicated various regimes characterized by resistivity measurements. In the underdoped
regime, above the pseudogap temperature T ∗ [60, 84] linear behaviour ρ ∝ T , character-
istic of the strange metal, is observed. However, upon cooling, a purely Fermi liquid-like
quadratic dependence ρ ∝ T 2 is reported, that holds between the lower characteristic
temperature T ∗∗ and the onset of superconducting fluctuations T ′ [63]. Such, quadratic
in temperature, dependence of resistivity is reminiscent of the observed Fermi liquid
regime at very high doping, and hence this part of phase diagram is labelled as pseu-
dogap Fermi liquid (PG/FL) regime. Following this observation, extensive electronic
transport measurements were performed to find the connection between the Fermi liq-
uid behaviour in the two seemingly distinct parts of the phase diagram.

Remarkably, the measurements of the cotangent of the Hall angle cot(θH), which
is expressed as ρ/(HRH) (where H is magnetic field and RH is the Hall coefficient),
revealed a surprising simplicity; it is quadratic in temperature and crosses different
characteristic temperatures, e.g., T ∗ and T ∗∗, without any change in the slope. cot(θH)
is thus essentially the same across the phase diagram of cuprates (Fig. 1.7(b)), providing
a profound link among, what was believed, very different regimes (e.g., strange metal
(T > T ∗), PG/FL (T < T ∗∗), and overdoped Fermi liquid regime). The simplest inter-
pretation, which is also in agreement with other experimental observations, is through
associating the inverse Hall mobility with the scattering rate (cot(θH) ∝ m∗/τ). Accord-
ingly, it is the scattering rate that exhibits a universal quadratic temperature dependence
while the effective mass, m∗, remains constant across the whole phase diagram [47, 85].
In the Fermi liquid regime, at ∼ 30% doping, no ordering tendencies were observed, thus
it is tempting to associate the observed (quadratic in temperature) scattering rate with
the Umklapp scattering process. Consequently, it may be concluded that the Umklapp
also prevails as the main scattering mechanism throughout the entire phase diagram of
cuprates, e.g., in the strange metal regime at optimal doping as well as in the vicinity
of the insulating state (down to at least 1% doping) [64].

The above observations also shed new light on the rather complex phase diagram
shown in Fig. 1.7(a), which is constructed based on resistivity measurements. Resistivity,
ρ = m∗/(ne2τ), depends not only on the effective mass m∗ and the scattering rate 1/τ ,
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Figure 1.7: (a) Phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates from [63] as deduced from the resistivity mea-
surements. In the strange metal regime (SM), above the pseudogap (PG) temperature T ∗, the planar
resistivity ρ exhibits a linear-like temperature dependence. The Fermi liquid behaviour (FL) with
quadratic in temperature resistivity is observed for highly overdoped materials. The same temperature
dependence of the resistivity is also observed within pseudogap phase, between the characteristic tem-
perature T ∗∗ and the onset of superconducting fluctuations T ′. This regime is labelled as PG/FL. (b)
Phase diagram as deduced from Hall mobility measurements, which reveals a quadratic temperature
dependence of the scattering rate, 1/τ ∝ T 2. Remarkably this behavior is essentially compound and
doping independent, and exhibiting the same universal slope for all cuprates. T ∗ and T ∗∗ regimes are
indicated by dashed lines, revealing that there is no change in the scattering rate upon crossing these
characteristic temperatures. The boundary of the long range antiferromagnetic order as well as the
superconducting (SC) phase are also schematically shown. The picture is adapted from from [64].

but it also depends (in contrast to Hall angle) on the effective carrier density n. Thus,
if m∗/τ does not change across the phase diagram, the observed complexity originates
from the unusual evolution of the effective carrier density n with temperature and dop-
ing. Importantly, this evolution is associated with the formation of the pseudogap and
has further significant implications. Firstly, the well-known temperature dependence of
the Hall effect in the strange metal phase has a conventional interpretation, namely,
the Hall coefficient is a good measure of the temperature-dependent carrier density n.
Secondly, the pseudogap phenomenon may signify the gradual localization upon cooling
of exactly one hole per CuO2, with the localization being complete at the characteristic
temperature T ∗∗. Finally, the T -linear resistivity behaviour in the strange metal phase
is the result of the Fermi liquid T 2 scattering rate with the linear in T increase of carrier
density [64].

In summary, the above discussed studies of electronic transport in cuprates [64, 86]
demonstrate that the planar transport properties in all main regimes of the cuprate
phase diagram can be discussed within the same framework, which considers two elec-
tronic subsystems: the Landau Fermi liquid itinerant carriers and Mott-like localized
one charge per CuO2 unit. The unusual evolution of different properties across various
regimes are predominantly linked to the gradual charge carrier localization. The local-
ization in real space has its counterpart in the reciprocal space. It is reflected in the
unusual evolution of the Fermi surface from the large and rather conventional one in
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the overdoped regime to the arc-like in the underdoped regime. This important process
will be discussed in detail in the following subsection.

1.3.2 Evolution of the Fermi surface

It is well documented by photoemission spectroscopy [87, 88] and scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy [89] that the Fermi surface of cuprate superconductors changes upon
doping from large, hole-like surface at highly overdoped, Fermi liquid regime (i.e. for
Tl2Ba2CuO6+x [75]) to disconnected, arc-like, Fermi surface in the pseudogap regime
(i.e. Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [90]). The two Fermi-surfaces are shown side by side in Fig. 1.6.

According to photoemission spectroscopy measurements [87, 88], the underlying
Fermi surface, independently of the discussed regime, always consists of 1 +p states [86]
(where p indicates the doping level). While in highly overdoped cuprates this underlying
surface corresponds to the actual Fermi surface, for less doped compounds a partial gap
develops at antinodes (Fig. 1.6) and the Fermi-surface takes the form of Fermi arcs [63].
This evolution is attributed to a gradual localization9 of exactly one hole per CuO2

unit cell, which results in a change of the effective carrier density from 1 + p on the
overdoped side of the phase diagram to p below optimal doping [86]. Remarkably, the
Fermi arc states preserve the Fermi liquid-like character [63, 81, 82], while the antin-
odal states are (Mott-like) gaped, which seem to be responsible for antiferromagnetic
correlations [86]. These conclusions stem from the measurements of the inverse Hall
mobility, which indicate that the Fermi liquid behaviour of itinerant carriers is not only
present on the overdoped side of the phase diagram, but it also persists within the
psudogap and the strange metal phases (Fig. 1.7(b)) [64]. Thus, the unusual evolution
of the Fermi surface as well as transport properties should not be associated with the
changes in the scattering rate or effective mass, but rather with changes in the carrier
density as a function of temperate and doping. Once the nature of the itinerant carriers
is determined the effective carrier density can be precisely determined from electronic
transport measurements [86].

In Hg1201, the electronic transport [86] and photoemission measurements [91] indi-
cate that the Fermi surface in the form of disconnected arcs extends to the very under-
doped regime, below T ∗∗ temperature. Furthermore, recent photoemission and quantum
oscillations studies performed for five-layered, slightly doped Ba2Ca4Cu5O10(F,O)2 in-
dicated that the Fermi arcs, at very low carrier concentration, can be additionally folded
into hole pockets by the presence of antiferromagnetic order [92].

At moderate doping (about 10%), at sufficiently large magnetic fields [93, 94, 95],
the Fermi-arcs are folded into a small electron pocket10. This reconstruction occurs at
low temperatures (in Hg1201 at around 20 K) followed by the concomitant field suppres-
sion of superconductivity. This region of the phase diagram is schematically indicated
with red dashed lines in Fig. 1.5(b). In this high-magnetic field low-temperature state,
the planar resistivity shows signatures typical for the Fermi-liquid state. It follows the

9The process of carrier localization is discussed in the following subsection.
10Quantum oscillation studies revealed that these electron pockets occupy only around 3% of the

original Brillouin zone [63, 93].
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Kohler’s scaling rule, exhibits T 2 resistivity dependency, and features a constant Hall
coefficient, which correctly measures the carrier density. However, it should be noted
that the quasiparticle scattering rate in this state is considerably different compared
to the one reported in the zero-field high-temperature normal state (for T > Tc). This
change of the scattering rate is consistent with a phase transition associated to the Fermi
surface reconstruction [86]. The reconstruction is driven by the formation of long-range
CDW order [96, 97], which involves about 30% of the normal-state quasiparticles [86].
How this ordering affects the superconductivity is one of the main problems discussed
in this thesis, where the controversy over the reasons behind the Fermi surface recon-
struction are discussed in Section 3, along with the discussion of another, this time
three-dimensional, CDW ordering.

It is important to keep in mind that the states at the Fermi surface preserve their
Fermi-liquid character across the whole phase diagram of cuprates. The Fermi surface
evolution upon doping is gradual, with no distinct boundaries, and mainly dictated by
the change of the effective carrier density from 1 + p to p [86]. The exception is the
phase transition triggered by a high magnetic field, when the arcs are reconstructed
into electron pockets. The presented picture explains the process of the Fermi arcs
formation without the need to introduce any quantum criticality or exotic transport
mechanisms [26]. However, it does not explain the reason for the gradual change in
the carrier density. This process can be explained quantitatively by a phenomenological
model described below, which also captures the main features of superconductivity.

1.3.3 Phenomenological model

The model discussed in this Subsection has been formulated based on various experi-
mental results [71]. It assumes the existence of two electronic subsystems: localized and
itinerant carriers. The itinerant carriers are introduced into the system by doping (p
carriers per CuO2 unit) and exhibit Fermi liquid-like behaviour across nearly the whole
phase diagram [64], as discussed in Subsection 1.3.1. The localized carriers, exactly one
per each CuO2 unit cell, are separated from the Fermi level by a doping-dependent local-
isation gap ∆ (Fig. 1.8(a)). The emergence of the localization gap is associated with the
strong electronic correlations, which are also responsible for the formation of the charge-
transfer gap in the undoped parent compound. With doping, the number of itinerant
carriers is increasing slowly, affecting the electronic interactions. As a consequence, the
gap decreases and finally closes above the optimal doping. The carrier density reaches
1 + p, in contrast to the undoped parent insulator with the carrier density of p, when
all delocalized carriers reach the Fermi level (Fig. 1.8(a,b)) [71].

The above statements can be formulated by the following expression for the effective
density of itinerant carriers

neff(p, T ) = neff(p, 0) +
∫ ∞

0
g(∆)e−∆/2kTd∆, (1.3)

which is temperature and doping dependent. The doping increases the effective density,
first by adding p itinerant carriers per CuO2 unit cell and then, at about 16%, by
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Figure 1.8: A phenomenological model for the normal and superconducting state in cuprates. All
pictures are adapted from [71]. (a) Gaussian function of a gap distribution g presented for selected
doping levels. The dashed blue line indicates a fraction of the states above the Fermi level that are
delocalized and added to the Fermi sea. (b) Effective density of intinerant carriers per CuO2 unit cell at
zero temperature calculated for the gap distribution in panel (a) (solid red line), and for an asymmetric
Gaussian distribution (red dashed line), which better captures the LSCO data (d,e). (c) Doping and
temperature dependence of the second derivative of the normal-state resistivity (resistivity curvature)
multiplied by neff(T = 0). This result is obtained by combining the effective carrier density from Eq. 1.3,
calculated using the gap distributions in (a), with the experimentally-determined Fermi-liquid scattering
rate of itinerant carriers [72]. (d) Experimentally obtained resistivity curvature (d2ρ/dT 2) of LSCO [98]
normalized to the value at T = 300 K. Doping evolution of the Tc is shown in green dots. (e) Resistivity
curvature calculated for LSCO according to the procedure in (c) normalized by neff(T = 0). The values
are multiplied by 4 · 10−6 to match a color scale of (d).

destabilizing the localized carrier which at high doping results in the complete melting
of the Mott-like state. In addition, the temperature activates the localized carriers
and adds them to the Fermi sea. This process is described by the e−∆/2kT term. The
gap itself is spatially inhomogeneous and very local. This is captured by the doping
dependent gap distribution function g(∆), which simulates the distribution of the local
gaps. The effective carrier density at zero temperature can be then expressed by

neff(p, 0) = p+
∫ 0

−∞
g(∆)d∆, (1.4)

where parts of a Gaussian function with nominally negative gaps correspond to these
CuO2 units, for which the delocalization gap is closed. Consequently, the integral is
calculated from minus infinity to zero, while the delocalized carriers are added to the
Fermi sea [71].

According to Eq. 1.3, at (very) high-temperature and high-doping limit neff = 1 + p.
In general, the exact densities of both subsystems, localized (nloc) and itinerant (neff)
carriers, are interconnected:

1 + p = neff + nloc. (1.5)

The temperature and doping dependence of the normal-state resistivity (ρ) curva-
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ture can be calculated by combining the obtained values of neff with the experimentally
established universal scattering rate of itinerant carriers [72]. Apparently, the presented
model enables to reproduce all the key normal-state features of curates phase diagram,
which includes the quadratic temperature dependence at low and high dopings, as well as
a linear T -dependence within the strange metal regime, and the doping/temperature de-
pendencies of the characteristic temperatures T ∗ and T ∗∗ (Fig. 1.8(c)). In Fig. 1.8(d,e),
the resistivity curvature measured for LSCO [98] is compared with the estimation ob-
tained from the model. Fig. 1.9 presents the estimated values of nloc and neff in Hg1201,
based on resistivity and Hall effect measurements [86]. It shows that the density of the
localized carriers decreases gradually with the doping, while the density of the itinerant
carriers increases.

Figure 1.9: Doping and temperature dependence of carrier density in the hole-doped cuprates [86]. (a)
Phase diagram encompassing the evolution of a number of localized carriers (nloc) per CuO2 unit cell.
The isolines and a colour palette are extracted from resistivity measurements in Hg1201. Data are
extrapolated above an experimentally achievable doping level. The antiferromagnetic (AF), supercon-
ducting (SC) and reconstructed Fermi-liquid (R-FL) phases are presented schematically along with the
onset of the CDW correlations. According to [64] and [86], the pseudogap (PG-FL) and strange metal
(SM) regimes are essentially identical. (b) The effective charge carrier density per CuO2 unit cell (neff) as
a function of doping, calculated using Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.5 at zero temperature (lines). The calculations
are compared with the effective carrier concentration obtained from Hall effect measurements (points).
Resistivity data from above Tc are extrapolated to T = 0. The data for Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ (Tl2201) and
Bi2Sr2CuO6+δ (Bi22201) come from [99]. The original data for YBCO comes from [100] (open green
circle), while the same data scaled by the resistivity anisotropy (ρa/ρb) are from [99] (filled green circle).

Motivated by the observation that superconductivity disappears concomitantly with
vanishing of the localized charges, it was suggested [71] that the localized holes act as
the pairing glue that binds the itinerant carriers into Cooper pairs. This conclusion
was furthermore supported by the fact that the superfluid density is proportional to
the product of the density of the itinerant and localized holes ρS ∝ neff nloc [71], both
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in electron [53] and hole-doped cuprates [101]. Notably, both densities are extracted
from the normal state, and the superfluid density across the superconducting dome is
obtained without any additional fitting parameter.

In short, according to the discussed phenomenological model, superconductivity ap-
pears in a moderate doping range, by achieving a fine balance between the number of
carriers from both electronic subsystems. At high doping, where there are no local-
ized carriers, Tc falls to zero. On the other hand, in the very low doping range, where
the density of itinerant carriers is too low, there are not enough carriers that can po-
tentially form Cooper pairs, and thus superconductivity does not appear either. This
two-component picture is in agreement with the notion that the pairing is mediated
by the localized charge. In particular, it was pointed out that the specific fluctuation
of the localized charge, involving oxygen-copper-oxygen orbitals, may play a role in
providing the superconducting glue [34, 71]11. In the context of the fluctuation-driven
superconductivity, the degeneracy of two oxygen atoms within the CuO2 plane seems to
be essential.

1.3.4 Motivation

The importance of the oxygen-oxygen charge transfer within the unit cell was in-
dicated by several studies. For example, it was demonstrated that even a very small
tilt of the CuO6 octahedra in La-based cuprates, that results in the change of relative
distances between Cu and planar O atoms, may be responsible for the disappearance
of superconductivity [103]. The same effect, i.e., the D4 symmetry breaking due to the
partial lifting of degeneracy of the nearest-neighbour oxygen atoms, is observed when
isotopically pure 67Zn atoms substitute Cu in optimally doped YBCO. As a consequence,
Tc is suppressed locally within the Zn islands [104]. Thus, it can be said that certain
symmetry-based constraints strongly determine the appearance of the superconducting
phase in cuprates.

In this thesis, we focus on yet another phenomenon that simultaneously breaks the
translation symmetry [105] and lowers Tc [58, 59, 96, 106] - the CDW order. This
ordering has a dominant d-wave bond component [105, 107]12 with the modulated charge
that is located mostly within the oxygen 2p orbitals. It is a relatively weak effect that
involves only 0.03 holes per CuO2 unit cell [71, 105], but at the same time it is quite
efficient in suppressing superconductivity. This suggests that the CDW order influences
the proprieties, e.g., the associated fluctuation of the localized charges. Thus, the general
aim of this thesis is to examine how the charge correlations in the form of the CDW order
as the symmetry breaking field affects the localized charge. The ultimate goal of the
presented work is to contribute to the understanding of the role of charge correlations
on the formation of superconductivity in cuprates.

11The idea of fluctuating localized charge that contribute in formation of superconductivity was pro-
posed by W. Little back in 1964 in the context of superconductivity in organic molecules [102].

12Exceptionally, the La-based cuprates exhibits a predominant s’-wave bond order [108]. Additionally,
the charge ordering in these systems exhibits, in contrast to other cuprates [109, 110], an opposite doping
dependence of qCDW [111, 112].
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In order to investigate these problems, a set of complementary experiments using
synchrotron radiation was conducted. The first aim was to characterize in detail the
CDW order, examine the related process of the Fermi surface reconstruction (for which
the charge ordering is responsible), and verify how this order influences the lattice
dynamics along the oxygen-oxygen charge transfer channels of the localized carriers.
By that, we shed new light on the interplay of CDW and superconductivity in cuprates.

One of the main research lines was also to verify whether modification of the charge
order is able to influence the superconductivity, and vice versa. Thus, within the frame-
work of this thesis, we proposed another symmetry breaking field - the uniaxial pressure.
By deforming the structure (especially the distances between Cu and O atoms within the
planes) and the local electron environment, the uniaxial pressure may affect the nature
of charge correlations within the CuO2 plane. At the same time, it may also modify
the microscopic mechanism of the carrier localization process. To resolve this issue,
the synchrotron experiments presented in this work are designed in a way that enables
simultaneous observation of the normal state, from which superconductivity emerges,
and the CDW order properties.

The work conducted in this thesis differs from the conventional approaches of study-
ing the mechanism of superconductivity in cuprates: instead of focusing on the factors
that cause the increase of Tc, we study the symmetry breaking fields, such as the charge
ordering and uniaxial pressure, that are supposedly decreasing it. Using such a concept,
we aim to examine the phenomenological model of superconductivity [71], where the
pairing is associated with an excitation of the one localized carrier per CuO2 unit cell.

1.4 Charge density wave order in cuprates

In general, the charge density waves are often associated with periodically modu-
lated charge correlations formed by the valence electrons. They are found in numerous,
quite different correlated systems, such as cobaltates [113], nickelates [114] or man-
ganites [115]. In cuprates, the charge ordering tendencies were mapped out over a
very broad range of the temperature-doping phase diagram (Fig. 1.5), and in particular
within the pseudogap phase. Thus, it was initially suggested that their formation is
caused by instability of the pseugdogapped Fermi surface [116, 117, 118]. Nevertheless,
more recent studies detected charge ordering also in slightly doped antiferromagnetic
materials, above T ∗ at moderate doping, as well as in the overdoped part of the phase
diagram [119, 120, 121]. The origin and presence of the CDW order is such a wide range
of temperatures and doping remains controversial.

The first evidence of the charge order in cuprates was reported for
La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4, and was associated with formation of stripes [106]. This kind
of ordering consists of holes segregated into unidirectional structures formed between
antiferromagnetic domains [118]. In the inelastic neutron scattering studies, they mani-
fest themselves in the form of charge13 and magnetic satellite reflections at the collinear

13In inelastic neutron scattering studies, charge order is not detected in a direct way through the
charge modulation but is observed due to the associated distortions of the lattice [118].
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wave vectors. The relationship between these incommensurate wave vectors was shown
to be δcharge = 2δspin [106, 122]. The amplitude of the stripe order is the strongest at
p ≈ 1/8, the doping at which the anomalous suppression of Tc known as 1/8 anomaly
is observed [123].

Although other charge ordering tendencies in cuprates are observed, in this work
we will focus on the CDW order. As emphasized in the previous section, this ordering
may affect the formation of superconductivity since it plays a role of symmetry breaking
field. Importantly, in contrast to stripes, this phenomenon is proven to be universal
for the entire copper-based family of superconductors [58, 59, 124]14, in both hole- or
electron-doped compounds.

In the absence or at low magnetic fields, the CDW order in cuprates is short-
ranged, incommensurate, and below Tc coexisting with superconductivity within the
CuO2 planes. Schematic representation of such an order is shown in Fig. 1.10(a). The
appearance of the CDW order causes periodic lattice distortions. For example, in YBCO,
the ionic displacements are estimated as 10−3 of the interatomic distances and are max-
imal near the CuO2 planes (Fig. 1.10). The displacement of four oxygen atoms around
Cu forms a butterfly shape [128], and the wave vectors of this charge modulations are
oriented along the directions of Cu-O bonds. Thus, the intra-unit-cell symmetry of this
order is described as a bond order with modulated charges that are located on the 2p
oxygen orbitals, with a dominant d-wave character [105].

Figure 1.10: Visualisation of the CDW order in YBCO. Panel (a) is adapted form [129], and panels
(b-e) are adapted from [128]. In (a) the Cu-O chains (with no oxygen order) and CuO2 planes (with
a schematically presented CDW) are shown. In orthorhombic structure of YBCO, F marks fully filled
Cu-O chains, and E marks the Cu line with the empty oxygen sites (spanning along b-axis). (b,c) The
estimated patterns of ionic displacement for a- and c-axis components of the CDW modulation wave
vector qa (along a crystal direction). (d,e) Corresponding patterns for b- and c-axis components of the
qb wave vector (along b crystal direction). For visibility, the ionic displacements presented in this figure
are significantly enlarged.

Experimentally, the presence of the CDW order in cuprates was initially observed
in 2011 by NMR studies in YBCO [96]. This discovery was later confirmed by X-ray
diffraction studies [58, 59] (Fig. 1.11(a)). However, the first manifestation of the CDW

14In addition to cuprates, CDW’s are also observed in linear chain compounds (e.g. NbSe4 [125])
or quasi-2D crystals (e.g. 1T-TaS2 [126]). In 2008, they were observed for the first time in iron-based
superconductors [127].
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order can be traced back to 2002, where data collected by scanning tunnelling microscopy
in Bi2Sr2CaCuO8+δ (Fig. 1.11(b)) revealed modulations within the superconducting
vortex cores [116]. The reciprocal and real space images of the CDW are presented in
Fig. 1.11.

Figure 1.11: Manifestation of the CDW order in reciprocal space (a) [59] and in real space (b) [116]. (a)
In the X-ray diffraction techniques, the CDW order is reflected by the superstructure peaks, centered
at qCDW . The scans presented here were obtained in YBCO, along (1,0) and (0,1) directions (along
the Cu-O bonds ); the peaks overlap within the experimental error. (b) A map of spectral intensity
measured by STM. Periodic tunnelling conductance modulations present in the superconducting vortex
cores are indicative of the CDW order.

The incommensurate wave vector of the CDW order in cuprates falls in the range
of qCDW = 0.25 − 0.33 r.l.u., which corresponds to modulations with periodicity of
3 − 4 unit cells. The CDW phenomenon is detected in moderately doped compounds
within the pseudogap region (Fig. 1.5), below the onset temperature TCDW . With
decreasing temperature, the correlation length and the amplitude of the CDW order
increase. However, in the case of YBCO, both parameters decrease below Tc [58, 59],
suggesting a competition between the CDW correlations and superconductivity.

The competition is further evident from the X-ray scattering studies performed in
magnetic fields. While the CDW order is insensitive to the external magnetic field above
Tc, its amplitude increases when superconductivity is suppressed by the applied field
below Tc [58]. The enhancement of the CDW order increases with the strength of the
field, and can be significant at the lowest temperatures. Moreover, the local suppression
of Tc associated to 1/8 anomaly, together with the considerable decrease of the critical
field Hc2 within the temperature-doping range where the CDW order is present [130],
is consistent with the competition between the ordering and superconductivity.

Alternative interpretations assume that superconductivity and the CDW do not
compete, but instead they couple by forming a spatially modulated waveform func-
tion [131, 132]. It was also proposed that the CDW order is responsible for the anomalous
normal-state properties, and that it is crucial for the formation of the superconducting
phase [133]. Such a strong coupling between the CDW order and superconductivity is
in agreement with the suggestion of the PDW order [134]. In any case, the interplay
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between the CDW order and superconductivity seems to be quite strong, while the exact
mechanism of interaction between these two phenomena remains unexplained.

Thus, it might be concluded that the nature of the CDW order is of great interest,
in particular considering its strong interplay with superconductivity. In the following
chapters, we present experimental studies that resolve some controversies related to the
CDW order and its implications to superconductivity.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

The experimental part of the thesis begins in Chapter 2 with a detailed character-
ization of the CDW order in the normal and superconducting states. This includes
the temperature and doping dependence of the CDW order in the model hole-doped
cuprate - Hg1201, as well as its basic properties, i.e., correlation length, amplitude, or
wavelength. In particular, the regime where the CDW order appears within the phase
diagram is compared with the regime where the superconducting phase is present, re-
vealing the interplay between the two. The presented studies were performed using Cu
L-edge resonant elastic X-ray scattering technique at synchrotron BESSY II in Berlin.

Studies presented in Chapter 2 provide evidence that the CDW order is responsible
for the Fermi surface reconstruction in the presence of high magnetic fields. However,
some doubts about this scenario come from the discovery of a new type, also field-
triggered three-dimensional (3D) CDW order. To resolve this issue and to shed light
on the formation of the 3D CDW order, in Chapter 3, hard X-ray absorption studies
of Cu L-edge in double-layered YBCO are presented. They are complemented by mea-
surements performed in single layer compounds such as Hg1201, LSCO, and NCCO. A
particular attention is paid to the parameters of the selected characteristic features of
the absorption edge (prepeaks), which are analysed as a function of the applied magnetic
field and temperature. The X-ray studies under pulsed field up to 30 T were performed
at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble.

Motivated by the discovery of a high temperature dynamic precursor of the CDW
order, inelastic X-ray scattering studies of lattice dynamics in electron-doped NCCO are
presented in chapter 4. Those measurements were performed at the ESRF. Specifically,
the phonon dispersion along the direction parallel to Cu-O bonds is discussed. The
presented analysis resolves the doubts about the interpretation of the phonon dispersion
close to the wave vector of the CDW order. These studies also show the impact of charge
correlations on the lattice dynamics in NCCO. The spectral features that are connected
with the dynamic charge fluctuations are identified and discussed. Furthermore, the
impact of the oxygen-copper-oxygen fluctuation (connected with localized carriers) on
the lattice dynamics is discussed.

In Chapter 5, Cu L-edge resonant elastic X-ray scattering studies in NCCO under
uniaxial pressure, performed in parallel with electronic transport measurements, are
discussed. In this chapter, basic properties of the CDW order are analysed as a function
of the applied pressure along with changes of resistivity. These studies verify whether by
influencing one of the subsystems, the CDW order and superconductivity, some changes
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of the other one are observed. If so, it would be very likely that the genesis of both of
them is related. Application of uniaxial pressure also allowed to resolve the symmetry
of charge correlations. Additionally, this Chapter presents designs of uniaxial pressure
cells that were developed within the framework of this thesis. The cells were adapted
at synchrotron BESSY II in Berlin, to enable the presented measurements.

Soft X-ray absorption studies of O K-edge and Cu L-edge in LSCO under uniaxial
pressure, performed at synchrotron SOLARIS in Kraków, are presented in Chapter 6.
Details of the near-edge absorption fine structure are analysed as a function of the ap-
plied uniaxial strain. The aim was to probe the states associated with hybridized 2p
oxygen and 3dx2−y2 copper orbitals, thus in the main focus were two distinct features,
called pre-peaks, the mobile hole peak and the upper Hubbard peak. The main idea
was to induce, via controllable strain, an asymmetry between initially equivalent lattice
directions. It was expected that this would cause relative changes in the electron density
within px and py oxygen orbitals and, hence, this enabled studies of the oxygen-oxygen
charge transfer within those orbitals as well as gaining insights into the process of car-
rier localization. Moreover, in Chapter 6 the design of a new uniaxial pressure cell is
described. The cell was specifically made to perform soft X-ray measurements, but can
be easily adjusted and used universally, in very different commercially available vacuum
chambers.

Finally, in Chapter 7 the main results and the final conclusions of this work are
summarized.

Additionally, detailed information about the growth and characterization of single
crystals of cuprates used in this work are presented in Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2
Temperature-doping dependence of the CDW order in

HgBa2CuO4+δ

The CDW correlations in the tetragonal single-layer Hg1201 were observed, for the
first time, in 2014 by Tabis et al. [1]. In this initial work, the charge correlations were
reported and characterized only at a single doping level (p ≈ 0.09), thus the range in
which this phenomenon appears in the temperature-doping phase diagram has reminded
unknown. Moreover, the lack of information on the temperature and doping dependen-
cies of parameters that characterize the CDW order hindered the connections to the
behaviours observed in other properties, e.g., evolution of the Fermi surface topology.
In this chapter, a detailed resonant X-ray scattering study, conducted in a wide range of
doping in Hg1201, is presented. The comprehensive characterization of the CDW order
across the phase diagram enabled a unifying interpretation of this and other phenomena
appearing in the cuprate compounds. In particular, the collected experimental data
revealed a monotonous, as a function of doping, evolution of the correlation length and
the wave vector of the CDW order, which in turn can be connected with the observed evo-
lution of the Fermi surface. Understanding the Fermi surface evolution is essential not
only in the context of the normal state properties but also in respect to superconductivity.

2.1 Prior studies of the CDW order in HgBa2CuO4+δ

The discovery of the CDW order in YBCO in 2011 [2] motivated an extensive search
for similar phenomena in other cuprate compounds. In single-layered Hg1201, the CDW
order was observed in 2014 [1]. Shortly after, charge ordering tendencies were also
observed in other multilayered Hg-based cuprates [3].

The CDW order in Hg1201 was initially observed at the (only measured) doping level
p ≈ 0.09 (Tc = 72 K) via resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) and resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering (RIXS) performed at the L3 resonance of Cu [1]. The charge modulations
manifested by the appearance of an incommensurate, weak superstructure peak in RXS,
and the enhancement of the quasielastic scattering in RIXS. The Gaussian-like peak
in the [H, 0, L]1 scattering geometry was observed via both techniques with the in-

1Directions in the reciprocal space are labeled using HKLMiller indices or hkl Miller indices reduced
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2.1. PRIOR STUDIES OF THE CDW ORDER IN HGBA2CUO4+δ

plane wave vector component HCDW = 0.276(5) r.l.u., corresponding to the modulation
period of 1/HCDW ≈ 3.5a, where a is a lattice constant. The planar correlation length
extracted from the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak was
ξCDW ≈ 5a [1]. Surprisingly, both the wave vector and the correlation length had
much lower values in Hg1201 than those previously reported in YBCO [4, 5, 6, 7]. This
discrepancy opened the question whether the character of the CDW is the same in
different cuprate compounds.

In Hg1201, the CDW order was found below the optimal doping [1], similarly as in
other cuprates [8]. In fact, the doping, at which the CDW order was observed (p = 0.09)
falls in the doping range where the superconducting transition temperature Tc exhibits
a plateau [9, 10] in the phase diagram. The onset temperature TCDW , corresponding
to the emergence of the CDW peak in RXS, was about 200 K [1]. Notably, the CDW
order in Hg1201 forms within the pseudogap phase, near T ∗∗, the temperature below
which the planar resistivity displays a quadratic T -dependence, characteristic of Fermi
liquids [11].

The CDW order in Hg1201 was found to be very weak, and the associated charge
modulation could be detected only at the L3 absorption edge of Cu, due to the resonant
enhancement. Simply, the amplitude of the CDW order in Hg1201 is insufficient to
induce atomic displacements, which would sufficiently contribute to the classical struc-
ture factor of X-rays and cause the appearance of a superstructure peak in non-resonant
diffraction. This is consistent with the absence of the CDW peak off-resonance in RXS
and the lack of a signature of the CDW order in hard X-ray diffraction, performed in the
absence of magnetic field [1]. This is partially different in YBCO, where the charge cor-
relations are stronger and cause atomic displacements sufficiently large to be detectable
by X-ray diffraction measurements [5]. In fact, the detailed analysis of the intensity of a
large number of superstructure peaks identified in YBCO allowed to extract the pattern
of the ionic displacements associated with the CDW order [12].

Although the signatures of the charge correlations in YBCO are stronger, the struc-
tural complexity of this compound (e.g., two CuO2 planes in the elementary cell, con-
ducting CuOδ chains in the reservoir layer) makes it difficult to extract the underlying
principles, identify intrinsic properties, and connect them with the underlying electronic
structure. In this regard, it is important to emphasize that Hg1201 is one of the most
ideal cuprates for studying charge correlation tendencies, due to its simple tetragonal
crystal structure with only one CuO2 plane per primitive cell and no CuOδ chains. Thus,
it can be considered as a model cuprate material to study the interaction between the
charge order and superconductivity.

The aim of the RXS studies presented in this chapter is to provide a comprehensive
set of results on the doping and temperature dependence of the CDW correlations in
Hg1201. Such results are expected to help make a better connection between the charge
ordering tendencies observed in the cuprates and establish the relationship between

to the first Brillouin zone. Analogically, the total momentum vector in the reciprocal space is labeled as
Q, while q refers to the the momentum vector reduced to the first Brillouin zone. These symbols will
be used consistently in the following chapters.
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the CDW wave vector and the size of the reconstructed Fermi surface as measured by
quantum oscillations [1, 11]. Finally, based on the results obtained in Hg1201, we wish
to identify potential universalities among different compounds in the cuprate family.

2.2 Experimental technique

RXS is a photon-in→photon-out process involving a virtual transition from core
level to unoccupied states near the Fermi level. This virtual transition depends on the
charge, orbital and magnetic arrangement within the resonant atom and its surround-
ings. Using photons of energy close to Cu L3 absorption edge (2p3/2 → 3d transition,
hν = 932 eV), a core electron is excited to the intermediate state which is a valence state
of the resonating ion. As a result, the scattering cross-section is enhanced. The informa-
tion about spatial charge modulation is contained in the diffraction peaks, maintaining
the chemical and local structure selectivity of X-ray absorption spectroscopy. More-
over, charge, orbital or spin superlattices have usually the periodicity matching very
well the wavelengths in the range of soft X-rays [13]. Although scattering experiments
performed using hard X-rays would enable accessing a larger number of Brillouin zones,
which would allow a more precise description of the ordering parameters, it was experi-
mentally established that the resonant amplification of the CDW peak in the cuprates
is not observed at Cu K -edge (∼ 9000 eV) [14]. For these reasons, resonant soft X-ray
scattering is the most suitable synchrotron technique to study the charge correlations,
such as the CDW order.

RXS measurements presented in this Chapter were performed at the UE46-PGM1
beamline of the synchrotron BESSY II, in Berlin. This world-wide unique endstation
is dedicated to the exploration of electronic ordering phenomena. Its extensive use
allowed to obtain some of the most important experimental results related to the CDW
in cuprates [1, 4, 15, 16].

2.2.1 Theory of resonant X-ray scattering

Virtual excitation of a core electron is the central process of resonant scattering,
which is coherent and elastic. An electron is excited from the ground state |ψGS〉 by
the incoming photon of energy ~νin and instantly (∼ 10−15 s) returns to the core level.
As a result, a photon with the same energy as the incoming one, is emitted. The final
state of the electronic system is the same as the initial one, however, the state of the
coupled electron-photon system is changed from |Ψi〉 = |ψGS〉el × |φi〉EM to a state
|Ψf 〉 = |ψGS〉el × |φf 〉EM . In particular, both the polarization and the wave vector of
the photon state |φ〉EM change. The incoming photon is characterized by a wave vector
qin and a polarization εin (analogically qout and εout for the outgoing photon) [17].
A schematic picture of this process is shown in Fig. 2.1. It also needs to be noted
that the energy of the outgoing photon may slightly vary from the difference in energy
between the initial and the intermediate state because of the Heisenberg principle of
uncertainty [18].
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of non-resonant and resonant scattering processes (after [17], edited). The
former does not involve an intermediate state |Ψm〉 of the excited electron, while the latter occurs when
the energy of the incident photon is tuned to the absorption edge and results in a virtual excitation of
the core electron. The process of excitation is followed by a re-emission of the scattered photon while
the core hole is being filled back. As a result, the state of the system, |ΨGS〉, is not changed.

The process of photon scattering from a material can be described as an interaction
of a plane wave with a single bounded electron. The scattering amplitude is calculated
using perturbation theory for a matter-radiation interaction [18]. Using this approach,
the effective non-relativistic Hamiltonian H for X-ray scattering can be written as

H = Hel +HEM + e

mec

∑
j

A(rj , t) · pj + e2

2mec2

∑
j

A2(rj , t), (2.1)

where me and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively. The j-th electron has
a momentum pj and a position coordinate rj . A(rj , t) is a vector potential, which

describes an electromagnetic wave. Hel = ∑
j

1
2me

p2
j +∑

j V (rj , t) +∑
j 6=k

e2

|rj − rk|2
is

the Hamiltonian of the electronic system and HEM = ∑
q,ν }ω[nν(q) + 1/2] with nth

photon number operator is the Hamiltonian of electromagnetic field. Together they
form the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 = Hel + HEM . The last two terms of Eq. 2.1,
linear (H lin

int) and quadratic (Hquad
int ) in the vector potential, define the radiation-electron

interaction operator Hint = H lin
int +Hquad

int .
The probability of a transition between an initial |Ψi〉 and a final |Ψf 〉 quantum

state is defined by Fermi’s golden rule, and can be expressed in the following form:

Wi→f = 2π|〈Ψi|T |Ψf 〉|2δ(Ef − Ei), (2.2)

where Ei and Ef are the total energy of the initial and the final state of light-matter
system, respectively. The transition operator T may be written as a series of consecutive
terms in the perturbation expansion

T = Hint+Hint
1

Ei −H0 + iη
Hint+Hint

1
Ei −H0 + iη

Hint
1

Ei −H0 + iη
Hint+ ..., (2.3)

with η used as a small parameter. Consequently, the first two leading terms in Eq. 2.2
are

W
(1)
i→f = 2π

∣∣∣∣∣∣ e2

2mec2 〈Ψi|
∑
j

A2(rj , t)|Ψf 〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.4)
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and

W
(2)
i→f = 2π

∣∣∣∣∣ e2

m2
ec

2

∑
M

〈Ψi|
∑
j A(rj , t) · pj |ΨM 〉〈ΨM |

∑
k A(rk, t) · pk|Ψf 〉

Ei − EM + iΓM

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.5)

can also be expressed in the following form [17]:

W
(1)
i→f ∝

∣∣∣∣∣∣〈ΨGS |
∑
j

e−iQ·rj |ΨGS〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

∝ |〈ΨGS |ρ(Q)|ΨGS〉|2 , (2.6)

W
(2)
i→f ∝ |

∑
m

∑
j,k

〈ψGS |εin · pj · eiqin·rj |ψm〉〈ψm|εout · pk · e−iqout·rk |ψGS〉
εGS − εm + }ω + iΓm

|. (2.7)

Here Ei = εGS + [nqin}ωqin + 1/2] and EM = εm + [(nqin − 1)}ωqin + 1/2] are
the energies of the initial |Ψi〉 and virtually excited |ΨM 〉 states of the total, light-
matter, system with nqin as the number of incoming photons of the frequency ω =
ωqin = ωqout . In both transition channels, Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7, the electronic system
remains intact, as well as the photon energy, while the photon wave vector changes from
|φqinενin〉 to |φqoutενout〉 with the scattering vector Q = qin − qout. The virtual process
is characterized by a lifetime }/Γm. ρ(Q) is the Fourier transform of the electron density
operator ρ(r) = ∑

j δ(r− rj) [17].
The first term, Eq. 2.6, corresponds to the usual XRD diffraction (Thompson scat-

tering), while the second term responsible for the resonant diffraction, Eq. 2.7, is of
interest here. In summary, the resonant process is a result of a virtual excitation of a
core electron state |ΨGS〉 to the excited |Ψm〉 through absorption of the first photon,
with the immediate de-excitation to |ΨGS〉 with the emission of another photon, of the
same energy, but with different q and polarization.

It is worth mentioning that Eq. 2.7 can be viewed as a version of the Kramers-
Heisenberg formula applied to the resonant elastic scattering of photons by electrons [13],
i.e., it is linked to the square of the scattering length |f |2 [19]. After several simplifi-
cations [15] (pertaining mainly to the character of scattering on electrons bound in
atomic orbitals), the resulting expressions can be used to calculate the scattering cross
section of the bunch of incoming photons on a bound electron system. As a result,
one gets a scattering length from the site n in the crystal described by the form factor
fn = fTn + fMn + f ′n + if ′′n .

The first two terms correspond to the Thomson (fTn ) and magnetic scattering (fMn ),
respectively, and represent non-resonant parts of the process. However, close to the
absorption edge, the part fnqp = f ′n + if ′′n dominates the sum and also the scattering
[13]. Thus, the form factor for resonant scattering is site- and energy-dependent tensor
that can be calculated by simplifying the Kramers-Heisenberg formula (Eq. 2.7):

fnpq = f ′n + if ′′n = e2

m2
ec

2

∑
i,l

〈χi|pq|χl〉 · 〈χl|pp|χi〉
}ω − (εl − εi) + iΓil

, (2.8)

where many electron states |ΨGS〉 and |Ψm〉 were replaced by local orbitals (at the
lattice site n) |χi(n)〉 and |χl(n)〉, respectively, with energies εi and εl. The change of the
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phase for atoms in Rn is approximated with eiQ·Rn [13] for the scattering vector Q and
therefore, the intensity of RXS is proportional to

IRXS(Q, }ω) ∝
∣∣∣∣∣∑
pq

(εin)p ·
[∑
n

fn(}ω)eiQ·Rn

]
· (εout)q

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.9)

where IRXS is the physical observable measured in RXS experiments [17].

2.2.2 Experimental set-up

The RXS studies delineated in this chapter were performed using reflection geometry,
which is schematically shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Momentum scans were performed in the
θ − 2θ mode by rotating the sample around the axis perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Simultaneously, the sample is rotated by a small angle δθ, while the photon
detector (PD) is rotated by 2δθ2. The scattering vector in reciprocal space is defined as
Q = Ha∗ +Kb∗ + Lc∗ = (H,K,L). Using this equation, and taking into account that
for elastic scattering the energy transfer is equal to zero, the scattering vector magnitude
can be expressed as Q = 2qin× sin(2θ) [17]. A projection of Q on a plane parallel to the
sample surface is presented in detail in Fig. 2.2(b). All experimental results presented
below refer to the in-plane component of Q vector, marked as Q‖.

Figure 2.2: Top view at the scattering geometry in RXS experiment (adopted from [17]). (a) Geometry
of a two-circle diffractometer. First circle correspond to the angular motion of a sample (θ), second
circle refers to the detector rotation. θ and 2θ angles at the UE46-PGM1 beamline are controlled by
step motors. All angles, except ϕ (marked also at Fig. 2.3), are motorized. The latter may be adjusted
manually, using a hexagonal key, and it allows to rotate the sample around the axis perpendicular to
its surface. (b) Kinematics of the scattering process. Q‖ and Q⊥ are the in-plane and out-of-plane
components of the scattering vector Q.

In the experimental setup used, the detector was placed at a fixed angle 2θ = 160◦,
and the H-direction (coupled with L) was probed during the scans of the CDW peak. K
value was set to 0. Reciprocal lattice constants for Hg1021 single crystals correspond to
the lattice constants at room temperature, and were approximated to a∗ = b∗ ≈ 1.62 Å−1

2In order to minimize the noise level coming from the movement of the motors and the electronic
noise, the position of PD is fixed during the scans of the CDW peak.
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and c∗ ≈ 0.66 Å−1. The part of Brillouin zone in the range 0.26 < H < 0.29 and L ≈ 1.25
was scanned carefully, as it is close to the wave vector where CDW superstructure peaks
were observed in the prior experiments [1].

Figure 2.3: Single crystals of Hg1201 mounted on the cold-finger of a liquid He cryostat, inside the vac-
uum chamber operating in the pressure range of 10−9 mbar. The samples were glued using a silver paint.
Typical sample volume was about 1 − 2 mm3. The sample surface corresponds to the crystallographic
ab plane. The ϕ angle is usually used to adjust the angular position and by that precisely orient the
crystals. Only one sample was measured at a time, but inserting three crystals saved the time needed
to achieve UHV.

The resonance energy was determined using X-ray absorption spectra performed in
the total fluorescence yield configuration. All diffraction scans were collected at the
maximum of Cu L3-edge fluorescence signal }ω ≈ 931.7 eV 3. The relatively large wave
length of electromagnetic wave at Cu L-edge allowed us to probe only the first Brillouin
zone, and hence Q is equivalent to the reduced wave vector q.

The data were collected using a linear, vertically polarized beam of X-rays. The
electric field vector had a constant direction, perpendicular to the propagation vector.
By selecting a vertical polarization, the electric field vector was chosen to be parallel to
Cu 3dy orbitals within CuO2 plane. In such a configuration, scanning momentum along
the (H, 0, L) direction, parallel to a-axis, does not change the relative direction of the
polarization vector with respect to the 3dy orbitals, keeping the resonance conditions
independent of the θ angle. The scans performed in this setting enabled the most
accurate determination of the superstructure peak’s parameters, independently of the θ
angle.

The single-crystalline Hg1201 samples used in the experiments were polished with
the surface parallel to ab plane, in the effort of obtaining a flat and clean surface. Since
samples are sensitive to humidity, to avoid any surface damage, the whole preparation
process was performed inside a glove bag, under N2 flow. A mirror-like surface was
achieved by using lapping paper with increasingly finer grade (up to 0.5 µm). Subse-
quently, the polished samples were fixed on a brass sample holder using a silver paint.
Inside the UHV chamber, the samples were mounted in the configuration presented in

3Hg1201 contains only one Cu site per unit cell. Thus, Cu atoms are in a single valence state and
the related absorption spectrum correspond to a single peak.
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Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3. For the photon energy range used in the RXS experiment, the
estimated X-ray penetration depth was about 0.2 µm, thus the bulk properties were
probed.

All samples used in the studies presented in this chapter were grown and initially
characterized by the group of Prof. Martin Greven at University of Minnesota, USA.
Preparation process and sample characterization are presented in the Appendix. All
crystals were oriented using Laue method and cut along CuO2 planes. The doping
range covered in these studies corresponds to the underdoped part of the Hg1021 phase
diagram, where charge ordering tendencies were already observed in Hg1201 [1], and in
other cuprates [4, 5, 15]. Summary of the samples is provided in Table 2.1. The oxygen
content δ was estimated from the extra oxygen vs Tc relationship from [20], while a hole
doping p was estimated using relationship between hole concentration per unit Cu and
Tc [9].

Tc (K) δ p

55 0.04 0.064
65 0.05 0.074
69 0.06 0.083
74 0.06 0.094
76 0.07 0.1
79 0.07 0.105
88 0.09 0.115
94 0.10 0.126

Table 2.1: List of the Hg1201 single crystals used in the RXS experiment. δ corresponds to the excess
of oxygen as indicated in the chemical formula HgBa2CuO4+δ. p is associated with the amount of holes
that are introduced into the CuO2 planes.

2.3 Results and discussion

A typical RXS spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.4(a), where the intensity was averaged
over 10 scans. Green hyperbolic-like line represents the background. It should be noted
that the general shape of the background is universal for different compounds in the
cuprate family. Nevertheless, to perform a detailed analysis, the exact shape was treated
as a sample-specific property and kept temperature independent. The superstructure
peak is encircled with a red dashed line and is associated with the CDW order. In our
study, the CDW peak is extracted from the difference between the RXS intensity mea-
sured at high (∼ 200 K, above the onset temperature of CDW) and low temperatures
(∼ 70 K). This difference is marked with a green shaded area in Fig. 2.5. The sub-
tracted spectra are fitted by a Gaussian function and the position of the peak maximum
is denoted as qCDW (also known as HCDW ). The CDW peaks exhibit equivalent magni-
tudes qCDW along [100] and [010] directions (Fig. 2.4(b)), as expected for a tetragonal
compound, such as Hg1201.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Momentum dependence of RXS intensity measured at 70 K in a sample with p = 0.094.
Green line is a guide to the eye, and approximates the background. Position of the CDW related peak
is indicated with the red circle. (b) The background-subtracted RXS spectra measured along the two
crystallographic (equivalent) directions ([100] - blue points and [010] - red points). The solid lines are
corresponding Gaussian fits to the experimental data.

Figure 2.5: Doping dependence of the CDW peak observed by RXS. Left panel presents raw spectra that
were collected at high (red curve) and low (black curve) temperatures. Right panel shows the intensity
difference (black squares) of data from the left panel. Fitting functions are marked by blue lines.
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The correlation length of the CDW order normalized to the unit cell size is calculated
using the formula ξCDW /a = 1/(π · FWHM), where FWHM is a full width at half
maximum of the Gaussian fit at a temperature close to Tc. The wave length of the
CDW order is denoted as λCDW = 1/qCDW .

2.3.1 Doping dependence

From the eight doping levels measured, the CDW peak was found in seven samples,
covering the range 0.064 ≤ p ≤ 0.115 (Tc ≈ 55 − 88 K) (Fig. 2.5). The maximum of
the CDW peak is observed for H values in the range from 0.26 to 0.29 r.l.u. (where
L ≈ 1.25 r.l.u. was set by the experimental limitations). Notably, the wave vector,
qCDW , shifts towards lower values with increasing doping level, implying that the CDW
modulation, λCDW becomes larger. qCDW in Hg1201 is slightly smaller than in YBCO,
but the rate of decrease with doping is comparable within the error bar and is equal
−0.6± 0.1 and −0.49± 0.05 r.l.u./(holes/planar Cu), respectively. Doping dependency
of the CDW order parameters (correlation length ξCDW , wave vector qCDW , and wave
length λCDW ) is summarized in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Parameters characterizing the CDW order in Hg1201 obtained from Gaussian fits presented
in Fig. 2.5 (blue symbols) compared with corresponding parameters for YBCO (red symbols) form [8].
Filled blue symbols indicate RXS and XRD data for Hg1201 from Tabis et al. [1]. (a) The correlation
length ξ/a, (b) wave vector qCDW , and (c) wave length λCDW of the CDW order are presented as a
function of doping. Error bars corresponds to errors of the fitting parameters and are usually smaller
than the symbols. The broad bands in (a) are guides-to-the-eye, the solid lines in (b) and (c) are linear
fits.

In Hg1201 the value of the correlation length is strongly doping-dependent, reaching
the maximal value ξCDW /a = 8.0(7) at p ≈ 0.083, while it is approximately half of
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this value at the edges of the doping range at which CDW peak is observed (4.6(5) at
p ≈ 0.064 and 4.8(7) for p ≈ 0.115). Therefore, the CDW can be classified as short-
ranged. In comparison, in YBCO the maximal correlation length is about 2.5 times as
large [8]. The doping dependencies of the CDW parameters extracted in Hg1201 [1] and
YBCO [8] are compared in Fig. 2.6. Although the exact doping ranges where the CDW
is observed do not coincide, the maximal correlation length in both Hg1201 and YBCO,
is observed at the doping that corresponds to the center of Tc(p) plateau [9]. Similar
observation is valid for other cuprate compounds [8]. Thus, it can be concluded that
the value of the CDW correlation length is a property characteristic of each particular
cuprate compound, as well as the exact doping range at which CDW manifests.

In Hg1201, a qualitative change of the quasiparticle recombination rate was recently
observed by ultrafast time-resolved reflectivity in a similar doping range as studied here,
with the onset T opticsCDW following the onset of the CDW order (TCDW ) extracted from our
data. While the behaviour of the quasiparticle recombination rate near optimal doping
(where T opticsCDW is not much larger than Tc) is consistent with mean-field BCS theory, the
data at lower doping are best understood upon considering composite superconducting
and CDW fluctuations near Tc [21]. This is consistent with the disappearance of the
CDW order above p ≈ 0.115, where the correlation length ξCDW measured near Tc
becomes comparable to λCDW suggesting that the order looses its spatial coherence just
below the optimal doping. However, these observations are in contradiction with the
results published in 2015, where the CDW order was detected by scanning micro-X-
ray diffraction in optimally doped Hg1201 (p ≈ 0.16) [22]. The reported correlation
length ξCDW exceeds 15 lattice constants and the wave vector qCDW ≈ 0.23, which
are considerably different values than those extrapolated from our experiments Fig. 2.6.
One possible explanation of the contradicting results is that the peak observed in [22]
originates from a spurious secondary phase with a slightly larger lattice parameter, and
does not reflect the CDW order in Hg1201.

Finally, we note that the scattering background also shows a considerable doping de-
pendence (Fig. 2.5). Its slope evolves from negative (decreasing values with increasing
H) at low doping to positive at higher doping. Notably, similar behaviour was reported
in electron-doped Nd2−xCexCuO4 [23]. Furthermore, the background forms a broad
temperature and doping dependent feature, on top of which the CDW peak emerges. In
particular, it is visible for the sample with Tc = 69 K, for which we observed the max-
imum of the correlation length. Two distinct peaks, one broader with lower amplitude
and the second, narrower, slightly shifted in q, were observed also at the low-temperature
RIXS measurements in YBa2CuO3O7−δ and Nd1+xBa2−xCuO3O7−δ [24].

2.3.2 Temperature dependence

RXS spectra collected at selected temperatures for two extreme doping levels (the
lowest p = 0.064 with Tc = 55 K and the highest p = 0.126 with Tc = 94 K) are presented
in Fig. 2.7. For the sample with Tc = 55 K, the scattered intensity is decreasing with
increasing temperature and saturates (after introducing an offset) upon heating above
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the characteristic temperature TCDW . For the sample with Tc = 94 K the intensity is
temperature independent (no peak is observed), which is attributed to the absence of
the CDW. Interestingly, the scattering background for the latter sample is nearly linear,
in contrast to the non-monotonic, hyperbolic-like background observed for the former.

Figure 2.7: RXS spectra across the CDW wave vector measured at selected temperatures, in two Hg1201
samples with (a) Tc = 55 K (p = 0.064) and (b) Tc = 94 K (p = 0.126).

Fig. 2.8 displays the temperature dependence of the CDW fitting parameters for
four samples (Tc = 65 K, Tc = 69 K, Tc = 79 K, Tc = 88 K)4. qCDW does not vary
with temperature for any of the presented doping. However, the amplitude of the CDW
peak is strongly temperature dependent. It starts to decrease above Tc, along with
the correlation length, which means that the CDW order gradually disappears. In
YBCO [5], the amplitude of the CDW peak decreases considerably below Tc as a result
of a competition between the charge order and superconductivity, while in Hg1201 it
levels off below Tc, which might also be taken as a sign of a (weaker) competition.

Another important property of the CDW order is the onset temperature of the or-
dering, TCDW . It was defined as a temperature at which an intensity integrated over
0.2 < H < 0.35 saturates upon heating. Doping dependence of TCDW is presented on
the summary phase diagram of Hg1201 (Fig. 2.9). Results obtained in our study are
supplemented by the results of the initial RXS and XRD studies [1, 26]5, and stay in a
very good agreement with them, as well as with optical reflectivity measurements [21],
where TCDW was estimated as an inflection point on a temperature vs change of op-
tical conductivity curve. It suggest that both probes, X-ray and optical reflectivity
measurements, detect the same phenomena.

Phase diagram of Hg1201 (Fig. 2.9) shows that CDW order is observed within PG
phase, mostly at or below T ∗∗ [11, 28, 29]. The onset temperature TCDW coincides with
T ∗∗ at the doping range, where CDW is the most robust with the highest correlation
length. The highest TCDW in Hg1201 is observed at slightly smaller doping level, and
at temperature higher by nearly 40 K than reported for YBCO [8]. The appearance of

4The CDW peak for the Tc = 55 K sample has very small intensity and it was not possible to
perform for it a fitting procedure within reasonable accuracy. Thus, the temperature dependence of
fitting parameters for the Tc = 55 K sample are not presented.

5X-ray diffraction studies of the CDW order are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.8: Temperature dependence of the CDW peak parameters in Hg1201. Upper panels present
changes of the peak amplitude, while in lower corresponding FWHM is shown. Indicated error-bars
corresponds to the mismatch between the data points and the Gaussian function fits. Blue-shaded area
highlights the superconductive state for each sample. Grey lines are a guide-to-the-eye.

Figure 2.9: Temperature-doping dependence of the CDW onset temperature TCDW in Hg1201, combined
with the previously suggested cuprate phase diagram, which is constructed using data for YBa2Cu3O6+δ,
Hg1201, as well as other cuprates [11, 25]. The grey hatched area indicates the part of the phase diagram
in which the CDWwas observed. Onset temperature, TCDW , determined from X-ray data (blue symbols)
and from time-resolved optical reflectivity data (red circles) [21] agrees well. TCDW estimated from our
RXS data are marked with circles, while a diamond corresponds to prior to RXS [1], and triangle XRD
[26] estimations. Blue solid line shows doping dependence of Tc [9] delineating the superconducting (SC)
from the normal state, while blue dashed line is an estimated parabolic dependence of Tc. Pseudogap
(PG) temperature, T ∗, is estimated from the departure of the T -linear in-plane resistance, which is
characterizing the strange metal (SM) state [11, 27]. T ∗∗ is a temperature below which Fermi-liquid
(FL) behaviour is observed [11, 27, 28, 29]. Antiferromagnetic phase (AF) is marked in grey.
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the CDW order in Hg1201 coincides with doping range at which the superconducting
transition temperature Tc exhibits its, characteristic for all cuprates, plateau. The
higher is the onset temperature, as well as the correlation length of the CDW order,
the stronger superconductivity is suppressed. The difference between the blue dashed
line and the blue solid line at Fig. 2.9 indicates how strongly the CDW order modulates
the superconducting dome of Hg1201. Therefore, it can be concluded that these two
phenomena, superconductivity and the CDW, are competing. This competition is also
apparent from the X-ray diffraction studies in YBCO [5], where the amplitude of CDW
peak decreases considerably below Tc, as the superconducting state strengthens.

2.4 Conclusions

RXS studies discussed in this Chapter clearly revealed the main features of the
CDW in the model cuprate compound Hg1201. First, the experimental results and the
conducted analysis disclosed the temperature and doping range within the Hg1201 phase
diagram where the CDW is observed. Second, the conducted analysis enabled extraction
of all characteristic CDW parameters such as a wave length, correlation length, or wave
vector. Third, this gained knowledge enabled comparison of the values obtained in
Hg1201 with the corresponding values obtained in one of the most investigated materials
from a cuprate family - YBCO. Finally, it was demonstrated that the presented results
are in a very good agreement with recently published (complementary) studies related
to the CDW order in Hg1201 [1, 21] and other Hg-based cuprate compounds [3].

Presented RXS studies provide a new insight into the competition between the CDW
order and superconductivity. In this respect, it is worth mentioning that the plateau in
Tc corresponds to the doping range in which the CDW order is observed, presumably
suppressing Tc proportionally to the CDW order strength. Similar behaviour was also
observed in other cuprates and is furthermore supported by high magnetic field measure-
ments that show an enhancement of the CDW order amplitude [30] and a concomitant
steep decrease of the upper critical field [31, 32]. Even though the competition between
the CDW order and superconductivity seems to be a general property of cuprates, the
onset temperature TCDW , the exact doping range, as well as the exact ordering vec-
tor(s) are the properties specific to each compound. E.g., the correlation length ξCDW
in Hg1201 is more that two times smaller than the one reported in YBCO, which can
be potentially associated with differences in the doping mechanism between these two
systems or with differences in their shapes of the Fermi surface. Nevertheless, in both
cases the overall doping/temperature range in which CDW correlations are observed is
similar.

CDW parameters determined in this Chapter were also the basis of the per-
formed tight binding calculations of the Fermi surface reconstruction in underdoped
cuprates [26]. Early studies of the CDW order in Hg1201 [1] suggested that the under-
lying Fermi surface is folded by a biaxial CDW order with a wave vector qCDW . As a
result, the reconstructed Fermi surface takes the form of an electron pocket, whose size
is in agreement with the size determined from the quantum oscillation experiments [33,
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34]. By establishing the doping dependence of qCDW and performing thigh-biding cal-
culations, the doping evolution of the reconstructed (electron pocket) Fermi surface was
estimated. The prediction is that the pocket size grows as a function of doping [26].
Notably, such a Fermi-surface reconstruction is in agreement with a biaxial and not
uniaxial CDW order [26], the issue which is currently debated.

Another interesting observation is that the shape of the scattering background, from
which the CDW peak emerges upon decreasing the temperature, changes considerably
with doping. Subsequent X-ray studies have shown that a similar phenomenon was
observed for other electron and hole-doped cuprates [23, 24, 35]. For example, in
Nd1+xBa2−xCu3O7−δ the CDW peak characterized by qCDW = 0.325 is clearly sep-
arated from much broader peak with q = 0.295 [24]. It was suggested that presence
of the broader feature, which is temperature independent (up to 300 K), is due to dy-
namical charge fluctuations. This statement can not be clearly proved by RXS studies
presented in this Chapter, as the scattering intensity measured in Hg1201 does not allow
to separate two distinct peaks. Nonetheless, dynamical charge correlations in cuprates
should be examined more carefully since they can be, as discussed in [36], a manifestation
of collective bosonic excitations associated with the fluctuating oxygen-copper-oxygen
charge within CuO2 planes [37].

Finally, it should be mentioned that the presented measurements motivated us to
conduct RXS and Raman spectroscopy studies in Hg1201 and in related double-layer
HgBa2CaCu2O6+δ (Hg1212). Based on the experience gained during the study of the
temperature-doping dependence of the CDW order in Hg1201, we revealed analogical
relationships for Hg1212. The onset temperature as well as the doping dependency of the
CDW in the double-layer compound are very similar to those detected in the single-layer
Hg1201. The dome-like shape of the charge order region in the phase diagram of Hg1212
clearly points towards the competition between the CDW and superconductivity, as it
was proven in the case of Hg1201. In addition, in both compounds we detected a doping-
dependent phonon anomaly, which can be viewed as a high-temperature precursor that
precedes the formation of the low-temperature static CDW order [3].
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CHAPTER 3
Origin of the 3D CDW order in YBa2Cu3O6+δ

The studies discussed in Chapter 2, indicated that the magnitude of the wave
vector of the biaxial charge order in Hg1201 is consistent with the reconstruction
of the Fermi surface into an electron pocket when sufficiently high magnetic field is
applied. The discovery of additional field-induced charge correlations in YBCO had
challenged this hypothesis. These field-induced correlations, called the 3D CDW order,
acquire coherence along a direction perpendicular to the CuO2 planes. However, it is
particularly interesting that they appear at low temperatures and high magnetic fields in
the relevant doping range in which the reconstruction of the Fermi surface is observed.
Thus, it is necessary to establish the properties of the 3D CDW order, and establish its
potential universality as well as clarify its link with the process of the Fermi surface
reconstruction. To resolve these issues, we employ X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies
in combination with pulsed magnetic fields up to 28 T in underdoped YBCO (p = 0.11).
Through the detailed observation of the magnetic-field-induced changes of the shape of
the Cu absorption edge, we will determine which copper sites are involved in formation
of the 3D CDW order.

3.1 Properties of the 3D CDW order

YBCO is the first cuprate compound in which the CDW order was detected in the
absence of a spin order. These charge correlations were firstly identified via NMR [1] and
subsequently characterized by resonant and nonresonant X-ray scattering experiments
[2, 3]. In X-ray diffraction measurements, the evidence of the formation of these corre-
lations are found in the doping range 0.45 ≤ δ ≤ 0.99, at incommensurate in-plane wave
vectors (h,0) and (0,k), where h ≈ k [4]. The corresponding coherence length parallel to
the CuO2 planes extends over 40 lattice units while the correlations are in-phase only
every other bilayer. Thus, the CDW order in YBCO should be considered as short-range
and two dimensional [3, 5]. In this Chapter we will refer to it as 2D CDW order, since
this term is widely used in publications on the topic.

The NMR experiments [1, 6] and Hall coefficient measurements [7] performed in
underdoped YBCO revealed that upon increasing the magnetic field and lowering the
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temperature, an additional second CDW order emerges. NMR studies [1, 6] showed that
a quadrupolar contribution to the splitting of NMR lines is not in agreement with the
zero field 2D CDW order. Concomitantly, ultrasound velocity measurements indicated a
field-induced transition to a charge-ordered state [8]. The following NMR work further
exposed that this new type of order does not simply evolve from the short-range 2D
correlations, but coexists with them [9]. Finally, X-ray scattering experiments performed
in magnetic fields up to 28 T at the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) facility have shown
that underdoped YBCO exhibits a new type of charge order with additional correlations
forming along c−axis. Thus, we refer to it as the three-dimensional (3D) CDW order [5].

In contrast to the 2D order, the 3D CDW order is correlated not only within the
CuO2 planes but also in the direction perpendicular to them. Hence, in X-ray diffraction
(reciprocal space) pictures, it is observed as a sharp superstructure peak at l = 1, while
the 2D CDW signal is seen as a broad feature with the maximum at l ≈ 0.5 (Fig. 3.1)
(the 3D CDW modulations are in phase for two neighbouring bilayers, the 2D order
propagate within individual bilayers). The intensity of the 3D order increases with the
amplitude of the external field, while intensity of the 2D order saturates at around 15 T.
Similar relationship is observed for a correlation length [5]. Thus, those two types of
ordering are clearly distinguishable.

Figure 3.1: Magnetic field dependence X-ray diffraction studies of charge correlations in underdoped
YBCO (δ = 0.67) performed at 22 K. Figures are adapted from [10]. The superstructure peak that
corresponds to the 2D CDW is marked by a black dotted contour, while the one corresponding to the
3D order is marked by a red circle. (a) Scattering intensity along (h, 0, l). The 2D CDW order is
observed as a broad feature extended along l, at h ≈ 1.69. The 3D order has no contribution in (h, 0, l)
plane. Strong features at corners appears due to scattering at CuOδ chains. (b) Scattering intensity
along (0, k, l). Similarly to (a), the 2D CDW superstructure peak is sharp along in-plane component
k ≈ 3.69, while it is broad in l profile. The 3D CDW order appears at 16.5 T as a sharp peak at l = 1
and at the same k as the 2D order.

Along c-axis the correlation length of the three-dimensional order reaches (at 28 T)
nearly 50 Å [5] and thus in literature it is referred to as a long-range order. Within the
CuO2 planes, the 3D CDW order appears only along b-axis, while along q=(h, 0, 0) no
corresponding CDW field-induced peak was observed (Fig. 3.1). Possible explanation
of the anisotropy of these 3D charge modulation can be connected with the existence of
the CuOδ chains that promote the b-axis charge correlations [10]. To fully explain the
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connection between the characteristic building blocks of a YBCO crystalline structure
and the formation of the 3D CDW, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) studies in
pulse magnetic field where conducted and are presented in this Chapter. Furthermore,
it will be discussed whether the field-induced phase transition is a generic behaviour for
all cuprates or a particularity of YBCO.

In Fig. 3.2 the phase diagram of YBCO is shown with the indicated temperature-
doping regions where both types of ordering, 2D and 3D, are present. Both of them
are observed within nearly the same doping range, but the onset temperature of the
3D CDW order is much lower. Moreover, the 3D order exists only below Tc, with the
onset temperature systematically lower than Hc2 [11]. The presented phase diagram
reveals also another interesting property: the coexistence of these two types of charge
orders and their relation with the Fermi surface reconstruction phenomena, marked with
a dark gray area in Fig. 3.2. The Fermi surface reconstruction is identified here as a
change of a sign of Hall resistivity, which reflects the emergence of and electron pocket,
and thus a change in the character of carriers [7, 12]. Previous studies performed
for underdoped cuprates have already associated the Fermi surface reconstruction with
the 2D CDW order [13]. The universal relationship between the CDW wave vector
and the size of the reconstructed Fermi pockets is described in details in Tabis et al.
[14]. However, the respective impact of the field-induced 3D order on the Fermi surface
topology should be also checked.

Figure 3.2: Characteristic temperatures associated with charge orders in YBCO summarized in a phase
diagram. The figure is adapted from [11]. Green triangles mark the onset temperature of 2D CDW
order obtained in X-ray studies [9, 15]. The onset of the 3D CDW order is presented by red circles
(data from ultrasound measurements [11]) and by NMR studies (blue squares [1, 9]). The temperature
of the sign change in Hall effect studies interpreted as a signature of the Fermi surface reconstruction
is marked by black diamonds [7, 12]. Light-grey shaded area represents YBCO superconducting dome.
T ∗ temperature is determined according to resistivity data [16]. All dashed lines are guides to the eye.
Purple squares correspond to points of phase diagram at which the in-field XAS studies, presented in
this Chapter, were performed.

In order to resolve the above formulated questions, we performed a systematic Cu
K -edge XAS study at high magnetic fields in a double-layer cuprate, YBCO. We were
particularly interested in the absorption near-edge structure and its features that cor-
respond to Cu states located at the characteristic structural blocks of YBCO. The
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temperature-doping range of the observed field-induced anomalies was compared with
the range at which the 3D charge correlations had been detected. Analysis of those
anomalies helps to identify the structural blocks which participate in the formation of
the 3D CDW. Furthermore, it provides additional information on the Fermi surface re-
construction. The studies are extended over single-layer cuprates (NCCO, Hg1201 and
LSCO), also electron-doped, for which spectra were collected in zero-field, as a reference.

3.2 Experimental technique

XAS studies were performed at the ID24 beamline of the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility in Grenoble. In this Thesis I discuss only the near-edge part of the
absorption spectra (X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy, XANES), because it pro-
vides information about the electronic properties of the absorbing atom, in our case
copper. The oscillations of the absorption coefficient with energy, observed above the
edge (extended X-ray absorption fine structure, EXAFS) are reflecting the scattering
events from the neighboring atoms and enable the extraction of structural details. How-
ever, they are beyond the scope of this work.

3.2.1 Theory of X-ray absorption spectroscopy

X-ray absorption process is a one-photon phenomenon, where an incident photon is
absorbed by the atom with the simultaneous excitation of a core electron to an empty
state above the Fermi level. To excite a core state in the K -shell, L-shell etc., the
energy of the photon has to be equal or larger than the binding energy EK , EL etc..
The resulting hole within the core shell is immediately filled by the electron from a
higher shell and the difference between the energy of this electron and the energy of a
core state level is emitted as a fluorescent radiation.

To describe the interaction of polarized X-rays and electrons in the context of X-
ray absorption spectroscopy, the non-relativistic Hamiltonian H = H0 +H1 containing
first-order perturbation is considered. H0 describes the unperturbed electronic system,
while the incoming radiation-electronic system interaction is modelled by

H1 = e

mc
p ·A, (3.1)

where the vector potential A represents the electromagnetic plane wave and p is the
momentum operator of an electron [17, 18].

In absorption, the initial state of the transition is a two-particle state. It contains
one particle core electron and the incoming photon of wave vector q, frequency ω and
polarization described by a unit vector êq forming a state Φi of energy Ei+}ω. The final
state is a one-particle photoelectron state Φf with energy Ef . The transition probability
per unit time, Wfi, is given by the Fermi golden rule:

Wfi = 2π
}
|〈Φf |T |Φi〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − }ω). (3.2)

T = T1 + T2 + ... is the transition operator. In the case of one-photon transitions,
such as X-ray absorption, only the first term is used. In the first order, it is equal to the
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interaction Hamiltonian, T1 = H1. The δ function is due to the energy conservation,
where }ω is the energy of the incoming photon. Transition is possible when the energy
of the final state is equal to the energy of the initial state plus the X-ray energy [17, 18].

In practice, for X-ray absorption K -edges below 4500 eV, the dominant transition
channel is the dipole electric transition channel E1. Quadrupole, octupole, electric,
and magnetic channels are challenging to detect within the X-ray energy range [18].
Therefore, the transition operator can be written using only the dipole approximation
as

T1 ∝
∑
q

(êq · p). (3.3)

Furthermore, using the commutation law between the position operator r and the atomic
Hamiltonian (p = m/i}[r,H]), T1 can be written as [17, 18]:

T1 =
∑
q

(êq · r). (3.4)

Finally, the Fermi golden rule (3.2) takes the form of

Wfi ∝
∑
q

|〈Φf |êq · r|Φi〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − }ω). (3.5)

As the energy of the incoming photon closes to the binding energy of an electron, the
sharp rise of the probability of transition occurs. This jump is called the absorption
edge. The other electrons in the system, with the considerably smaller energy, give a
smooth background (few times smaller than the jump). In the case of crystals, when
the absorbing atom is surrounded by other atoms, a decaying background modulated by
oscillations is observed above the edge jump. It is formed when the outgoing photoelec-
tronic waves interfere with the wavelets back-scattered from atoms [19]; this element of
the X-ray absorption spectroscopy is not analyzed here.

The transition rateM2 = |〈Φf |êq ·r|Φi〉|2 is usually weakly energy dependent and can
be assumed as constant. This implies that observed XAS intensity IXAS is proportional
to the density of empty states ρ [17]

IXAS ∼M2ρ. (3.6)

According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, in the dipole approximation, the matrix
element |〈Φf |êq ·r|Φi〉| is non-zero only when the final and initial states differ by ∆L = 1
and the spin is conserved (∆S=0) [19] (X-ray absorption selection rules). Since the total
cross-section, the value proportional to the linear absorption coefficient µ, is directly
linked to the transition probability Wif , i.e. to M2, the energy shape of the absorption
spectrum describes the partial density of empty states, but only for states fulfilling the
selection rules. According to the optical theorem, absorption cross-section, i.e. the
absorption coefficient, is directly related to the imaginary part of the scattering factor.
Finally, because of finite lifetime of a core-hole state during the excitation event, some
uncertainty related to the absorption energy process appears [17], which results with
IXAS being convoluted with Lorentzian.
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3.2.2 Absorption coefficient

When X-ray beam of intensity I0 impinges on the sample, some portion of it is
absorbed and only a part of it, of intensity I, penetrates the thickness of the sample x.
The absorption process is energy-dependent and can be described by the Lambert-Beer’s
law

I(ω) = I0(ω)e−µ(ω)x. (3.7)

Thus, the linear absorption coefficient µ may be experimentally determined based on
Eq. 3.7, which can be rewritten in the following form [17]

µ(ω) = 1
x

ln I0
I
. (3.8)

The short introduction presented in the previous subsection pertains to one type of
atoms and only to the processes linked to the probability of ejecting the core electron
by a photon. Although energy tuning to the absorption edge allows to concentrate on
particular atoms, the presence of other types of atoms and other absorption processes
challenge the aim of the study, i.e., the description of particular atom energy states.

For complex materials containing j elements (approximated by a collection of free
atoms), the mass absorption coefficient can be introduced

µm(ω) = µ

%
=
∑
j

gj

(
µ

%

)
j

, (3.9)

where gj is the mass fraction and % is the material density.
According to the optical theorem, the absorption coefficient via absorption cross-

section (connected to Wif through Eq. 3.5 as discussed above) is directly related to
the imaginary part of the atomic scattering factor f ′′. Using 3.9, the linear absorption
coefficient for the measured sample can be expressed by

µ(ω) = 42047.8 · %
}ω

∑
j
f ′′j∑

j
njMj

, (3.10)

where nj is the number of the j-th atoms in a sample chemical formula andMj is a molar
mass of j-th element. Absorption coefficients were calculated for YBCO and Hg12011

at Cu K -edge giving 852 cm−1 and 1220 cm−1, respectively. Obtained values were used
in formula 3.7 to estimate the optimal sample thickness for the experiment carried out
in the transmission configuration. Fig. 3.3 presents the intensity of X-rays transmitted,
calculated above and below the absorption edge, and plotted as a function of thickness.
The most optimal conditions for both presented compounds are around 10 µm and are
associated with the highest step in recorded photon intensity across the Cu K -edge.
With increasing thickness, the number of transmitted photons decreases. Hence, it is
important to find the optimal thickness, where the intensity will still be quite high,
while the step in the absorption coefficient is the largest. The proper adjustment of the
sample thickness has a significant influence on the quality of XANES data, where the
individual components of the absorption edge, their position, and intensity are analyzed.

1Values of atomic scattering factors, as well as other physical and chemical properties used in these
calculations can be find in tables, e.g., we used those found in [20].
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Figure 3.3: Normalized intensity of X-rays passing through the sample, plotted as a function of thickness.
The sum of transmitted and absorbed photons is equal 1. The difference in the intensity of absorbed
photons at energies above and below the absorption edge defines the step.

3.2.3 Experimental set-up

XAS studies at Cu K -edge were performed in YBCO single crystals with a doping
level of δ = 0.55 for which the 2D and 3D CDW orders coexist in high magnetic fields
(Fig. 3.2). The samples were grown by the group of Prof. Bernhard Keimer from Max
Planck Institute for Solid State Research. Supplementary reference measurements for
other cuprates were performed at the doping levels that corresponds to the compositions
at which the 2D CDW order is the most pronounced [14, 21, 22]: LSCO with x = 0.125,
NCCO with x = 0.145 and Hg1201 with δ = 0.06. A very underdoped sample of LSCO
(x = 0.02) was investigated to check whether there is an influence of doping on the
shape of the Cu K absorption edge. LSCO, NCCO and Hg1201 single crystals were
grown and initially characterized by the group of Prof. Martin Greven at the University
of Minnesota (more details in the Appendix).

The absorption spectra were collected around Cu K -edge (8979 eV), in a transmis-
sion geometry. All samples were polished along CuO2 planes to thin platelets with the
final thickness in the range between 10 and 15 µm. The samples were glued to the hand-
operated lapping fixture of Bay Technology. Each sample was polished in small steps
with a periodic control of the thickness using an optical microscope. The granularity
of the lapping paper varied between 10 and 0.5 µm, and was systematically decreased
as the desired thickens was approached. Due to the brittleness of the samples, the final
thickness was typically about 20% higher compared to the optimal values calculated
in section 3.2.2. The crystals were cut along crystallographic a- or b-axis, and glued
on a sample holder fabricated from a Si wafer with a or b axes parallel to the beam
polarization vector. The holders had two holes (φ = 100 − 500 µm), one for the di-
rect and second for transmitted X-ray beams (Fig. 3.4(a)). Absorption coefficients of
investigated materials was calculated from the ratio between the intensity of the direct
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beam (I0) and the beam passing through a sample (I) according to Eq. 3.8. The wafer
was mounted on a nonmagnetic, plastic holder (Torlon or PEEK) and placed directly
in the helium flow cryostat inserted into the magnet system (Fig. 3.4(b)). The samples’
c-axis was perpendicular to the plates and parallel to the magnetic field. A sketch of
the experimental set-up is presented in Fig. 3.5(a).

Figure 3.4: (a) The silicon plate mounted on the tip of 4He flow cryostat. The sample is glued using
GE varnish. (b) A close-up view on a sample and the direct beam hole that allows to measure I0. (c)
4He cryostat presented in respect to the X-ray beam which is transmitted through the sample and then
passes along the stick to the detector. The sample is placed on the right hand side of the cryostat inlet.
Direction of the magnetic field is indicated with a red arrow.

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up and the time profile of the magnetic
field. (a) The sample is fixed to the 4He cryostat inside the magnet. The incident beam is aligned along
the magnetic filed direction, perpendicular to the CuO2 planes. The measurements are performed in the
transmission geometry with the incident beam polarized along crystallographic a or b-axis. Direction
of the magnetic field is marked with the red arrow. (b) The time profile of the magnetic field pulse.
XAS results presented in this chapter correspond to ascending part of the pulse. Data collected for
descending arm are complementary, but have much higher noise level due to vibrations induced by the
pulsed magnetic field.

The low temperature 4He flow cryostat with a sample mounted on its tip was inserted
through the magnet bore of φ − 22 mm (Fig. 3.4(b,c)). Its end, placed inside the coil,
was made entirely of engineering plastic to avoid heating by eddy currents and forces
induced by the high magnetic field. The orientation of the sample (in respect to the
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X-ray beam polarization) was selected by a rotation of the whole stick, which enabled
alignment of the a-axis or b-axis along the beam polarization. The cryostat includes
a 4 K phase separator followed by a counter-flow heat exchanger and low temperature
needle valve in a configuration that is similar to Roubeau [23]. The sample is directly
placed in the helium flow and cooled down through the forced convection.

Magnetic field up to 30 T along the beam direction was generated by a high duty
cycle pulsed magnet powered by a transportable 1.15 MJ capacitor bank (C=4 mF,
V=24 kV) developed at the LNCMI-Toulouse [24, 25]. The pulse was generated by a
fast discharge of the energy stored in the capacitor bank into the magnet. The resulting
magnetic field profile is presented in Fig. 3.5(b). The rise time of the field was ≈ 10 ms
and a pulse duration of approximately 23 ms. The time interval between the pulses was
limited by the time required to cool the magnet after each discharge, and was dependent
on the maximum value of the field. In order to decrease the cooling time, the magnet was
immersed in liquid nitrogen, which allowed to make a pulse of 28 T every 8 minutes.
This value increased to about 10 min for the maximum field of 30 T, reached for a
charging voltage of V=8.2 kV.

XAS measurements in conjunction with pulsed magnetic fields were accessible at
the ID24 beamline of the ESRF in Grenoble, which was designed particularly for such
experiments. It is an energy-dispersive beamline, where a polychromatic beam of X-
rays (covering the desired energy range) is focused on the sample by a curved Si crystal.
In contrast to the standard scanning energy, where the energy of the incident beam is
changed for each collected point, such a configuration allows to acquire the absorption
spectrum for all energies at once. This enables a very fast data acquisition, thus it is
the most suitable for combining with pulsed fields. The beamline provides also a very
good stability of the energy scale and the focal spot position, as none of the components
are moving during the acquisition [26]. In the presented pulsed field experiments, the
acquisition of full energy spectra at different field values was achieved through the use
of the high-frame-rate detector FReLoN (Fast-Readout Low Noise) [27] and of a multi-
frame detection scheme [28]. Multi-frame acquisition scheme covered a series of 23
full-energy spectra (i.e. acquisition windows of 1 ms) recorded during each field pulse
(Fig. 3.5). Averaging over 20 pulses was sufficient to acquire statistically relevant field
dependencies.

3.3 Near-edge structure of selected copper oxides

In XANES, the spectral shape is mostly determined by the density of states and
electron correlations. The technique can be classified as a site-selective probe because
the spectra allow to distinguish different chemical elements in different valence states.
Such XANES spectra for copper at different valence states, in copper oxides and copper
foil, are shown in Fig. 3.6(a)2. This sensitivity makes the technique extremely valuable
for our studies, where the field-dependent XANES spectra are analyzed separately for
copper at two different valence states: 1+ that is found in CuOδ chains within YBCO

2Usually, as the valence increases the edge position shifts to higher energy.
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crystal structure and 2+ that is present not only in the chains but also within CuO2

planes [29, 30, 31]. The shape of XANES spectra in YBCO is much more complex and
challenging to analyse than those presented for simple copper compounds. Nevertheless,
the features (peaks) identified within the absorption edge of YBCO, shown in Fig. 3.6(b),
correspond to structures at Cu K -edge of CuO and Cu2O, which helps in assigning them
to certain electronic transitions.

Figure 3.6: (a) Comparison between Cu K -edge XANES spectra of Cu0, Cu1+
2 O and Cu2+O. While

the data for Cu0 were obtained from our absorption measurements of a copper foil, the spectra of the
two copper oxides are adapted from [32]. Black arrows indicate characteristic edge features discussed in
the text. Figure (b) is adapted from [33] and shows XANES spectra for YBa2Cu3O7−x (solid lines) at
various doping levels compared with the reference copper oxides (dashed lines).

The intensity and energy positions of the pre-edge peaks identified within XANES
spectrum of YBCO evolve continuously upon doping. This is explained by a change in
the valence of copper atoms in the chains from Cu1+ to Cu2+ when passing from the
oxygen-poor to oxygen-rich composition [31, 33]. Within the framework of this chapter,
we consider only the slightly underdoped YBCO (δ = 0.55), which is the most similar to
x = 0.5 and x = 1 in Fig. 3.6(b). At this doping level, XANES spectrum is dominated by
two distinct features3, B’ and C’. The B’ peak, characteristic for Cu2O oxide, is assigned
to 1s → 4pπ transitions [33] and indicates the presence of monovalent Cu atoms [34,
35]. The C’ peak is attributed to 1s → 4p transition in the chains [34] and contains,
presumably, divalent Cu atoms. In between, the B peak appears, somewhat hidden by
the two dominant peaks, near the energy level of the well-defined feature in CuO. Thus,
it can be assigned to 1s23d9 → 1s3d94p transition with a simultaneous (oxygen-to-metal)
charge transfer [33] and is a signature of Cu2+ ions [35] residing in the CuO2 planes [34].
In principle, the features dominating the edge have the strongest contribution from Cu
atoms located in the chains, but arising from different electronic transitions. The main
absorption line, referred to as the white line, is assigned to 1s → 4p transition, but

3These are the most relevant features, all others are described in details in e.g. [33].
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together with the other features is not discussed in this Chapter.
In these studies, we perform a quantitative analysis of the changes of XANES spectra

as a function of external magnetic field at selected temperatures. In particular, we focus
on the discussed features, which correspond to the two non-equivalent Cu sites and may
be involved in the formation of the 3D order.

3.4 Results and discussion

3.4.1 Cu absorption K-edge of selected cuprates

The representative XANES spectra for YBCO are shown at Fig. 3.7 along with
those for other cuprate superconductors and the reference spectrum obtained for Cu
foil. The curves are normalized from 0 (at energies of the pre-edge region) to 1 (above
the transition). The edge is defined at the energy corresponding to half of the measured
intensity (Tab. 3.1), at approximately 8990 eV. For cuprates, it is located a few eV above
the energy corresponding to simple copper oxides or Cu foil. Although all spectra show
very similar shape, the details of intensity, width, and position of the edge features are
specific for each system.

Cu K -edge spectra of NCCO (x = 0.145) and LSCO (x = 0.02) samples are very
similar despite the fact that these systems are doped differently (the former is doped by
electrons while the latter by holes). Increasing Sr concentration (x = 0.125) does not
change the spectrum significantly but it gives rise to a feature at ∼ 8988 eV, indicated
by green arrow in Fig. 3.7. Similar feature is observed for Hg1201, along with an
additional peak at higher energy (∼ 8992 eV, blue arrows). Both peaks are characteristic
for cuprates and are attributed to 1s → 4pπ transitions of dominantly divalent Cu in
compounds [34] such as LSCO, NCCO and Hg12014. The sequence of high-energy peaks
that appear above the white line is observed in many compounds with square planar
or square pyramidal coordination that involves oxygen [36]. Their energy position and
shape are sensitive to the changes of the interatomic distances, which can be determined
by EXAFS.

Due to the specific properties of its crystal structure (two CuO2 planes, presence
of one-dimensional CuOδ chains and the mechanism of self-doping), YBCO displays a
more complex shape of the absorption edge (Fig. 3.6(b)). However, the obtained spectra
are very smooth and, as a consequence, only two separate structures can be extracted:
the peak X and the peak Y. According to the discussion presented in Section 3.3 the
former peak can be clearly attributed to excitations of Cu1+ atoms located in chains.
In turn, the peak Y is quite wide and sets in energy range corresponding to structures
B and C’, as well as corresponding features observed in LSCO and Hg1201 (Fig. 3.7).
Thus, in our analysis it is assigned to transitions of divalent ions that are placed both in
CuOδ chains and, with a small contribution, in CuO2 planes (on the lower energy side).

4Features that appear within pre-edge region e.g. at 8980 eV in Hg1201 or at 8975 eV in LSCO at
x = 0.02 are not considered in this study. However, they can also provide useful information about the
electronic structure of cuprates and thus should be examined more carefully in future studies.
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Figure 3.7: XANES spectra of selected underdoped
cuprates collected in the absence of external magnetic
field, at 2 K, except for Hg1201 which was measured at
300 K. All curves are normalized and shifted for clarity.
For all samples, the beam is polarized along a crystallo-
graphic axis. Arrows indicate selected near-edge features
characteristic for simple cuprates.

Sample Edge
(eV)

Cu foil 8985.2
YBCO δ = 0.55 8991.2
NCCO x = 0.145 8990.5
LSCO x = 0.125 8991.6
LSCO x = 0.02 8991.6
Hg1201 δ = 0.06 8991.6

Table 3.1: Energy of Cu K -edge in selected
cuprates and in copper foil at 2 K (the ex-
ception is Hg1201, for which spectra were
measured at 300 K). The position of the
edge is defined by half intensity of log(I0/I)
for curves normalized between the pre-edge
and the white line (individually for each
spectrum).

3.4.2 Magnetic field dependent XANES studies in YBCO

Considering the orthorhombic structure of YBCO, the absorption spectra were col-
lected with the polarization of the incident beam along both nonequivalent a and b axes.
The absorption signal of the polarized Cu K -edge XANES spectrum arises from multiple
scattering of a photoelectron that is emitted from the Cu site in the direction of electric
field. Thus, the polarized light is a useful tool to obtain important information about
the geometry of density of states at selected sites. Fig. 3.8 presents XANES spectra
for YBCO with the X-ray beam polarization in two directions within the CuO2 planes;
along the CuOδ chains (E‖b) and in the direction perpendicular to the chains (E‖a).

Zero-field spectra for both polarizations show two distinct peaks introduced in the
previous subsection, X and Y. Their intensities are higher for E‖b polarization, what
may coincide with higher electron density along CuOδ chains of YBCO. Both features
are assigned to a specific valence states of Cu, as suggested in recently published exper-
imental and theoretical data [31, 33, 34, 35], and schematically shown in Fig. 3.8.

The next step was to test the contribution from the chains in the formation of
the field-induced 3D CDW order. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9(a,b) where the
spectra collected without external magnetic field are compared with spectra obtained at
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Figure 3.8: Elementary unit cell and XANES zero-field spectra of YBCO collected for two polarization
directions. (top) YBCO is orthorhombic with two CuO2 planes per primitive cell. The charge-carrier
concentration in the CuO2 planes is controlled through the variation of the interstitial O concentration
within the CuOδ chains oriented along the b-axis, with various inter-chain ordering patterns. (Bottom)
Cu K -edge absorption spectra of YBCO (δ = 0.55) collected at 2 K, with the incident beam polarization
along a (black line) and along b (grey line). The two distinct peaks, X and Y, are observed at 8981 eV
and 8989 eV. According to the literature data discussed in Section 3.3 they correspond to Cu+ and Cu2+

sites, marked by the purple and green arrow, respectively.

28 T, so at a field much higher than the onset of the 3D CDW order [10, 11]. For both
polarizations, the shape of the Cu K -edge spectra does not change drastically with field.
Thus, detailed and careful analysis had to be performed to reveal any modifications of
the near-edge structure, especially within X and Y features, as a function of magnetic
field.

All spectra were analysed following the same routine. First, the absorption edge was
fitted (between 8944 and 8997 eV) using a Boltzmann distribution function. Energy
ranges that correspond to X and Y peaks were excluded from the fitting procedure.
Then, the fit was subtracted from the raw data. The difference revealed two distinct
peaks that were fitted with two Gaussians. Fitting results for zero-field and 28 T are
presented in Fig. 3.9(c,d). For E‖a the difference appears only in the intensity of X peak
which is assigned to Cu+ ions existing in CuOδ chains. It decreases under magnetic
field, while the intensity of Y peak remains the same. The effect is not observed for the
beam polarized along b. The energy position and the width of both features, for both
polarizations, remain unchanged as a function of the applied field.
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Figure 3.9: Pulsed-field XANES results obtained for YBCO with the incident beam polarized along a
and b-axis, at 2 K. (a,b) Cu K -edge spectra collected in the absence of magnetic field and at 28 T are
marked with a black solid and orange dashed line, respectively. According to literature, both features
can be assigned to a distinct copper valence states (1+ or 2+) [33]. (c,d) Background subtracted spectra
at 0 T and 28 T. The solid lines are Gaussian functions fitted to the experimental data.

As the changes upon applied magnetic field are clearly observed only for the X peak
measured for polarization E‖a, we focus on this feature more carefully. Therefore, the
evolution of the amplitude, position, and FWHM of this peak is examined as a function
of the applied field and presented in Fig. 3.10 for three representative temperatures. The
data were collected above the onset temperature of the 3D CDW order (150 and 60 K),
as well as within temperature range where the 3D order appears, at 10 (schematically
marked on the phase diagram in Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.10(a) shows the intensity evolution of the X peak as a function of magnetic
field, at various temperatures. The examination of the intensity evolution allows to
divide it into two parts: the low-field part, below the onset of the 3D order observed
by X-ray diffraction (<16 T) [10], and the high-field part, above ∼ 16 T marked by
the shaded area. Within the former region, the intensity of the peak slightly increases
with field, with the rate similar at all temperatures. In the second part, the intensity
abruptly drops with increasing field at temperatures below the onset of the 3D CDW
(Fig. 3.10(a)). The decrease of the intensity in the high-field region can be attributed
to the emergence of the 3D CDW order. To properly present the difference between
the low- and high-field regions the relative change in the peak intensity between the
averaged low-field range and the value at the highest available field (28 T) is shown in
Fig. 3.11, depicted against temperature range characteristic for 3D CDW. At 150 and
60 K, the relative change ∆ Amplitude is close to zero, however at 10, where the 3D
CDW order is observed this change is substantial. At the same time, the width and
energy position of X feature, as well as other structures revealed in XANES Cu K -edge
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of the pre-edge XANES feature, the peak X, measured for E‖a in YBCO as
a function of applied magnetic field. The peak feature was fitted by a Gaussian characterized by an
amplitude, position of the maximum and FWHM. (a) The amplitude of the peak assigned to Cu+ copper
sites is shown as a function of applied magnetic field at 10, 60 and 150 K. Grey band is a guide-to-the-
eye. Blue shaded area represents the field range, where the 3D CDW order appears based on [10]. It
separates the low-field, high-amplitude part of the graph from the high-field part, where the amplitude
decreases abruptly with increasing the field. Field dependence of energy position of the peak center as
well as the FWHM are presented in (b) and (c), for the 10 K data.

Figure 3.11: Temperature dependence of the relative change in the peak X amplitude between field range
where the 3D order is absent and 28 T (∆ Amplitude). Blue shaded area indicates the temperature
range, where 3D CDW order appears. Errors are obtained from the fitting procedure. The error of ∆
Amplitude is determined using propagation of uncertainty method.

spectra, do not change as a function of applied field5.
In conclusion, the amplitude of the peak attributed to Cu+ copper sites within

CuOδ chains is strongly modified above around 16 T and a strength of this modification
is detectable within temperature-field range concurrent with the manifestation of the
3D CDW order.

5A small decrease of the width of X peak is observed above 20 T. However, it is not discussed here,
as it is smaller than the fitting error.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter we present the unique Cu K -edge XANES studies of YBCO per-
formed in the presence of pulsed magnetic field. Each part of the experimental work
described above was demanding; starting from the preparation of ultrathin samples of
single crystals, through the experiment and, finally, the data processing which enabled
to extract very small changes from the complicated shape of the absorption edge. Nev-
ertheless, the overall results are in agreement with the recent XANES studies in YBCO,
which enabled us to demystify in part the pre-edge features characteristic for YBCO, as
well as for other cuprate families [34, 35, 36].

The low-temperature Cu K -edge spectra reveal a decrease in X peak intensity above
approximately 16 T, coincident with the onset field of the 3D CDW order at this doping
level. The changes were observed for the peak that corresponds to excitations of Cu
states within the CuOδ chains, and they are independent from other peaks that can
be distinguished within the XANES spectrum of YBCO, which do not display field-
dependence. The changes were observed only with the E‖a polarized beam. Thus,
within experimental resolution, we can claim that the appearance of the 3D CDW order
influences 4pπ orbitals placed along a crystallographic direction. The results suggest
that the 3D CDW order involves Cu atoms placed in the CuOδ chains - a structure
specific to YBCO. Therefore, it appears to be associated with the specific properties of
the crystal structure and is not a generic property of cuprates.

The conclusions presented above are consistent with the scenario in which the re-
construction of the Fermi surface into an electron pocket in the presence of magnetic
field is caused by the bidirectional 2D CDW. Although the 3D CDW correlations in
YBCO are also induced by strong magnetic fields [5, 10], these correlations have not
been reported in any other cuprate, and hence it is unlikely that they are linked to
the universal Fermi surface reconstruction. Moreover, the doping dependence of the 3D
order’s onset temperature revealed in ultrasound velocity measurements is inconsistent
with temperature-doping range, where the Fermi surface reconstruction is observed by
Hall coefficient [11]. Finally, quantum oscillation studies conducted in Hg1201, demon-
strated the presence of a single electron pocket [10], which size is consistent with the
folding of arcs by a wave vector that corresponds to the 2D CDW order [14, 37]. Notably,
Hg1201 does not possess the CuOδ chains in its crystal structure.

In addition, it worth mentioning that hard X-ray inelastic scattering studies have
shown that the 3D CDW order can be triggered not only by external magnetic field
but also by uniaxial pressure [38]. Application of pressure along a crystallographic axis
induces the 3D order along b axis and efficiently strengthen the 2D order within CuO2

planes. It can be concluded that strain tunes the charge order states in the same way
as magnetic field does. Similarly, in our studies the influence of the magnetic field
is detectable for the orbitals oriented along a-axis, implying that they are crucial for
the formation of the 3D CDW order. Also, the 3D CDW order induced by uniaxial
pressure has not been reported for any cuprate other than YBCO (see uniaxial pressure
studies presented in Chapter 5), what supports our hypothesis that this phenomena is
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strictly related to the CuOδ chains of YBCO. However, a note of caution is required.
Contrary to our results, Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) studies in optimally
doped YBCO [39] claims that valence electrons from CuOδ chains do not participate in
the 3D CDW order directly, but they affect the shape of the Fermi surface through a
hybridization of energy bands, stemming from the CuO2 planes and the CuOδ chains.
This, in turn, is argued to influence the tendency of the electron system of planes to
form the 3D CDW.

Summarizing, in-field XANES study presented in this Chapter strongly suggests that
3d9 and 3d10 electrons located within CuOδ chains are involved in the formation of the
3D CDW order. At the same time, we do not exclude a contribution from 3d9 states
located at CuO2 planes atoms, as this is beyond the sensitivity of the experimental
method.
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CHAPTER 4
New interpretation of a phonon dispersion relation in

Nd2−xCexCuO4

The discovery of high-temperature phonon anomaly in double-layer Hg1212 [1], as
well as the observation of the dynamical charge correlations in Hg1201 [2] raised a
question concerning the character of the interplay between lattice dynamics and the
CDW correlations, both static and dynamic. Interestingly, it was reported for a wide
range of hole-doped cuprates that the dispersion of acoustic phonon modes is modulated
around the CDW order wave vector, qCDW . However, it remains unclear whether
the effect can be observed also at higher energies for optical modes. To solve these
issues, we performed the phonon dispersion relation studies in electron-doped cuprate
NCCO, around the momentum transfer qCDW ≈ 0.23, which corresponds to the CDW
wave vector. Previous studies performed for this compound have shown a softening of
the longitudinally polarized optical mode around q ≈ 0.2. The similarity of the wave
vectors suggests that these observations are connected. Therefore, detailed inelastic
X-ray scattering (IXS) studies were performed as a function of temperature (from
100 K to 500 K) and sample doping (x = 0.078 and x = 0.145). The provided new
insights resulted in a new interpretation of the bond-stretching mode dispersion and
revealed its broadening at the momentum where the two highest optical modes anticross.
Experimental results are compared with density functional theory (DFT) calculations
performed for an undoped compound.

4.1 Phonon dispersion modulated by the CDW order

The role that the charge ordering tendencies play in the electron-phonon coupling
mechanism in high-Tc superconductors has been under intense scrutiny since the discov-
ery of the CDW order in these compounds. The fact that the charge order is universally
observed in all cuprate families raised an important question regarding its impact on
the lattice dynamics and ultimately on the formation of the superconducting phase.

A giant softening and broadening of the acoustic phonon modes around the CDW
wave vector qCDW was found in a number of hole-doped cuprates [3, 4, 5]. In
La2−xSrxCuO4, it was suggested that the phonon softening is strongest at optimal dop-
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ing, slightly weaker for the undoped compound and absent for very overdoped and
non-superconducting materials [6, 7]. Although signatures of CDW in the acoustic
phonon branch were clearly demonstrated, the strength of the electron-phonon coupling
reported for cuprates is insufficient to drive the Cooper pair formation, in contrast to
the case of the conventional superconductors [8]1. Thus, as pointed out in the studies
performed on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [11], the universality of the phonon-related anomalies
as well as its origin remains elusive.

Interestingly, besides the anomalous dispersion found in the acoustic phonons, a
softening around qCDW was also observed for the higher-energy branches. Studies per-
formed in the hole-doped La1.85Sr0.15CuO4, La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.95 re-
ported an anomalous line-shape and/or temperature dependence of the optical Cu-O
bond-stretching phonon mode [6, 7]. Concurrently, IXS work [12] revealed a simi-
lar behaviour in electron-doped compounds - namely, in the nearly optimally doped
Nd2−xCexCuO4. The wave vector q ≈ 0.2, at which the phonon softening was found,
corresponds rather well to the wave vector qCDW ≈ 0.23 of the recently observed charge
correlations in a crystal at the same doping level [13]. More detailed inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) studies, supported by a phenomenological model, suggested that the
signatures of electron-phonon coupling are the same for the hole- and electron-doped
cuprates [14].

To verify the above claims, detailed measurements of the phonon dispersion by IXS
as a function of doping (x = 0.078 and x = 0.145) and temperature (20 − 500 K) for
NCCO materials were performed. It is specially interesting in view of the suggestion that
the dispersion of high energy optical modes along Cu-O bonds might be sensitive not
only to static CDW, but also to charge fluctuations between Cu and O orbitals within
CuO2 planes [2]. In order to verify these suggestions, we have carefully probed optical
phonons at the energy range 45−70 meV and for wave vector q ≈ qCDW . Experimental
results shown below are compared with pioneering DFT calculations for the undoped
Nd2CuO4 (NCO).

4.2 Experimental technique

Phonon studies were performed using IXS technique at the ID28 beamline of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble. The use of X-rays (instead of
neutrons) was dictated by a limited size of available single crystals (around 1 mm3).
Importantly, the small size of crystals enables to maintain a temperature balance within
a sample volume, which is particularly important for studies at temperatures up to
500 K. Therefore, a beam size of the order of tens of micrometers and very high relative
momentum resolution were an important advantages of the IXS in comparison with
other experimental techniques.

1Nonetheless, CDW is strong enough to cause anomalies in the band dispersions of fermionic quasi-
particles [3], such as ’kinks’ observed via photoemission [9, 10].
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4.2.1 Theory of inelastic X-ray scattering

Inelastic X-ray scattering is an example of photon-in→photon-out spectroscopic
method used to study the electronic and dynamical properties of electrons in mate-
rials. The aim of the IXS technique is to extract the dynamic structure factor, which
can be expressed using the formulation of Van Hove [15]:

S(Q, E) ≡ 1
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

F (Q, t)eiEtdt, (4.1)

where E is energy, Q is momentum and F (Q, t) = 1
N 〈ρQ(t)ρ−Q(0)〉 is the correlation

function of the Fourier components of the electron density ρ , while N represents number
of particles of the scattering system. The brackets 〈〉 denotes thermal average. Thus,
S(Q, E) is a space and time Fourier transform of the density–density correlation function
and is related to the vibration state of the system under consideration [16].

The IXS process is schematically introduced in Fig. 4.1, where the incident photon
is defined by its energy Ei, wave vector ki and polarization εi (with analogous notation
for the scattered photon Ef , kf and εf ). During the scattering event energy E and
momentum Q are transferred to the electrons in accordance with the momentum and
energy conservation laws:

Q = ki − kf , (4.2)

∆E = Ei − Ef . (4.3)

Figure 4.1: Scattering kinematics applied to IXS measurements [17]. Manipulating 2θ angle one can get
desired momentum transfer. Scattered photons are detected over a solid angle dΩ.

The energy of the incident photon is always (for high energy X-rays) much higher
than the change of energy associated with the phonon-like excitations, ∆E/Ei ≈ 10−7.
Therefore, Q value can be approximated by

Q = 2ki sin θ, (4.4)

where 2θ is a scattering angle [16, 18].
The Hamiltonian, describing the electron-photon interaction in a scattering process,

is composed of four terms [19] (see Eq. 2.1). However, in our case we neglect the
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resonant effects close to absorption edges and the much weaker magnetic couplings and
express the electron-phonon interaction in a scattering process using only the dominant,
nonresonant term

HX−Th = e2

2mec2

∑
j

A2(rj , t) (4.5)

that describes the Thomson scattering of photons by the valence electrons. A(rj, t) is
the vector potential and the rj is the coordinate of the jth electron in the system [16,
18].

When the whole system evolves, under the influence of electromagnetic field, from
initial |I〉 to the final |F 〉 state, the scattered intensity can be represented by the double
differential cross-section

δ2σ

δΩδE =
(

e2

mec2

)2

(εi · εf )2 ki
kf

∑
I,F

PI

∣∣∣∣∣∣〈F |
∑
j

eiQrj |I〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ(E − Ef − Ei). (4.6)

PI represents the thermal population of the initial state and the whole sum over initial
and final states is a thermodynamic average that contains the correlation function of the
electron density [16, 18]. In cases when it is possible to factorize the system’s quantum
state |I〉 (or |F 〉) into the product of an electronic part and a nuclear part2, |I〉 = |Ie〉|In〉
(or |F 〉 = |Fe〉|Fn〉), and if initial and final electronic states are the same (i.e. if only
atom states changed their energy), Eq. 4.6 takes the following form:

δ2σ

δΩδE =
(

e2

mec2

)2

(εi ·εf )2 ki
kf
×

 ∑
In,Fn

PIn

∣∣∣∣∣〈Fn|∑
k

fk(Q)eiQRk |In〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ(E − Ef − Ei)

 .
(4.7)

Here fk(Q) is the atomic form factor of the atom k at position Rk. Thus, the double
differential cross section clearly depends on the nuclear’s initial and final states (and the
population of the first), i.e., on the change of the phonon state of the system. In the
simple case, where all scattering units are equal (this is not the case here, but proceeding
along this line allows grasping the main idea), the Eq. 4.7 can be written as

δ2σ

δΩδE =
(

e2

mec2

)2

(εi · εf )2 ki
kf
|f(Q)|2S(Q, E), (4.8)

where S(Q, E) is the dynamic structure factor from Eq. 4.1.
Eq. 4.8 allows to separate the double differential cross section into two parts. The

first part, intrinsic cross-section
(

e2

mec2

)2

(εi · εf )2 ki
kf
|f(Q)|2 characterizes the coupling

of the X-ray beam to the scattering system (change of the phonon state). Whereas, the
dynamic properties of the measured sample are expressed by a S(Q, E) in the absence
of the perturbing probe [20]. Finally, within the same simple case of one scatterer type
and, additionally, for a single-crystal and within the harmonic approximation, S(Q, E)

2The double differential cross-section from Eq. 4.6 can be rewritten using the adiabatic approximation
when energy transfer from electronic to nuclear system is small.
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for single-phonon scattering reads

S(Q, E) =
∑
j

〈
n(E) + 1

2 ±
1
2

〉
(Ej(q))−1Fin(Q)δ(E ± Ej(q)), (4.9)

where the sum extends over all phonon modes of a crystal while
〈
n(E) + 1

2 ±
1
2

〉
is the

Bose factor, which describes phonon population n after creation (plus sign in the Bose
factor and in the Dirac delta function) or annihilation (-) of one phonon. Fin(Q) is
the inelastic structure factor which depends on phonon state. Thus, scattered radiation

intensity is measured in the experiment is proportional to δ2σ

δΩδE . It is related to the
system temperature (through the Bose factor) and the phonon state of the studied
material: Fin(Q) is linked with IXS intensity and δ(E ± Ej(q)) which, after summing
up over all q, is related to the phonon density of states [18].

4.2.2 Experimental set-up

The measurements were performed in a reflection geometry, at the temperature
range from 100 to 500 K. The incident beam of energy of 17.794 keV was focused on a
sample in a 250 × 70 mm2 focal spot size. Scattered photons were analyzed by a very
high energy resolution spherical Si crystal placed on a 7 m long arm, operating at the
(9, 9, 9) Bragg reflection. Schematic layout of the beamline is presented in Fig. 4.2. The
IXS spectra were simultaneously recorded with nine analyzers (A1-A9), each probing a
slightly different part of the Brillouin zone ( Q remained constant for the energy scans)
within the same energy range.

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the inelastic scattering beamline ID28 at ESRF (figure prepared
based on [21]). The IXS spectra were simultaneously recorded with nine analyzers (A1-A9). Each of
them (shifted a little bit in angle) probe slightly different part of the Brillouin zone in respect to the
principle analyzer (A2).

Energy resolution of IXS spectra presented in this Chapter was about 3 meV and
the momentum resolution was not lower than 0.03 nm−1. IXS scans were collected in
two energy ranges: from −5 to 20 meV (to properly calibrate the energy scale) and
from 35 to 70 meV, the region of the high-energy optical phonons. Spectra probe the
reciprocal lattice at Q = G + q points, where Q is defined as the total momentum,
G is the zone center vector and q is the reduced momentum vector. The Brillouin
zones with the most intense X-ray signatures of the CDW order was selected based on
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the recently published X-ray studies for NCCO [12]. Chosen experimental geometry
determines the contribution from the longitudinal and transversal components of the
studied phonons. As we were interested in the longitudinal phonons, polarized along
Cu-O bonds within CuO2 planes, the data were collected at Q = (−3 + ξ, 1, 0) in nearly
longitudinal configuration, (q = (ξ, 0, 0) and (Q · q)/Q ≈ q) for 0.08 < ξ < 0.37. Thus,
the ribbon-like part of the Brillouin zone was probed (Fig. 4.3) simultaneously by nine
analyzers, each set at slightly different Q vector.

Figure 4.3: 3D picture of the reciprocal space probed in IXS experiment. Q vectors accessed during
a single IXS scan are marked by a selected color. The legend depicts coordinates for the parent ana-
lyzer (A2).

NCCO single crystals used in the conducted studies were grown and initially char-
acterized by the group of Prof. Martin Greven at University of Minnesota, USA. They
were grown using the travelling solvent floating zone technique and subsequently an-
nealed for oxygen reduction (see Appendix). For IXS measurements, the crystals were
cut along CuO2 planes. Their detailed characterization is included in [22], where the
same crystals were used to map the doping and temperature phase diagram of the static
CDW order. We investigated samples at two doping levels: the underdoped sample with
x = 0.078 and optimally doped sample with x = 0.145. Doping level and temperature
range of the performed measurements were selected in such a way to cover various CDW
regimes (Fig. 4.4). The x = 0.078 sample is non-superconducting and exhibits antifer-
romagnetism below ≈ 200 K. For this sample, only very weak signatures of the CDW
order can be observed at low temperatures, which completely disappears above approx-
imately 260 K [22]. The x = 0.145 sample is superconducting below 25 K and displays
pronounced CDW order at low temperatures, which weakens with increasing the tem-
perature up to approximately 300 K. Above this temperature, the charge correlations
seem to remain unchanged upon further heating, what is observed as a saturation of the
amplitude of the CDW peak [22].
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Figure 4.4: Doping levels and temperatures of the presented experimental results (opened and closed di-
amonds) on top of NCCO phase diagram. Superconducting phase (SC), antiferromagnetic phase (AFM)
and the pseudogap temperature (T*) are marked after [23]. Doping dependence of the onset tempera-
tures of the CDW correlations or its saturation are indicated by violet and red circles, respectively [22].
Violet and red lines are guides to the eye.

4.3 Results and discussion

Fig. 4.5 shows typical IXS energy scans. The experimental points are presented to-
gether with the total model - sum of Lorenzian fits in phonon energy positions convoluted
with the instrumental resolution function. The elastic peak can be easily distinguished
at 0 meV (Fig. 4.5(a)). Moreover, a strong, longitudinally polarized acoustic phonon
at around 11 meV and a weaker transversal mode at around 8 meV can be recognized.
Four optical phonon modes were resolved between 35 and 70 meV (Fig. 4.5(b)). How-
ever, close to the ξ = 0.2 two highest-energy excitations become indistinguishable. The
branch visible at INS data above 70 meV [24] is not observed here due to the screening
of polar modes in the metallic phase [14]. The screening effect will be discussed in detail
further in the text.

The high resolution of the collected IXS data allows us to follow in detail the be-
haviour of the optical phonon modes above 45 meV. Position of the peak corresponding
to the optical mode, marked by a blue bar in Fig. 4.5(b), increases in energy with in-
creasing ξ. It is the mode [14] involving longitudinal vibrations of O2 oxygen atoms
with a significant contribution of the bond-stretching Cu-O1 vibrations (Fig. 4.5(c)). It
is refereed to, for convenience, as the blue mode. Concomitantly, position of the bond-
stretching Cu-O1 mode is shifting to the lower energies. This mode is marked by a
green bar and called later in the text the green mode. The two modes seems to cross
at ξ ≈ 0.2, where they became indistinguishable. Fig. 4.5(c) presents the momentum
dependence of the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the blue mode. The width
of the blue mode broadly peaks at ξ ≈ 0.2, coincident with the momentum at which
the two phonons seem to cross. As we discuss in the next paragraph, the broadening is
an intrinsic feature of the phonon and not just an error in the analysis of two crossing
branches. Such error is possible when two traversing peaks cannot be well resolved in
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Figure 4.5: Experimental IXS spectra measured at 300 K for optimally doped sample (x = 0.145) with a
corresponding Lorezian fits. (a) The low energy part of the spectrum consists of the elastic contribution
marked by a dashed line and the acoustic phonons which are marked with solid lines. (b) Evolution
of the high energy part of the IXS energy spectrum across the Brillouin zone for selected ξ values. (c)
FWHM of the phonon mode marked by a blue bar in (b). The light blue line is a guide to eye. The error
bars correspond to standard deviations of the fit coefficients, in (a) and (b) and represent the systematic
errors associated with the experiment.

the fitting procedure.

Simple simulation of two peaks, which mimic the situation of two phonon modes
(phonon1 and phonon2 that correspond to the blue and green mode, respectively), cross-
ing each other in energy supports the above conclusion (Fig. 4.6). With increasing ξ,
it is set that the peak representing phonon1 shifts towards higher energies, while the
phonon2 moves towards lower energies. Moreover, in the simulation the variation of ξ
is omitted and the parameters are plotted as a function of the position (in energy) of
phonon1. Two relevant cases, corresponding to two relative peak positions, are shown
in Fig. 4.6(a,b). The sum of these two modes (phonon1 and phonon2) is marked with
black line, which is then fitted by a Lorentzian function (fit, red line). Since there is
a large asymmetry between the amplitude of the two peaks, the fit is dominated by
phonon1. However, within energy range where the two modes overlap, the fit reflects
the shape of the sum of modes. Thus, tracing the parameters of the fit as a function
of the position of phonon1, one can provide some information of the influence of the
relatively weak phonon2 on the parameters of the fitting function. The evolution of the
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fitting parameters (FWHM and amplitude) is shown in Fig. 4.6(c,d). The simulations
indicate that in the relevant energy range, the crossing of two peaks would increase the
FWHM of the phonon1 by no more than 14%, while the experimentally obtained width
of the blue mode increases by more than a factor of two (Fig. 4.5(c)). Thus, the pre-
sented simulation implies that the observed increase of the width of the phonon can not
be a result of fitting errors caused by a crossing event. Consequently, such a possibility
can be safely discarded in further analysis and discussion.

Figure 4.6: Simulation of two crossing peaks representing two phonon modes (ploted in blue and green)
shown in two, particularity interesting cases. In (a) the two peaks are on the top of each other, corre-
sponding to the crossing point of the peaks. In (b) phonons are at two different energies and thus the
two peaks only partially overlap. The overall intensities of the two phonon peaks are shown in black,
while a Gaussian fit is indicated in red. (c) Change in FHWM and (d) variation of the amplitude of
the fitted Gaussian are plotted as a function of the position of phonon1. At the crossing point, the
amplitude increases by approximately 20% while the increase of FWHM is less than 15%. In contrast,
the experimentally established increase of the width (FWHM) of the blue mode is significantly larger.

4.3.1 Dispersion relation along (-3+ξ,1,0)

The summary dispersion relation extracted from the data collected at 300 K in
both the underdoped (open diamonds) and optimally doped (filled diamonds) samples
is presented in Fig. 4.7(a). The detailed analysis demonstrates that the data collected
on samples with different doping levels agree within the experimental error (typical
IXS spectra collected for underdoped and optimally doped samples are presented in
Fig. 4.7(b)). Since the position in energy and width of the resolved modes are nearly
the same for both samples, the two datasets are complementary and can be combined
to describe the same phonon branches, at least in the studied doping range. At the
same time, the lack of the correlation between the observed phonon anomalies and
the onset of the CDW order, strongly doping-dependent (observed for 0.059 < x <

0.166[13]), suggests that these static charge correlations observed in NCCO do not have
any measurable influence on the phonon dispersion.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Phonon dispersion measured at 300 K in NCCO samples, presented together with
the DFT calculations for NCO (grey lines). The experimental points are placed along q=(ξ, 0, 0) for
ξ from 0.08 to 0.37. The estimation of the q values has an error ∆q=(0, 0 ± 0.02, 0 ± 0.06). The
highlighted blue and green points marks dispersion of green mode and blue mode from Fig. 4.5(b).
Solid blue and green lines represent the corresponding modes in undoped NCO. (b) IXS spectra for
underdoped (open diamonds) and optimally doped (filled diamonds) samples measured at ξ = 0.15.
Thick, vertical, red (for underodped sample) and black (for optimally doped sample) lines show a
position of particular phonon modes, while horizontal ones correspond to their FWHM. The error bars
for IXS data (thin, black lines) represent uncertainty of the experimental points. (c) Unit cell of NCO
with indicated the atomic positions which are relevant to the discussed phonons. Green and blue arrows
are a schematic representation of the symmetry of the principal vibration modes for green mode and
blue mode, respectively.

In order to verify our analysis, the DFT calculations for the undoped compound,
NCO, were performed. The calculations were carried out in collaboration with the
group of Prof. Przemysław Piekarz at the Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Polish
Academy of Sciences in Krakow. The results of the calculations, performed along high
symmetry directions over the entire Billouin zone3, are presented in Fig. 4.8. The phonon
dispersion computed for NCO are in a rather good agreement with neutron scattering
data for NCO [24] (Fig. 4.8). Furthermore, the calculated dispersion of the green mode
and the blue mode agrees much better with the experimental data for NCO than for
the two doped samples presented in this Chapter. This suggests that doping strongly
affects the dispersions of these two modes, leaving other modes mostly unchanged.

Moreover, a very good agreement between the theoretical predictions and the ex-
perimental results for the low energy modes measured at doped NCCO (Fig. 4.7(a)) is
obtained. The differences are observed only at the high-energy part of the dispersion
relation, above 45 meV. The experimentally obtained green mode and blue mode appear

3The band structure and lattice parameters of NCO were optimized using the DFT implemented
in the VASP program [25]. Application of GGA+U method [26] allowed to include the local electron
interactions, which are responsible for the AFM ground state and the Mott insulating phase. The
phonon dispersion relations were calculated using the direct method [27, 28] in Phonon program.
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Figure 4.8: The phonon dispersions calculated for NCO (black lines) compared with the dispersions
determined from inelastic neutron scattering data [24] (wine dots). The green mode and the blue mode
are colour-coded in accordance with the previous convention.

between 45 and 65 meV, in contrast to the DFT calculations, where these modes are
observed at higher energies, and do not cross. We conclude that the discrepancy is a
result of doping, as the calculation were performed for an undoped compound. Similar
strong renormalization of the highest energy modes along [100] direction compared to
the insulating parent compound was already observed in La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 [29, 30] and
YBa2Cu3O7 [31], as well as in nickelates [32, 33], manganates [34] and other metal-
lic perovskites [35]. Braden [14] associated this phenomena with the screening effects4

that suppress the longitudinal optical - transverse optical splitting of the polar modes
close to the Brillouin zone center. Nonetheless, it is still not explained what is changed
by introducing itinerant carriers (by doping) to the system and how it affects phonon
dispersion.

4.3.2 Anticrossing

As a next step, to simulate the phonon dispersion in the metallic phase that appears
in doped materials, additional calculations were performed for a gapless (U=0) and
nonmagnetic (J=0) state. It is an approximation in which the number of electrons is
kept the same as in the undoped system. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 4.9.
The dispersion of the highest energy modes is clearly different from the calculations
performed for the antiferromagnetitc phase (Fig. 4.7(a)). Both green and blue modes
are shifted to lower energies, in agreement with our IXS results. Also, the computed
dynamic structure factor, related to phonon intensity in IXS spectrum agrees well with
the experimental data. The value of the structure factor computed for the green mode
is relatively smaller in comparison to the blue mode and grows for ξ ≈ 0.2 in a very
similar way as experimentally established (see Fig. 4.5).

4Coulomb interactions are screened through the free-charge carrier.
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Figure 4.9: Phonon dispersion calculated for NCO with U = 0 and J = 0. The green and blue modes in
the left panel are colour-coded in accordance with the previous convention. In addition, the calculated
dynamic structure factor of the IXS is plotted in the right panel. The values of the dynamical structure
factor is represented by a color scale, where the low values are marked by blue, and the high values by
red colour. Grey color indicates the structure factor equal zero.

As a result of our analysis, we find that what appeared in the prior study [24, 36, 37]
as a softening of the optical phonon mode at around 60 meV is, in fact, a result of two
optical phonon branches anticrossing at ξ ≈ 0.2 r.l.u. (Fig. 4.9). Our studies indicate
that the Cu-O1 bond-stretching phonon (green mode), anticrosses with the mode (blue-
marked), which is mostly composed of longitudinal vibrations of Cu-O2 atoms, but also
contains some contribution from the longitudinal vibrations of Cu-O1 atoms. Schemat-
ically, the corresponding displacements of the atoms associated to the two vibration
mode (green and blue) are presented in Fig. 4.7(c). The DFT calculations indicate that
these two phonons branches exchange their symmetry at the crossing point, so they can
not simply cross. Unclear interpretation of the dispersion relation for analogical optical
modes was already discussed for hole-doped BiSr2−xLaxCu2O6+δ [38]. However, hav-
ing a good quality, high-resolution IXS data and a support from the DFT calculations,
we propose a new interpretation of the optical phonons dispersion in NCCO. We also
mention that the introduced anticrossing scenario contradicts earlier interpretations [12]
and [14]. Though, our interpretation is, at the same time, in agreement with the data
published there.

4.3.3 Temperature dependence

To study the temperature dependence of the phonon dispersions, and in particular
the effect of the CDW order on them, we have measured the temperature evolution of
the IXS spectra (Fig. 4.10). The contribution from the tail of the elastic line and acous-
tic phonons intensity significantly rises with temperature and particular excitations are
harder to resolve. However, it is clear that the position of the discussed phonon modes
is temperature independent. Energy spectrum remains unchanged both at ξ ≈ qCDW

as well as in other parts of the Brillouin zone along (ξ,0,0) direction. According to
Fig. 4.11(a), position of the anticrossing point is also temperature independent. There-
fore, the presented temperature studies suggest that that there is no interplay between
phonons and the static CDW order, since it is clear from RXS that the order phe-
nomenon is strongly temperature dependent [22]. Even crossing the T ∗ temperature
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Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the high-energy part of IXS spectra in the optimally doped
NCCO sample at selected momenta ξ, at and near qCDW . Position of the peak associated with the blue
mode is marked by gray shadow line. The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity.

Figure 4.11: (a) Temperature dependence of the dispersion relation for the optimally doped sample.
Green and blue lines represent the anticrossing scenario of the phonon dispersion described in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. (b) FWHM of the blue mode at 100 K, 300 K and 500 K. Open symbols correspond to the
measurements for the underdoped sample (at 300 K). Lines on both pictures are guide to eye. The gray,
dashed vertical line in (a) and (b) indicates ξ = qCDW .

(Fig. 4.4) does not have any measurable influence on the phonon dispersion.
We also studied the temperature dependence of the anomalous broadening of the

blue mode, introduced already in Fig. 4.5(c). The broadening is observed in the whole
temperature range (from 100 to 500 K), for both measured doping levels (Fig. 4.11(b)).
While the position of the maximum remains at ξ = 0.2 and is thus temperature indepen-
dent, the width increases with temperature according to the conventional anharmonic
phonon behaviour. Thus, the effect seems not to be related with the emergence of
the short-range static CDW order (which is strongly temperature and doping depen-
dent [13]). The broadening of the bond-stretching phonon mode was already reported
for the hole-doped La2−xBaxCuO4, for which it was demonstrated that this effect was
correlated to the presence of the stripe order [6]. The broadening phenomena related
with the formation of the static CDW order were observed in cuprates only for low-
energy phonons [3, 4, 5].
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4.4 Broadening of the optical mode

Rather than to the static CDW order the anomalous broadening of the blue mode is
likely related to the recently discovered in cuprates dynamic charge correlations [2, 39,
40], rather than to the static CDW order. In fact, the dynamic charge correlations were
observed in optimally doped NCCO, in the same crystal as studied here [41]. As dis-
cussed in [2], these charge fluctuations are universally present in underdoped cuprates,
with the onset temperature exceeding significantly the onset of the static CDW correla-
tions. Actually, the large extent of the dynamic fluctuations across the phase diagram
can justify the lack of apparent temperature dependence of the phonon broadening
(Fig. 4.11(b)). In the hole-doped Hg1201, the dynamic charge correlations associated
with the 40 meV energy scale are also nearly temperature independent in the studied
range between 70 and 250 K, and coexist with the static CDW order below TCDW [2].
Such coexistence was also suggested in other cuprates [2, 40]. Similar behaviour, a cor-
relation between the width of the phonon anomaly and the quasi-elastic precursor of the
CDW order as a function of wave vector, was also reported at La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 [5,
42].

Figure 4.12: Comparison of IXS data with the RIXS spectra in NCCO. (a) Momentum dependence
of FWHM of the blue mode at 300 K in optimally doped sample (x = 0.145). (b-e) RIXS data for
underdoped sample (x = 0.106) from [41]. (b) Inelastic spectra from panel (c) integrated over the
energy range (−60, 900) meV. (c) Energy-momentum structure of the excitations collected at 300 K. (d)
Energy-integrated inelastic spectra from panel (e) collected at 25 K. The white dashed line marks qCDW
and the arrow indicates dynamic signal below the paramagnon energies and above the quasielastic line.

As presented in Fig. 4.12, the momentum at which the width of the blue mode is
maximal falls slightly below the wave vector of the static CDW, qCDW . However, this
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is not surprising, since it has been demonstrated that the wave vector of the dynamical
charge correlations might be considerably lower than qCDW . For example, in LaBaCuO
the broad peak associated to dynamical charge correlations is observed at a momentum
approximately 0.03 r.l.u. below the position of the sharp CDW peak, which also emerges
at temperatures much lower than the onset of the dynamical charge fluctuations [40].

The dynamic charge correlations in NCCO, observed via RIXS [41], are accompanied
by the enhancement of the dispersive magnetic modes, known as paramagnons. This
enhancement of the magnetic excitations around qCDW persists at temperatures above
the onset of the CDW order, and at high temperatures is broadly peaked around q = 0.2
(Fig. 4.5(d)), coincident with the broadening of the blue phonon. Overall, our findings
indicate a coupling between dynamic charge order and the optical phonons. However, it
is also possible that magnetic interactions are partially involved in the broadening since
the phonon anomaly corresponds to the maximum intensity of the paramagnons.

4.5 Conclusions

The aim of the research presented in this Chapter was to explore a connection be-
tween the presence of static CDW order and the anomalous dispersion of the high-energy
optical phonon modes in NCCO. Our overall temperature and doping dependent stud-
ies agree well with, but also complement, the recently published IXS [12] and INS [14]
results. However, our main interest is in the part of the Brillouin zone near qCDW .

As a highlight of this part of the work, we would like to mention the proposed
new interpretation of the dispersion relation at q = (ξ, 0, 0) for underdoped and opti-
mally doped NCCO. In contrast to the scenario presented in earlier publications ( [12]
and [14]), which involved an anomalous softening of the optical mode around ξ = 0.2, we
revealed strong evidences for the antricrossing of two bond stretching modes. Further-
more, at the wave vector, where they anticross, we report the first evidence of anomalous
bond-stretching phonon broadening in electron-doped cuprates. Importantly, neither the
anicrossing phenomena nor the broadening follow behaviours identified from the tem-
perature and doping dependence of the CDW order [13]. Thus, we conclude that the
static CDW order does not affect the dispersion of optical modes along [1, 0, 0] direction.

Our analysis of the experimental data and reached conclusions are supported by the
DFT calculations performed in undoped NCO. Those calculations agree very well with
the experimental results for low energy modes, but are at odds with the experimental
results for modes at energy above 45 meV. When adding new carriers to the model,
NCCO system is mimicked (this was simulated in DFT by inserting U = J = 0) and
the higher energy phonon branches agree much better with the experiment and that
furthermore confirms the suggested anticrossing. Although we do not provide a full
explanation for the problem, we suggest that introducing new carriers by doping (as in
NCCO) substantially changes optical phonon behaviour, which would in turn imply a
quite pronounced electron-phonon coupling. In that case, and in view of no observable
effect of CDW on the optical phonon dispersions, we attribute the observed broadening
of one of the optical modes to the dynamic charge correlations, which were previously
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reported in the literature for this compound.
Examination of the extensive studies of the phonon dispersion in hole-doped LSCO

allows to identify the universal behaviour of various phonon branches. As the parent
compound is doped, the half-breathing high-energy phonon branches in the (100) di-
rection softens [43], in a quantitative agreement with the softening of the equivalent
green mode in NCCO (Fig. 4.7). This softening appears at very low doping (p < 0.1),
indicating linkage to the metalization of the material. However, the softening of the full-
breathing mode (reflecting vibration of four oxygen atoms around planar copper) [43] is
coincidental with the doping range at which the change of the effective carrier density
is observed (p ≈ 0.15 − 0.25, Fig. 1.9). Thus, the renormalization of the full-breathing
mode seems to reflect the carrier (de)localization process. The abrupt softening indicates
that the carrier delocalization is associated with a significant increase of the (polaronic)
charge fluctuations. Since the half-breathing and quadrupolar modes do not indicate
any sudden renormalization in this doping range, the (de)localization of the carrier is an
effectively isotropic process affecting the integrated charge of the planar Cu atoms. As
the carriers are removed from these ions, the effective interaction with the surrounding
O atoms changes considerably.

Summarizing, the experimental results presented in this Chapter demonstrate the
presence of electron phonon-coupling in electron-doped cuprates that modifies the dis-
persion of the high-energy phonon modes. However, this modification is not triggered
by the onset of the static CDW order.
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CHAPTER 5
Symmetry of the CDW order

The CDW order breaks the transnational symmetry of the lattice and lowers, in
cuprates, the critical temperature, Tc. In fact, it is dramatically affecting the upper crit-
ical field by reducing its value for an order of magnitude. Since the process of weakening
of the superconducting state can bring important clues regarding the superconducting
mechanism, it should be well explored and understood. This was the main reason of
our interest in the CDW, and it was the motivation of our work described in previous
chapters. In this chapter, yet another symmetry braking field - the uniaxial pressure,
is employed to furthermore investigate the interplay between the lattice symmetry and
various phases, in particular the CDW. The main objective of this part of the work was
the design of the instrumentation allowing to apply uniaxial pressure and ultimately
resolve the controversy regarding the symmetry of the CDW order in cuprates. Previous
experimental and theoretical studies suggested that the CDW correlations can be either
bidirectional (so called checkerboard order) or unidirectional (stripe-like order). Here,
we perform resonant X-ray scattering studies under uniaxial pressure in tetragonal
NCCO to provide experimental clues regarding the symmetry of the charge order.
The X-ray studies are accompanied by electric resistivity measurements that simulta-
neously monitor the influence of uniaxial pressure on electronic properties of the system.

5.1 Checkerboard and stripe model of charge correlations
in cuprates

The interplay between the charge degrees of freedom and superconductivity has stim-
ulated the development of theoretical approaches which strongly lean on the assumptions
made related to the symmetry of the CDW order. For example, it was proposed that
superconductivity is driven by fluctuations of a unidirectional order parameter in the
vicinity of a quantum critical point [1, 2]. In a parallel approach, a spin-fermion model
was proposed in which strong quantum fluctuations in the neighbourhood of a single
antiferromagnetic quantum critical point were suggested to generate the overall com-
plexity seen in the phase diagram of the cuprate superconductors and, in particular, the
bidirectional CDW order [3]. Experimentally, the bulk properties of the CDW order
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IN CUPRATES

in the cuprates have been studied by resonant X-ray scattering and X-ray diffraction
experiments [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. As discussed in Chapter 2, in Hg1201 the observed doping
dependence of the CDW order’s wave vector, along with the tight-binding calculations,
provides a strong evidence for Fermi surface reconstruction caused by the bidirectional
CDW order, giving rise to the small electron pockets observed in quantum oscillation ex-
periments [9, 10]. On the contrary, resonant X-ray scattering measurements for YBCO
suggested that the CDW order is consistent with a local unidirectional stripe order [11].
However, subsequent hard X-ray diffraction experiments in YBCO, in which the atomic
displacements associated with the CDW order were studied, are inconsistent with stripe
order and suggest checker-board-type order instead [12]. Even more complicated situ-
ation is in the case of LSCO, where charge order in the form of stripes appears only
within the doping and temperature range associated with the SDW order [13]. In the
light of these contradicting results, the nature of the CDW remains inconclusive.

The two possibilities of the CDW order’s real-space form factor in cuprates are
presented in Fig. 5.1. The first one, in the form of stripes, is characterized by the charge
modulations with a single ordering vector Q and its harmonics Qn = nQ, where n is an
integer. Different stripe states can be distinguished depending on the magnitude of Q,
their commensurability (when |Q|a = 2π(m/l), where a is the lattice constant; m, l are
integers) or incommensurability (in respect to the underlying lattice) and compatibility
of vector Q with the direction of the crystal lattice. The commensurate order brakes
point-group symmetry of the crystal and Q lies along a symmetry directions, while in
the case of incommensurate order it sometimes does not. In cuprates, stripes usually
lies along along Cu-O bonds or at roughly 45◦ to them. In the presence of impurities the
stripe pattern is formed of domains, while in their absence the system is expected to be
homogeneous [14]. The domains need not necessarily lie in the very same CuO2 layer,
but they need to be present simultaneously within the bulk of the material, e.g., they
can be present in alternating layers, while still leading to the same k-space structure.

A checkerboard order is characterized by bidirectional modulations of charge density
described by a pair of orthogonal ordering vectors Q1 and Q2, where |Q1| = |Q2|. If
the charge modulations extend equally along both x and y crystallographic directions,
the point group symmetry of the crystal is (in general) preserved. If they are not
equally extended, then the point group symmetry is not preserved and the order is
a rhombohedral checkerboard. Similarly to stripes, checkerboard modulations can be
commensurate or incommensurate [14].

Theoretically, in the presence of the four-fold symmetry both types of the CDW
orders (checkerboard or stripes) are allowed in cuprates [14, 15], but they are indistin-
guishable in the X-ray scattering measurements. This is because the diffraction pattern
of the stripe order that forms domains (which give rise to diffraction peaks in two perpen-
dicular directions of k-space) is the same as the diffraction pattern of the checkerboard
order. Therefore, we use the uniaxial pressure as a symmetry breaking tool to reveal
differences between these two phenomena. Details of our approach are described and
discussed in this Chapter. The main assumption is that, in case of the checkerboard
pattern, the application of uniaxial pressure does not essentially influence the intensity
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Figure 5.1: Result of the modeling of the stripe and the checkerboard charge order in presence of
moderate concentration of impurities [14]. Red areas correspond to higher, while blue to lower charge
density. Maps extend over approximately 20 CDW wavelengths in width. Models include the spatial
distribution and concentration of impurities. At high impurity concentrations the two orders are hardly
distinguishable [14].

of the CDW diffraction features. In contrast, in the case of coexistence of orthogonal
stripes, the uniaxial pressure aligns the stripe domains along (or perpendicular) to the
direction of the applied pressure. As a consequence, the relative intensity of the CDW
peaks observed in the direction of the pressure and the perpendicular direction is ex-
pected to change. In other words, the intensity of one diffraction peaks characteristic
for the CDW stripe order can significantly increase, while the intensity of the other
one, observed at perpendicular k-space direction, decreases or even disappears. Our as-
sumptions are based on the phenomenological Landau-Ginzburg models [14, 15] which,
employing complex order parameters, are aimed to distinguish between the checkerboard
and stripe order.

5.2 Experimental set-up

In this Chapter we describe how the RXS synchrotron technique was used1 to observe
the evolution of the CDW as a function of the applied uniaxial pressure. The studies are
performed in NCCO, a system with relatively high symmetry and without structural
transitions within the investigated doping/temperature range, in which the CDW order
is strong and well defined [16, 17].

The single crystals of NCCO used in the experiments were grown and initially charac-
terized by the group of Prof. Martin Greven at the University of Minnesota. The details
of the growth technique and annealing procedure are included in Appendix. We inves-
tigated two doping levels: an optimally doped sample with x = 0.11 and non-annealed
sample with x = 0.13. According to the studies presented in [17], within this doping
level, NCCO displays a pronounced CDW order at low temperatures that weakens with

1Theoretical background to the RXS technique is presented in Chapter 2, Subsection 2.2.1.
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increasing temperature up to approximately 300 K. Above this temperature, the charge
correlations seem to remain unchanged.

The uniaxial pressure, which serves as a symmetry-breaking field that would, in the
case of the stripe-like order, presumably align the CDW domains, is applied along the
[010] crystallographic direction (along Cu-O bonds) inducing an orthorhombic distortion
in the crystal. At the same time, the sample is probed by x-rays in the perpendicular
plane (along [100] and [001])2. The scattering geometry is schematically presented in
Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the experimental geometry. The surface of the sample is parallel
to the CuO2 layers. The X-rays (marked in green) probe the sample in the plane parallel to [100] while
the pressure is applied along [010] direction.

All RXS experiments presented in this chapter were performed using the experimen-
tal set-up described in Chapter 2, Subsection 2.2.2. However, it should be noted that
the most optimal scattering geometry for the observation of the CDW depends on the
studied compound. In the case of NCCO, the following scattering geometry was chosen:
the detector was placed at the angle 2θ = 169.55, K value was set to 0 and the H -
direction (coupled with L ≈ 1.55) was scanned in the range −0.4 < H < −0.05. Other
parameters remained the same as they were set in the study of Hg1201. Therefore, in
the following section we focus mostly on the description of uniaxial devices and their
adjustments to RXS measurements.

5.3 Development of the uniaxial pressure instrumentation

In what follows, we describe the development of devices for the application of uniaxial
pressure, which in combination with the RXS instrument at UE46-PGM1 beamline
of BESSY II, were used to study the symmetry of the CDW order in the cuprates.
The initial goal was to develop a device that would enable RXS studies in a wide
temperature range (from 4 to 300 K) with the uniaxial pressure applied by a fully
automatized mechanism. However, numerous technical problems encountered during the

2The experimental setup did not allow to probe the sample along the direction of the applied pressure,
because the elements of the strain device block the incoming and outgoing radiation.
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experimental work resulted in the construction of subsequent prototypes. We started
with uniaxial pressure cells based on piezoelectric stacks (piezo-driven). Then we moved
to spring cells (spring-driven). Finally, the development led to an optimal design where
the pressure was transmitted by helium gas (He-driven).

5.3.1 Piezo-driven uniaxial pressure cell

The piezoelectric cell was constructed within bachelor’s thesis [18] conducted at TU
Wien under the supervision of Prof. Barišić. It is based on the design proposed by
C. Hicks and his colleagues [19]. The general principle of this cell uses the ability of
piezoelectric materials to change the physical dimension when an electrical voltage is
applied, generating a linear movement and force. In order to increase the strength of the
device, multiple piezo elements are layered on top of each other, creating what is known
as a stacked piezo actuator. In the constructed piezo-device (Fig. 5.3(a)) three piezo
stacks were combined. The sample was rigidly attached to the middle/inner stack using
epoxy and two pairs of clamps. First pair of clamps is placed on the movable and the
second one is placed on the fixed part of the device. While applying a positive voltage
to the inner piezo, it expands and as a consequence compresses the sample. Oppositely,
a positive voltage applied to the outer piezos causes their expansion, inducing dilatation
of the sample resulting in a tensile stress. Because the outer pizeos need to operate
separately from the inner one, all of them are connected by four titanium springs, which
can bend and by that the unused elements were kept inactive. The change of length of
the piezo elements, and thus the sample, is measured by a Wheatstone bridge consisting
of four strain gauges glued to the titanium springs (marked in red in Fig. 5.3(a)). The
proper calibration of the cell was accomplished by comparing the strain gauge signal
with the changes of the length of the piezos measured using the optical microscope [18].

Within the framework of this thesis, the piezoelectric device was tested and prepared
for the synchrotron measurements, considering the conditions of low temperature and
ultra-high vacuum. The additional aim was to develop a procedure for sample prepa-
ration and sample mounting, as well as an elaborated method to install the cell within
the RXS instrument in BESSY II.

The tests were carried out using single crystals of underdoped Hg1201. To obtain
a flat surface and a sample thickness of about 0.2 mm, a single crystal was polished
parallel to the CuO2 planes using lapping paper. Then, each of the samples was cut
along the in-plane crystallographic directions to form an elongated rectangular, with
typical dimensions of 0.3 mm× 1 mm (width× length). Proper length-to-width ratio3 (of
approximately 3) and sufficiently thick epoxy layer (around 0.1 mm) guarantees that the
strain within the sample is highly homogeneous, with some inhomogeneities appearing
only very near to the clamps [19]. Concomitantly, the cross-section (width × thickness)
should be small enough to obtain high values of uniaxial pressure considering limited
force induced by the piezo elements. In Fig. 5.3(b) it is schematically shown how to place
the sample between the clamps. Long sample’s sides should be parallel to the edges of

3Here it refers to the exposed part of the sample, without tips that are covered by epoxy.
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Figure 5.3: (a) A schematic overview of the piezoelectric apparatus adapted from [18]. The cell is 4 cm
long, 2.8 cm wide and 0.6 cm thick. Red rectangles mark the positions of titanium springs. Titanium
is used for the constructional parts of the cell’s body. The piezos are made of a ceramic called PZT
(lead zirconate titanite). (b) The sketch of a sample mounted between clamps. The sample is fixed to
the clamps by Stycast epoxy. For the clarity, only one pair of clamps is presented. Each pair of clamps
is attached to the base (cell body) with a screw. Figure adapted from [19]. (c) NCCO single crystal
prepared for resistance measurements under uniaxial pressure. Electrical contacts are made of silver
epoxy and gold wire. The wires were attached to the sample prior the mounting on the device.

the clamps, which was verified using a microscope. Also, the droplets of epoxy should
secure the back-ends of the sample preventing them from moving against clamps. The
device with a properly mounted sample is presented in Fig. 5.3(c). For gluing we used
Stycastr 2850FT epoxy mixed with catalyst Cat 23LV in ratio 100 : 7.5 (by weight) due
to its good impact resistance and low-temperature properties. Hardening time of the
epoxy is relatively long and takes at least 16 hours at 25◦C. The curing temperature is
limited to the ambient, because some of the glued parts of the cell are sensitive to heat.

An important advantage of the design is the fact that a three-piezo configuration
eliminates the problem of thermal expansion: the thermal expansion of the outer piezos
is compensated by the expansion of the inner one and as a result the sample remains
unstrained. Fig. 5.4(a) presents the device prepared for low temperature measurements.
The response of the strain gauge to the applied pressure was tested at 80 K in the
nitrogen flow cryostat. Application of strain was controlled by two Kiethley voltage
sources, supplying independently the inner (compression) or outer piezo-stacks (tension).
The response of the strain gauge in a trial run is presented in Fig. 5.4. It consists of
tension-compression cycles with the applied voltage ranging from 0 to ±100 V (negative
values are applied to the outer piezos, thus it corresponds to the stretching mode).
The system is characterized by a very high degree of reproducibility of the strain gauge
response. The only exception is the first cycle, during which the strain created by
the mounting of the sample affects the device. Thus, it is recommended when using
such a device to apply a very small strain and then release it at the beginning of each
trial. Moreover, the response of the sample was monitored by resistivity measurements.
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The standard 4-point method was used to measure the changes of sample resistance
as a function of applied stress. The results are presented in Fig. 5.5. In accordance
with the strain gauge response, the changes of sample resistance recorded during the
first tension-compression cycle are different than the changes observed for the following
cycles. Namely, the second cycle presented in Fig. 5.5(b) shows that the resistance
returns to its initial value after the force is released, in both cases (compression and
tension). This behaviour demonstrates that the uniaxial pressure applied by the tested
device is controlled very well. Nearly linear sample response may also suggest that
the applied pressure (±100 V correspond to about 750 MPa for a sample of a typical
geometry4) does not cause inelastic deformation of the investigated material.

Figure 5.4: Low temperature tests of the piezoelectric cell. (a) Photo of the piezo-device attached to a
cryostat insert. (b) Response of the strain gauge tested at 80 K. Time duration of each cycle is marked
by a black arrow. Each cycle consist of tension and compression parts marked by green and yellow
colour, respectively.

Figure 5.5: Resistance of Hg1201 sample measurements under uniaxial pressure, at 80 K. Stress was
applied in a cycle as indicated in the figure: (1) increasing the tensile force, (2) releasing tensile force,
(3) increasing compressive force, (4) releasing compressive force. (a) Measurements performed during
the first cycle. (b) Measurements preformed during the second cycle, representative for each of the
subsequent cycles.

4We assume that the Young’s moduli for Hg1201 is 170 GPa [20].
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After the successful tests performed at 80 K using the nitrogen flow cryostat, the
piezoelectric cell was mounted inside the UHV chamber at the UE46-PGM1 beamline of
BESSY II. Fig. 5.6(a,b) presents the device attached to the He-flow cryostat, which was
then inserted into the vacuum chamber. The RXS instrument was equipped with elec-
trical leads which enabled connection of the cell to the external power supplies, allowing
thus the control of the applied pressure from the outside. Example of a full tension-
compression cycle performed inside the vacuum chamber is presented in Fig. 5.6(c). The
room-temperature results are consistent with the tests performed in the nitrogen cryo-
stat at 300 and 80 K. However, for measurements performed at 4 K5, signal from the
strain gauges does not return to the initial value when the stress is released. The fol-
lowing cycles are also not reproducible, which may be attributed to several causes. For
example, the lack of reproducibility at low temperatures may be due to the temperature
gradient across the piezo stacks. Since the response of a piezo-element is considerably
temperature dependent, such a gradient could strongly affect the performance of the cell.
If each of the elements was at effectively different temperature, which furthermore was
not stable as a function of time, the induced pressure could have a small reproducibility.
Unfortunately, the design of the cryostat did not allow to properly thermalize the piezo
elements.

Figure 5.6: The piezo-driven uniaxial pressure cell tested in the UHV chamber. (a) Photo of the cell
(with the mounted sample) that is attached to the cryostat. A cylindrical steel cover is added to prevent
the device from damage during installation inside the chamber. (b) Photo of the device mounted inside
the vacuum chamber. (c) Result of the strain gauge response tests, performed inside the UHV chamber
at 300 and 4 K.

Further challenging issues which we accounted were related to the set-up and the
scattering geometry in the RXS experiment. Firstly, the angle of the incident and
scattered X-ray beam was very limited due to the deep position of the sample inside

5The piezoelectric device was cooled through a thermal contact with the He cryostat. The reported
temperature refers to a reading of the thermometer placed on the cryostat, not on the cell. Thus, the
temperature of sample can be potentially higher for several degrees.
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the cell body. As a consequence, the number of accessible diffraction Bragg peaks,
which were used for creating the orientation matrix (crucial to transform the crystal
coordinates to the coordinates of the goniometer), was very limited. Secondly, the
cell was attached to the cryostat rigidly and the sample rotation around angle φ was
not possible. This rotation is usually used to correct the angular position of slightly
misoriented crystals (described in detail in Subsection 2.2.2). The issues discussed above
make the performance of RXS experiments very problematic. Furthermore, the lack
of precision in the pressure control at low temperatures motivated us to develop an
alternative uniaxial pressure device - the spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell.

5.3.2 Spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell

In the scope of this thesis, the spring-driven device was designed and manufactured in
collaboration with InTenX company from Zagreb. The device was tested and prepared
for the experiments at UE46-PGM1 beamline. In this cell, the force is induced by a
precision screw through a well-characterised, customized spring. The working principle
is based on a controlled deformation of the spring that pushes a movable base along the
guiding rods towards a fixed base and thus compresses the sample. The sample was glued
between movable and fixed parts of the device (Fig. 5.7(a)). The spring deformation is
adjusted by positioning the spindle (using a screwdriver). Maximal load on the sample
depends on the shape and material of the spring. Here, we applied a load of 25 or 50 N
using two different S-shaped springs made of titanium alloy. The cell is 5.5 cm long,
2 cm wide and 0.6 cm thick, and is designed to accommodate samples with variable
length up to 1 cm.

In comparison with the piezoelectric design, the spring-driven cell provides much
wider angular access for the X-ray beam. In the scattering plane, this angle is nearly
360◦, except for the angles prohibited by a 3 mm thick guiding rods (when on the way
of the beam (Fig. 5.8)). The sample is placed between the clamps according to the
similar procedure described in the case of the piezoelectric cell (Fig. 5.3(b)). Here, the
shape of the clamps is slightly modified (from flat to wedge-shaped) in order to achieve
well-defined uniaxial pressure and facilitate sample positioning. Additionally, we used
different glue ingredients, Stycastr 2850FT epoxy mixed with catalyst Cat 24LV in
ratio 100 : 8 (by weight). The following product allows a shorter curing time (2 hours
at 65◦C) and very good adhesion.

In Fig. 5.7(c) the spring-driven cell attached to the helium cryostat is shown. The
attachment is done by U-shaped (grey) element which also serves as a thermal contact
between the cell and the cryostat. The thermometer was placed on the cryostat and
thus temperature of the sample could not be precisely determined6. An important
improvement of the developed setup is that it allows to tilt the cell along angle φ. This
might be done by using the screws marked by black arrows in Fig 5.7. The screws can
be operated inside the vacuum chamber7 and hence the sample’s orientation can be

6Our experiments did not require very high temperature precision. The CDW order is observed in
discussed materials within a wide temperature range.

7The chamber needs to be open, however the whole set-up remains inside.
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Figure 5.7: The spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell. (a) Photo of the device with the main components
marked. The golden-colour components are made out of brass, while the silver parts are made out of
stainless steel. The exception are clamps which are made of titanium. (b) A sample of NCCO mounted
between the clamps. The sample is about 3 mm long with about 2 mm freely exposed to X-rays radiation.
(c) The spring-driven device attached to the hellium cryostat at UE46-PGM1 beamline. Black arrows
indicate screws that enable to tilt the cell along φ angle used to correct for small crystal misorientation.

Figure 5.8: The spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell mounted inside the diffractometer chamber. Red
arrow indicates the direction of the X-ray beam that scatters of the mounted sample.

adjusted fairly fast.
All tests were carried out using single crystals of underdoped NCCO with x = 0.13,

which are significantly larger than the single crystals of Hg1201 (samples are described
in detail in Appendix). Thus, the sample’s area exposed to X-ray radiation can be
significantly larger. The surface of NCCO is also less sensitive to air humidity and
hence no degradation is observed during the process of gluing and mounting the sample
on the cell. Importantly, NCCO exhibit relatively strong CDW correlations, thus are
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suitable to study the influence of the uniaxial pressure on the ordering symmetry. We
also demonstrated that cleaved single crystals of NCCO can be successfully mounted
and measured despite the fact that their surface is not perfectly flat, as for polished
samples.

Calibration curves for the springs with maximum load of 25 and 50 N are presented
in Fig. 5.9. In order to calibrate each of the springs, a compressive force was applied
(measured by a force gauge), resulting in the deformation of the spring. The linear
deformation expressed as the relative change of distance between the movable and fixed
shafts of the cell was then recorded (without sample). The spring deformation may
furthermore be expressed as a function of the screw rotation, e.g., for the spring with
a maximum load of 25 N one turn corresponds to spring deformation of 0.05 mm and
the load of ∼ 8.7 N. The calibration of the springs was performed at 300 K and the
design of the spring ensured a rather small variation of the spring constant within the
temperature range of interest (30 K - 300 K). The S-shaped spring is suitable for an
application of compressive and tensile strain, however here it was tested only in the
compression regime.

Figure 5.9: Calibration curves for the spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell with maximum load of 25 (a)
and 50 N (b). The error of the distance measurements is 0.1 mm, while the force is measured with the
error of about 0.01 N. The spring constants are estimated to be (a) 16.78 N/mm, and (b) 47.95 N/mm,
respectively.

From the tests performed on the piezoelectric cell, it can be concluded that the appli-
cation of even very small uniaxial pressure has a very strong influence on the electronic
transport properties of cuprates. Thus, to verify whether the spring-driven device can
effectively compress the sample, we performed temperature-dependent resistivity mea-
surements along the ab plane (the planar resistivity) and along the crystallographic
c-axis using a standard 4-point method. To monitor the changes induced by strain in
the sample, we focused on the superconducting transition, since it is sharp and easy
to measure. And indeed, as shown in Fig. 5.10(a,b) strain considerably affects the
transition. Tc is defined as a maximum of the first derivative of the resistivity and it
decreases by 0.22 K (the planar resistivity) and by 0.14 K (c-axis) when the pressure
increases from 0 to about 90 MPa. Additionally, the relative change of resistivity along
c-axis upon applied uniaxial pressure up to 180 MPa is presented in Fig. 5.10(c). This
dataset is consistent with the results presented in Fig. 5.5 and shows that the com-
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Figure 5.10: Pressure dependence of resistivity in NCCO. (a,b) Resistivity near the superconducting
temperature in NCCO at doping x = 0.13. The data were normalized to the value of resistivity at 26 K.
(c) Relative change of resistance under uniaxial pressure in NCCO at doping x = 0.11. Red line is a
linear fitting function. Measurements were performed at room temperature. The uncertainty of the
pressure for (a,b,c) includes the error of the determination of the sample dimensions and the error in
the reading of the screw rotation angle.

pressive strain causes a decrease of resistivity in simple tetragonal compounds, such as
NCCO or Hg1201.

The performance of the spring-driven device was also tested by conducting X-ray
diffraction measurements at UE46-PGM1 beamline. The aim was to follow the crystal
lattice deformations under uniaxial pressure in a single crystal of NCCO. The sample
was gradually compressed along [010] crystallographic direction (in-plane direction) up
to 25 N or 50 N (depending on the spring used). We followed the position of the (−101)
Bragg peak with an in-plane component, which depicts the ’planar’ crystal lattice defor-
mations in the direction perpendicular to the applied force. We furthermore studied the
position of the (004) and (002) Bragg peaks that have only the out-of-plane component
and can reveal the deformations along the crystallographic c-axis. The experimental
setup did not allow for the observation of any Bragg peak with the component along the
direction of compression. The results presented in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show that the
out-of-plane (004) and (002) peaks position in 2θ (θ is the incidence angle) change only
slightly upon applied pressure. The relatively large shift of the reflection corresponds
to the thermal contraction upon warming up the sample from 10 K to 300 K.

Changes in the Bragg positions, determined from Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, can be fur-
ther used to calculate deformation of the crystal lattice. This can be done by combining
the Bragg’s law

2d sin θ = nλ, (5.1)

where n is the diffraction order (in our case n = 1) and λ is the wavelength of X-ray
radiation, with a formula describing d-spacing in a tetragonal structure

1
d2 = h2 + k2

a2 + l2

c2 . (5.2)

According to these calculations, the lattice expands for about 0.01% along [100] direction
and contracts for a similar value along [001]. The changes seem to be a response to the
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Figure 5.11: Pressure and temperature dependence of selected Bragg peaks measured for spring with a
load of 25 N, which is equivalent to around 190 MPa according to the spring calibration. The position
(in 2θ angle) of the reflection can be used to calculate lattice constants. The FWHM of peaks does not
change upon pressure.

Figure 5.12: Pressure and temperature dependence of the (002) Bragg peak measured for spring with a
load of 50 N, which is equivalent to around 400 MPa according to the spring calibration. The FWHM
of peaks does not change upon pressure.

application of pressure produced by the spring with a maximum load of 25 N. This claim
can be further verified using the Hook’s law

σ = Eεa = F

wt
, (5.3)

where σ is a strain, E is a Young moduli, εa = a− a0
a

is a relative change of the a
lattice constant (analogically, εc is a relative change of the c lattice constant), F is the
applied uniaxial force, while w and t are the sample’s width and thickness, respectively.
Assuming that the Young’s modulus for NCCO is 184 GPa [21, 22] and using Eq. 5.3,
the force needed to modify the crystal lattice to a given degree does not exceed 4 N,
so it is nearly 6 times smaller than the nominal force exerted by the spring. Thus, we
conclude that the force produced by the spring is not fully transmitted to the sample and
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consequently the value of the applied uniaxial pressure can not be determined by using
the spring calibration procedure presented at Fig. 5.9. The discrepancy may be caused
by an additional friction that limits movement of the movable base along the guiding
elements. The fact that the whole body cell is sensitive to torsional forces (there is no
element that stabilizes the cell along a direction perpendicular to the applied force) may
also play a role in uncontrolled stress application.

To conclude, we underline several important outcomes of our test measurements
conducted on the spring-based cell. First, the spring-driven design is easily applicable
to X-ray scattering measurements at low temperatures and high vacuum conditions.
Second, the uniaxial pressure is applied by a simple mechanism operated just by a
screwdriver, with no need for electrical connections in the cryostat. Third, the applied
force is not fully transferred to the stressed sample. Therefore, the maximum applied
force on the sample is small and it does not distort the crystal lattice sufficiently strong
for our purpose. In the future, the spring-driven design should be upgraded by adding
stabilizing elements and by redesigning the spring, which would then generate larger
forces. To achieve a pressure of several hundreds of MPa, we have decided to develop
another, entirely different, type of uniaxial pressure cells that are driven by pressurised
helium gas.

5.3.3 He-driven uniaxial pressure cell

The helium-driven uniaxial pressure cell was designed and tested within the frame-
work of this thesis. The device was manufactured by InTenX company in Zagreb. The
operating principle of the cell is based on pumping of the helium gas into one of two
bellows, which by expanding acts on a movable element of the cell and pushes it along
the guides (movable holder) (Fig. 5.13(a)). Filling the inner bellow shifts the movable
holder towards the fixed one and causes compression of the sample. On the other hand,
filling the outer bellow shifts the movable holder in an opposite direction applying the
tensile forces. To make the sample mounting easier, we have developed a sample car-
tridge device. Although it is an integral part of the cell, it can also be removed from
the cell’s body and the sample can then be mounted outside of the cell in a comfortable
position under the microscope. This device consists of two coaxial cylinders moving
concentrically, one within the other. While one side of the cartridge is attached to the
movable holder, the second is rigidly mounted within the fixed part of the cell, allowing
the application of the uniaxial stress.

The He-driven cell mounted inside the UHV chamber is shown in Fig. 5.13(b). The
capillaries are attached to a specially fabricated connecting flange that enables to trans-
fer helium gas to the cell from the compressed He cylinder placed outside of the chamber.
The controller placed between the gas cylinder and the cell regulates the required pres-
sure of the injected gas in the range of 0 to 10 bar (Fig. 5.13(c)). The pressure can be
regulated automatically by the electro-pneumatic regulator SMC ITV1050-31F2CL or
manually using a throttle. Since the pressure in the bellows is defined by the controller,
and is thus independent of the thermal expansion of the setup, the strain is kept constant
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Figure 5.13: He-driven uniaxial pressure cell. (a) Photo of the device with the main elements highlighted.
The silver-colour elements are made out of stainless steel, yellowish from brass and brownish out of
copper. (b) Photo of the cell mounted inside the vacuum chamber. Helium capillaries as well as electric
wires go towards the flange that connect them to the controller placed outside of the chamber. (c)
The controller of the pressure in the He bellows. During the experiments, it is situated near the UHV
chamber. (d) Cleaved NCCO single crystal mounted on the cartridge. Black cones visible at the ends
of the sample are epoxy, which is used to fix the sample. The electric contacts on the sample are made
by silver paint (Ted Pella 6838) and connected to the holder leads by gold wires.

on the sample regardless of the temperature at which is the cell (or the temperature
gradient within the cell). This feature enables an unprecedented control of the value of
the strain in the sample.

The cell is attached to the cryostat using an adapter (indicated in Fig 5.13(b)), which
also serves as a thermal contact between the cell and the cryostat. The cell (together
with the cold-finger adapter) is 13 cm long, 5.46 cm wide and 5.46 cm thick. Moreover,
the adapter enables rotation of the whole cell around angle φ to compensate for the
slight misorientation of single crystals mounted on the cartridge.

Single crystals of optimally doped NCCO used in the tests were prepared in the
same way as for the experiments with the spring-driven cell (see Subsection 5.3.2). The
one presented in Fig. 5.13(d) is 3.447 cm long, 0.68 cm wide and 0.28 cm thick. In
the case of the helium device, a different (than clamps) design of sample mounting was
chosen. The sample was placed on the steps carved in brass elements or it was put down
directly between the pistons of the cartridge (Fig. 5.13(d)). The sample was glued using
Stycastr 2850FT epoxy mixed with catalyst Cat 24LV.
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To test the efficiency of our device in exercising the uniaxial pressure, we performed
X-ray diffraction studies at UE46-PGM1 beamline on single crystals of NCCO. The
NCCO samples were gradually compressed along [010] axis, while crystal lattice re-
sponses were measured along [100] and [001] directions. The scattering geometry was
set up along [100] direction, similarly to the geometry presented in Fig. 5.8. The (−101)
and (002) Bragg peak scans that present a crystal lattice response to the applied pres-
sure are shown in Fig. 5.14(a,c). Each profile corresponds to the particular pressure of
helium pumped into the compressing bellow (PHe), as indicated. During the compres-
sion, we clearly observed a shift of the in-plane (−101) peak, which demonstrated that
the crystal structure deforms as a consequence of the applied force. Interestingly, we
also observed that the [00l] lattice constant is not influenced much by applied uniaxial
pressure, as the position of the out-of-plane (002) peak remains nearly unchanged.

Figure 5.14: Effect of application of uniaxial pressure, by the He-driven cell, on the crystal lattice of
NCCO. (a) Pressure dependence of the in-plane (−101) Bragg and (c) the out-of-plane (002) Bragg
peaks. The measurements were performed at 127 K with pressure applied along crystallographic [010]
axis. Black dots correspond to the measurements performed with no stress applied, at 300 K. The data
for (002) peak are fitted with Lorentz function to determine the peak position. (b,d) Relative change
of lattice constants as a function of the applied stress. a0 and c0 refer to lattice parameters for relaxed
sample and are 3.9354 Å and 12.0582 Å, respectively. Red line is a linear fitting function. Black dashed
line is a guide-to-the-eye that extrapolates the linear function. Blue area indicates the pressure range
where the proportionality between applied stress and resulted strain is no longer met.

The angular position of the Bragg peaks, defined here as the peak’s maximum,
was then used to calculate the change of lattice constants as a function of the applied
pressure. The calculations were performed by combining Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2. The
resulting changes in lattice constants are plotted as a function of stress σ acting on the
sample (Fig. 5.14(b,d)). Since the pressurised He is the compressing medium, the value
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of the stress in the sample is calculated by taking into account the relevant dimension
of the active elements of the device as well as the sample dimensions using the following
formula:

σ =
PHeπ

(
d

2

)2

wt
, (5.4)

where w is a sample width t is a sample thickness and d is the diameter of the below
(the active element). According to the Hook’s law, the linear coefficient describing
the dependence of strain on stress is called the elastic modulus. In our case, the low
strain measurements are performed in the linear regime and, hence, we can from there
determine the Young’s modulus. Based on the data collected for the (−101) Bragg peak
we estimate its value as 159 ±3 GPa along [100] crystallographic axis. This value is in
agreement with the literature data for NCCO, as well as in other cuprates [21]. The
liner behaviour does not continue beyond 194 MPa, which indicates an entrance in the
inelastic deformation regime. At σ = 426 MPa the presented sample was mechanically
damaged, hence the measured quantities deviate significantly from the observed trend
at lower strain values.

In the case of the He-driven cell, the lattice response to uniaxial pressure was tested
simultaneously with the resistance measurements. Since the resistivity is very sensi-
tive to uniaxial pressure, the measurement of this additional parameter allowed us to
monitor the response of the sample to the applied stress. Fig. 5.13 shows the sample
with electrical contacts placed in the configuration which allows the 4-point method
resistivity measurements along the crystallographic c axis. The contacts are placed only
on the upper part of the sample, leaving most of its surface exposed to incoming X-
rays. Fig. 5.15(a) shows a time profile of resistivity response to the applied uniaxial
pressure. Sharp steps indicate that resistivity reacts immediately to the pressure appli-
cation, however it also needs some time to stabilize at a constant level. Below 426 MPa,
the applied uniaxial pressure systematically (in steps) decreases resistivity, up to 20%.
The relationship between stress and change in the measured resistance is linear up to
194 MPa and deviates from this behaviour at higher stress values (Fig. 5.15(b)). This
continues up until 426 MPa, when a sharp drop followed by an oscillatory signal can be
observed. This indicates breaking of the sample, which was also subsequently visually
confirmed.

Finally, we can conclude that the design of the He-driven cell provides an efficient
and well-controlled way to put strain on the crystal lattice and by that modify the
electronic structure of NCCO single crystals. Our setup was demonstrated to be very
suitable for X-ray measurements at the UE46-PGM1 beamline. It enables an easy access
for the incident X-ray beam and furthermore allows a precise sample rotation in angle
φ. The applied pressure is well defined and automatically controlled from the outside
of the vacuum chamber. The disadvantage of the current setup (which requires further
improvement), is the sample mounting that still can be improved.

The DFT calculation of crystal lattice deformation in NCCO, performed in collab-
oration with Dr hab. M. Zegrodnik (Academic Centre for Materials and Nanotechnol-
ogy, AGH) shows very strong agreement with the experiment up to around 200 MPa
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Figure 5.15: Influence of uniaxial pressure, applied by the He-driven cell, on resistivity in NCCO. (a)
Resistivity change are presented as a function of time. Black arrow indicates the initial stage before
the sample was pressurized (there is no change in resistivity, except the noise). The noise in this time
period is not larger than 0.05% (systematic error of resistivity measurements). (b) Relative change of
the resistance in respect to its zero-pressure value, presented as a function of applied stress. Red line is
a linear fitting function. Dashed line is an guide-to-the-eye that extrapolates the result of the low-strain
linear fit.

(Fig. 5.16). Furthermore, the calculation indicates that the pressure range of the elas-
tic deformation extends to much higher than the experimentally observed values. We
suspect that entering the nonelastic region may be related to the sample’s mounting,
which does not provide enough stability for the sample (the sample can deform the car-
tridge made from less rigid material). However, the device, within the elastic range of
operation is fully prepared to examine the pressure dependence of the CDW order.

Figure 5.16: Comparison of the theoretical calculations and experimentally obtained relation between
applied strain and the crystal lattice deformations in NCCO. Diamonds correspond to the values of
the relative change of a lattice parameter (perpendicular to the applied pressure direction in NCCO
with x = 0.11, as in Fig. 5.14(b). Circles are values of the lattice deformations along crystallographic
a (violet) and c axis (grey) calculated for undoped NCCO (we verified that the elastic properties of
undoped and underdoped materials do not differ significantly). The lattice parameters were optimized
using the density functional theory implemented in the VASP program [23] by applying the LDA+U
method. Lines correspond to a quadratic function fit. The experimental data for a, in the elastic
deformation range, are in an excellent agreement with the predictions.
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5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Characteristics of the CDW order in NCCO

Before addressing the symmetry of the CDW order, basic information related to
the charge order observed in NCCO are shortly revisited. Typical RXS spectra around
the CDW wave vector are shown in Fig. 5.17(a). Each dataset represents the intensity
averaged over at least 10 individual scans. The CDW peak is fitted with a Gaussian
function combined with a linear slope (in the range −0.36 < H < −0.08). The fits
for the data collected at 4 K and 300 K are represented in Fig. 5.17(a) by solid lines.
Position of the maximum of the peak, denoted as qCDW , is attributed to the CDW
order wave vector and is equal 0.22 r.l.u.. The corresponding CDW order wavelength is
λCDW = 1/qCDW is 4.62 Å. The FWHM of the peak is used to calculate the correlation
length, which is approximately 17 Å at 4 K. Because of the tetragonal symmetry, the
CDW order in NCCO is equivalent along the [100] and [010] direction, similarly as in
Hg1201, as described in Chapter 2.

Figure 5.17: Temperature dependence of the CDW peak in NCCO (x = 0.11). (a) RXS spectra around
the CDW wave vector at 4 and 300 K. Solid lines represent Gaussian fits. (b) Temperature dependence
of the intensity of the CDW peak. Blue line is a guide-to-the-eye. (c) Temperature dependence of the
FWHM of the CDW peak. Error bars in (b) and (c) correspond to the fitting error.

In cuprates, intensity of the CDW superstructure peak is strongly temperature de-
pendent. Above Tc, it decreases with increasing temperature (e.g. in YBCO [8] or
Hg1201 [24]). However, in the studied doping range of NCCO, it does not vanish com-
pletely even at 300 K (Fig. 5.17(a)) revealing that the charge correlations are quite
strong. Thus, NCCO is particularly appropriate to study the symmetry of the charge
order. Temperature dependence of the CDW order peak’s amplitude is presented in
Fig. 5.17(b) and is consistent with the tendency observed in previous RXS studies [17].
The FWHM of the peak, and consequently the correlation length, are temperature in-
dependent (Fig. 5.17(c)).
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5.4.2 Uniaxial pressure studies of the CDW order

After performing numerous tests that resulted in complete redesign and important
improvements of the pressure device and sample mounting (discussed in the previous
Chapter), RXS measurements of the symmetry of the charge order in NCCO were con-
ducted. The developed He-driven uniaxial pressure cell enabled simultaneous measure-
ments of the CDW peak evolution and tracking of the changes in the sample’s electrical
resistivity. The pressure was applied in steps and the measurements were performed
according to the following procedure: while the He pressure was increased in steps, the
resistance was recorded continuously as a function of time; initially the resistance would
exhibit a sharp jump but it would reach a saturation only after a certain time, which
indicated that the measurement system reached an equilibrium; to verify the changes in
the lattice parameters, the position of the selected Bragg peaks was monitored; finally,
the spectra around qCDW were collected. Resistivity data along with the procedure of
the analysis of the Bragg peak’s position were already discussed in Subsection 5.3.3. We
have performed our study at 127 K, since this was at the time the lowest temperature for
the operation of the He pressure cell8. Nevertheless, according to Fig. 5.17 and recent
studies [17], it is sufficient to perform measurements at this temperature since the CDW
order peak is already strong.

RXS spectra were collected in NCCO single crystals at two doping levels, x = 0.11
and x = 0.13, at various strains. The results are presented in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19,
respectively. Each presented spectrum corresponds to an average of 20 scans. Since
the scattering background is not influenced by the pressure, the spectra can be easily
compared. The experimental data are fitted using a Gaussian function combined with
a linear background, in analogy to the data treatment presented in Subsection 5.4.1.

The pressure dependence of the parameters extracted from the fitting (e.g., ampli-
tude, qCDW , and FWHM) for the sample with x = 0.11 are presented in Fig. 5.18. The
CDW parameters do not show any strain dependence, even above the range of elastic
deformation (∼ 180 MPa), which was estimated from the evolution of the Bragg peaks
(Subsection 5.3.3). Parameters of the CDW peak at 300 K (without pressure) are also
shown, as a reference: the amplitude of the CDW peak is approximately two times larger
at 127 K than at 300 K; the FWHM of the peak does not change with temperature,
as shown in the previous Subsection; qCDW determination is the subject to bigger error
due to the low peak amplitude.

The results obtained for the non-annealed sample (x = 0.13) are presented in
Fig. 5.19. Similarly to the previously discussed sample (at x = 0.11), the fitting param-
eters are not substantially influenced by the applied strain. However, the quality of the
fits is lower due to the ambiguous features in the spectra around H = −0.37 r.l.u.. This
is very likely an artifact generated by the optics of the beamline. It is also worth noting
that qCDW of the sample doped by x = 0.13 is larger than that the sample with a lower

8The operation of the cell below approximately 127 K was not smooth and the motion along guiding
rods was blocked due to the thermal contraction of the movable elements. However, this problem can
be easily solved by polishing the rods to smaller diameter.
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Figure 5.18: Uniaxial pressure study of the CDW order in NCCO at x = 0.11. (a) RXS spectra were
collected at 127 K under strain increasing in steps from 0 up to 426 MPa. (b-d) Pressure dependence of
the CDW peak’s parameters with the fitting uncertainty. The dashed line indicates the limit of elastic
deformation. Open squares show parameters of the CDW peak at 300 K, with no pressure applied.

Figure 5.19: Results of the uniaxial pressure studies of the CDW order in non-annealed NCCO with
x = 0.13. (a) RXS spectra were collected under strain. Strain was increased in steps from 0 up to
337 MPa. (b-d) Parameters of the CDW peak with the fitting uncertainty. The vertical dashed line
indicates the limit of the elastic deformation.
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nominal doping x = 0.11, what agrees very well with recently published data [17]).
Altogether, the data collected for the two samples with different doping levels and

heat treatments demonstrated that the uniaxial strain does not influence the parameters
of the CDW peak, i.e., the charge ordering remains the same. In the case of the stripe
order, the amplitude of the CDW peak should increase, because the applied pressure
would align the stripe domains. It is not the case in our study, where the amplitude of
the charge order remains the same until the sample is damaged by the applied pressure.
Therefore, in agreement with our initial observations, the presented results support the
checkerboard symmetry of the CDW order in NCCO.

5.5 Conclusions

The results of the RXS studies presented in this Chapter imply that the symmetry of
the CDW order in tetragonal electron-doped NCCO is a checkerboard. The conducted
analysis enables to extract the parameters of the charge order, such as wave vector,
correlation length, and wave length, at ambient pressure and compare them with the
parameters obtained under compression up to the breaking point of the sample. The
results for the unpressurized material are in agreement with the recently published
studies of the CDW order in NCCO, as well as with those obtained in other tetragonal
cuprates [8, 9, 16, 17, 24]. However, the results obtained for the pressurized sample
cannot be compared with other studies simply because our studies are pioneering, and
the literature in this field is limited or non-existing.

To achieve our goal to test the symmetry of the CDW order by the application of
uniaxial strain, an extensive amount of time was dedicated to the development and
tests of various uniaxial compression/stress cell designs. The cell based on piezoelectric
elements provided a good control of the applied pressure in both compression and tension
of the sample. However, its performance was not reproducible at cryogenic temperatures.
The spring-driven cell guaranteed a large opening angle and an simple way to apply the
pressure, however, it turned out to be unstable. Another problem was that the force
was only partially transferred from the spring to the specimen. Ultimately, the He-
based cell design was demonstrated to be the best solution. This device allowed for
controlled and reproducible pressure applications up to 426 MPa, and the simultaneous
measurement of electrical resistance. The overall design provides very high stability and
compatibility with the measurement geometry of RXS setup. Hence, it can be widely
used at UE46-PGM1 beamline to study various phenomena observed by RXS under
uniaxial pressure.

The analysis of the parameters of the CDW peak as a function of uniaxial pressure
showed that the charge order does not change upon applying the symmetry breaking field
and induction of the orthorhombic distortion. Thus, our results are consistent with the
checkerboard symmetry of the CDW order in tetragonal NCCO. These results agree with
RXS studies in tetragonal Hg1201 presented in Chapter 2, as well as with the pocket-
like scenario, in which Fermi surface is reconstructed by the biaxial type of the CDW
order [24]. Scanning tunnelling microscopy studies in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [25, 26, 27] also
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supports the results that impels the formation of a checkerboard order. Nevertheless,
it also needs to be mentioned that the disorder can cause small stripe domains which
potentially mimic a checkerboard order [2, 14, 17]. The IXS studies under uniaxial
pressure in inherently orthorhombic YBCO [28] demonstrated that two characteristic
features of the CDW order: the Kohn anomaly in phonon spectra and quasi-elastic
central peak around qCDW , are enhanced by applying uniaxial pressure. Although this
suggests the presence of stripe domains that can be aligned by an external uniaxial
pressure, it is important to note that the crystal structure of YBCO is unique (due to
the presence of CuOδ chains) compared to any other cuprate compounds, which may
affect the charge order formation. How this exactly happens was discussed in more detail
in Chapter 3, where the formation of the unidirectional 3D CDW order was associated
with the presence of the chains in the YBCO structure.

In summary, the X-ray scattering in combination with uniaxial pressure is a promis-
ing experimental approach to investigate the origin of charge ordering, charge fluctua-
tions, or other ordered states which are believed to represent the principal interactions
in the cuprates [29]. In the future, we plan to adapt the presented uniaxial pressure
devices to other synchrotron techniques such as RIXS or ARPES.
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CHAPTER 6
Electronic states in La2−xSrxCuO4 under uniaxial pressure

In the previous chapter, uniaxial pressure was applied as a tool to brake the lattice
symmetry in order to differentiate between two models of charge ordering. In this
chapter, the same symmetry-breaking tool is used to verify if the forced orthorhombic
distortion of the CuO2 planes influences the distribution of the doped states between
the initially equivalent px and py oxygen orbitals. This asymmetry may have influence
on the oxygen-copper-oxygen charge excitations, and may even affect the process
of localization of one carrier per CuO2 unit cell, discussed in the context of the
phenomenological model of superconductivity in cuprates introduced in Section 1.3.3.
To further investigate this issue, we performed the preliminary soft X-ray absorption
studies of O K-edge and Cu L-edge in LSCO under uniaxial pressure. This technique
allows us probing the unoccupied 2p oxygen states, hybridized with 3dx2−y2 copper
orbitals. The uniaxial pressure was applied by a dedicated spring-driven cell. Built
specifically to perform XAS measurements at synchrotron SOLARIS, the cell can be
used at any instrument working with the ’Omicron’-type sample holder.

6.1 Near-edge structure of oxygen K-edge in cuprates

The electronic configuration of Cu atoms within the CuO2 planes of the undoped
compound is 3d9, with one empty state (hole) residing at each Cu 3dx2−y2 orbital.
The strong correlations result in splitting of the d band into lower and upper Hubbard
bands (LHB and UHB, respectively), with the oxygen band (charge transfer band, CTB)
located in between. Therefore, as discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, and schematically pre-
sented in Fig. 1.4, cuprates are classified as charge transfer insulators. Upon doping
with holes, the population of the (initially) empty states within oxygen 2px,y orbitals
increases. Furthermore, these doped ligand holes hybridize with Cu d9 states [1, 2]. This
picture is consistent with numerous experimental results, such as spin-resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy [3], Compton scattering spectroscopy [4] or XAS studies [2, 5, 6,
7]. This last technique has attracted a lot of attention due to the fact that soft X-rays
at oxygen K -edge can directly probe the O 2p unoccupied states.

In undoped cuprates, XAS spectra collected at oxygen K -edge show a characteristic
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feature at approximately 531 eV, a prepeak that corresponds to the excitations of the
core O 1s electrons into the upper Hubbard band. Such a transition (3d9 → 1s3d10)1,
is permitted due to the strong hybridization between the O 2p and Cu 3d states. The
corresponding prepeak in the absorption spectra, commonly known as the upper Hubbard
peak (UHP) is shown in Fig. 6.1(a)). Upon doping, the UHP peak loses its intensity and
a new prepeak emerges at around 529.3 eV. This new peak corresponds to the excitation
of the core O 1s electron to the doping-induced hole on O 2px,y orbital (3d9L→ 1s3d9)2.
This feature is called the mobile hole peak (MHP), and its intensity corresponds to the
density of empty states in the CTB. In the low doping range, its intensity grows linearly
with introducing carriers, but departs from the linear behaviour at large doping, as
indicated by some XAS data [1, 6]. The CTB and the UHB are not rigid and are
correlated with each other. Removing p electrons from the insulator in the atomic limit
should increase the MHP’s spectral weight by 2p at the expense of UHP spectral weight
by p [8]. Notably, the energy separation between these two peaks corresponds to the
optical gap in the insulating phase and increases with doping [9].

Figure 6.1: Selected XAS spectra of underdoped LSCO with its characteristic spectroscopic features
highlighted. (a) O K -edge with MHP and UHP peaks highlighted by corresponding Gaussian fits. (b)
Cu L3-3edge with the peak associated with the transitions on Cu residing in the neighbourhood of ligand
O, hosting holes (the peak is highlighted in blue, fitted by a Gaussian function).

The information about the distribution of charges between Cu and O states can
also be obtained from Cu L-edge spectra. The L-edge absorption corresponds to the
transitions from Cu 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 orbital levels to the empty 3d states, for L2 and
L3 edge respectively [10]. For the incident photon polarization parallel to the CuO2

plane, the main peak corresponds to the excitation from 2p core-level to the empty Cu
3dx2+y2 orbitals of upper Hubbard band (the final state 2p53d10 is associated with the
nominal Cu2+ state). Higher energy shoulder (Fig. 6.1(b)) corresponds to the transition

11s indicates a hole in the ligand O 1s orbital.
2L indicates a hole in the ligand O 2px,y orbital
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(2p63d9L → 2p53d10L) within Cu orbitals hybridized with O atoms hosting holes [10].
Thus, the shoulder peak is also sensitive to the mobile hole states, and thus provides
information about the CTB [11].

XAS studies conducted in epitaxially strained thin films of LSCO [12] indicated that
the displacement of oxygen atoms along Cu-O bonds (triggered by the uniaxial pressure,
resulting from the epitaxial growth) might affect the charge transfer between cooper and
oxygen atoms. Moreover, Tc and metallic transport properties of LSCO thin film under
compressive strain are enhanced [13, 14]. Therefore, the uniaxial pressure applied along
Cu-O bonds, playing the role of a symmetry breaking field in tetragonal systems, may
also affect the excitation of the localized carriers. According to the phenomenological
model introduced in Section 1.3.3, such an excitation is possibly responsible for the
generation of attractive interactions needed for the formation of Cooper pairs, and thus
superconductivity. To investigate these issues, we performed the O K -edge and Cu L-
edge XAS studies under uniaxial pressure. In our study, we focused on the analysis
of the shape of the near edge absorption spectra (XANES), and the relative changes
in pre-edge peaks that contain the information about the distribution of holes within
CuO2 planes.

6.2 Experimental set-up

This Chapter contains a description of the pressure and temperature-dependent soft
X-ray measurements performed in the underdoped LSCO. The data were collected at
the PEEM/XAS beamline at the SOLARIS National Synchrotron Radiation Centre in
Kraków. The general theory of the XAS technique has been introduced in Section 3.2.1.

In our study, we focused on the XANES part of the measured spectra. We inves-
tigated the shape of O K -edge (∼ 530 eV in metal oxides) and Cu L-edge (931 eV).
The absorption spectra were collected using the total electron yield (TEY) method3.
Unlike in the case of total fluorescence yield (TFY) where the photons are emitted in
the process of de-excitation to the ground state, the TEY mechanism is indirect. The
excited atom can go back to the ground state emitting Auger electrons. The amount
of emitted electrons is monitored by the drain current through the sample. Then, it
is normalized to the incident photon flux and hence, the absorption coefficient can be
obtained [15]. TEY detection mode gives an information from a depth of not more than
7 nm [16].

We measured single crystals of LSCO at two different doping levels, x = 0.11
and x = 0.13. According to the phase diagram in [17] and the discussion in Subsec-
tion 1.2.1, the former undergoes high temperature tetragonal (HTT) to low temperature
orthorhombic (LTO) transition at ∼ 272 K, while the latter at ∼ 227 K. For our pur-
pose, it is of foremost importance to perform the experiment in HTT phase, to avoid
the complications arising from the orthorhombic distortion. The effect of such intrinsic
distortion could be difficult to separate from the effects induced by the uniaxial pressure.
The samples used in the experiments were prepared by the group of Prof. Martin Greven

3Note, that the data presented in Chapter 3 were collected in transmission geometry.
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at the University of Minnesota. More details regarding the samples are provided in the
Appendix.

The samples were oriented with c axis along the incident beam. The surface of each
crystal was polished parallel to the ab plane. In such a configuration, using the incident
beam with linear horizontal polarization (E⊥c), the XAS signal was sensitive to the
unoccupied (doped) states associated with the orbitals oriented in the direction parallel
to the Cu-O bonds. The size of the beam was approximately 0.3 mm in the vertical
direction, and in the horizontal direction not larger than the sample’s size. Maximum
photon flux of the incident beam was 109−1010 photon/s/0.1 A). The detection treshold
(electron current) was 20 pA. The combined experimental energy resolution was not
lower than ∆E/E = 2.5 · 10−4.

The data were collected in three energy ranges: between 515 and 610 eV for O K -
edge, 920 and 980 eV for Cu L-edge. For the energy calibration, additional scans were
performed around Fe L-edge (708 eV) on a standard sample. Position of the Fe L-edge
was used for establishing the absolute energy scale of the incident beam. Furthermore,
to exclude from the analysis the effect of the changes in the intensity of the incident
beam, the measured signal was normalized by the incident flux. All spectra discussed
in this Chapter are averaged over at least two scans.

6.3 ’Solaris’ spring-driven cell

The ’Solaris’ spring-driven uniaxial pressure device was designed and tested within
the scope of this thesis. The cell was manufactured in collaboration with InTenX com-
pany in Zagreb. Similarly as in the case of the cell described in Subsection 5.3.2, its
working principle is based on a controlled deformation of the titanium alloy spring that
pushes the movable part in respect to the fixed base of the cell. The cell, with its main
parts indicated, is shown in Fig. 6.2(a). The force is applied by a screw and transmitted
through the flat spring. The spring deformation is adjusted by positioning the screw
inside the spindle nut using a hexagonal key. The maximal force load depends on the
thickness of the spring, however, the safe operation range of the cell is up to around
115 N. The device is entirely made of titanium and is integrated with the standard Omi-
cron plate (flag-style sample holder) as a base. The cell is 2.1 cm long, 1.9 cm wide and
0.7 cm thick. Due to its small size and the standard shape of the base, the cell can be
easily transferred through all locks on the way to the experimental chamber. Moreover,
the cell can be used universally in different XUV chambers and easily adapted to various
synchrotron techniques.

The uniaxial pressure measurements were carried out only on single crystals of un-
derdoped LSCO with x = 0.11 that underwent the standard procedure of sample prepa-
ration for uniaxial pressure measurements, described in detail in Section 5.3.1. The
crystals were cut in such a way that the sample’s edges were parallel to the crystallo-
graphic directions. Then, the sample was glued to the clamps using Stycastr 2850FT
epoxy mixed with the catalyst Cat 24LV, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). The sample was
electrically connected to the cell using silver paint. Such grounding is crucial for XAS
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measurements performed in the TEY detection configuration. Additionally, a reference
single crystal of the same doping level was glued (using silver paste) at the side of the
cell (Fig. 6.3(a)).

Figure 6.2: The ’Solaris’ spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell. (a) Photo of the device with the main
components highlighted. (b) Sample of LSCO mounted between the two clamps. The sample is 2 mm
long, 1 mm wide and 0.3 mm thick. The two ends of the sample (along the long edge) are fixed to the
clamps using Stycast epoxy glue.

Figure 6.3: The ’Solaris’ spring-driven uniaxial pressure cell placed inside the UHV chamber. (a) Photo
of the cell, facing the incident beam compared with (c) the 2D map of absorption signal (TEY) collected
over part of the cell at Cu L-edge using small beam size. The color coding of the map, with the value
changes from blue to red, correspond to the increase of the electron yield. The increased signal is
observed on the cuprate samples. The difference in the absolute signal between the two samples is due
to the difference in irradiated areas and not to the difference in Cu content (which was the same for
both samples). (b) Photo of the cell attached to the cryostat. The cell is very well thermalized with the
cryostat as its entire back side is in contact with the cooling element. Red arrow indicates the incident
beam, which is normal to the sample’s surface.

Fig. 6.3 shows the Solaris spring-driven device attached to the helium cryostat. The
design of the cell allows a wide angular access for the X-ray beam, as well as a good
thermal contact. The force on the spring is applied through the screw, which is indicated
in Fig. 6.4. The screw can be easily rotated from the outside of the XUV chamber using
the hexagonal key attached to the manipulator of the chamber. The force magnitude F
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6.3. ’SOLARIS’ SPRING-DRIVEN CELL

and the value of the applied stress (σ) can be estimated using the following formulas,
based on a simple mechanical model of the load on a beam:

F = 4Bst3sEsαP
l3s

, (6.1)

σ = F

wt
. (6.2)

Here, Bs is a spring’s width that is always equal 3 mm, ts mm is a spring’s thickness,
and ls is a spring’s length. α indicates a rotation angle of the screw, while P is the
translation of the screw caused by its rotation by one degree (0.00111 mm/◦ for a M2
spindle). Es is the elastic modulus of the annealed Ti-6Al-4V spring and is equal, e.g.,
130000 N/mm2 at 77 K and 112000 N/mm2 at 300 K. A cross-section of the pressurized
sample is represented by its width (w) equal 0.3 mm and its thickness (t) equal 0.87 mm.

Figure 6.4: Application of the force in the spring-driven ’Solaris’ uniaxial pressure cell. F indicates the
direction of an applied force. The screw presses on the spring exactly in the middle of ls. In case of
resistivity measurements presented in this section ts = 0.51 mm and ls = 3.8 mm.

The performance of the spring-driven ’Solaris’ device was evaluated by conducting
room-temperature resistivity measurements of LSCO single crystal (x = 0.11) as a func-
tion of pressure applied along the Cu-O bonds (along [010] crystallographic direction).
The 4-point method was employed to measure the resistivity along crystallographic c-
axis. The pressure was applied and then released in regular steps, up to (according to
Eq. 6.2) nearly 250 MPa. Resistance of the sample as a function of the measurement
point (while cycling the pressure with increasing value) is presented in Fig. 6.5(a). This
procedure was aimed to test if the resistance retains its initial value after releasing the
pressure. If this is the case, we can have confidence that the unixial pressure does not
cause non-irreversible changes in the electronic structure of the sample. The change
of resistivity as a function of uniaxial pressure is presented in Fig. 6.5(b). Resistivity
increases linearly with pressure in the entire studied pressure range with the rate of
0.002 %/MPa. The results are in qualitative agreement with the prior work on LSCO,
which showed that the uniaxial pressure applied along [010] direction increases resistiv-
ity along c axis [18, 19]. However, this behavior is not universal for cuprates, because
c-axis resistivity shows the opposite trend, and it decreases with pressure in NCCO (see
Subsection 5.3.3).

Finally, we would like to mention that despite the fact that the ’Solaris’ uniax-
ial pressure cell was designed to perform X-ray experiments, its small size and simple
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Figure 6.5: Influence of uniaxial pressure applied by the ’Solaris’ cell along ab plane on c-axis resistivity
in LSCO with x = 0.11. (a) Resistivity profile during the periodic application and releasing the the
pressure. The applied pressure was higher at each cycle. (b) The value of resistance normalized to its
value at 0 strain, presented as a function of applied stress. The red line is a linear fitting function. The
error corresponds to the estimated inaccuracy in determining the screw rotation angle.

construction allows using it for various experiments, such as optical conductivity, re-
sistivity, and Hall effect measurements. It can also be universally employed in most of
UHV chambers that use Omicron sample holders. Although the design of the cell is very
practical and it can be broadly applicable, the cell requires further tests. For example,
at this early stage, the presented pressure calibration (Eq. 6.2) is not verified by X-ray
diffraction studies. Preliminary X-ray diffraction measurements performed by using a
laboratory diffractometer (with Cu X-ray tube) did not provide sufficient resolution to
track the small deformations of a crystal lattice under uniaxial pressure. To properly
calibrate the cell and to determine the proportionality between the applied strain and
deformations of the crystal lattice, high resolution X-ray studies are needed.

6.4 Results and discussion

In Fig. 6.6 ambient pressure absorption spectra of LSCO at 300 K, for two doping
levels (x = 0.11 and x = 0.13) are compared. Arrows indicate the features discussed in
Section 6.1 (MHP, UHP and 3d10L peaks). As expected, each of these features exhibits
doping dependence. Upon the introduction of holes, the MPH peak grows in intensity,
while the UHP peak decreases. The transfer of the spectral weight between those peaks
is characteristic for a strongly correlated system with mixed valence [8] and is consistent
with prior studies [6, 9]. Additionally, the shoulder peak at Cu L3-edge that corresponds
to 3d9L → 2p3/23d10L transition develops at about 1.5 eV above the main absorption
peak [6]. Its intensity increases with doping, as does the MHP peak.

After the successful consistency test of the doping evolution of the spectral features,
we have investigated the effect of uniaxial pressure in the sample with x = 0.11. The
O K -edge spectra at various pressure levels are presented in Fig. 6.7(a). The data are
analysed according to the procedure described in the literature [9], and the curves are
normalized to have the same area in the range between 534 and 560 eV. The normalized
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of X-ray absorption spectra in LSCO at two doping levels, as indicated. Arrows
indicate MHP (red) and UHP (green) peaks at OK -edge and the right shoulder at the Cu L-edge (blue)
which corresponds to Cu orbitals around the O atom that hosts a doped hole. The data are normalized
from 0 in the pre-edge region, to 1 at the main peak.

spectra, under stress up to 208 MPa, are nearly the same with only small differences that
can be observed within the pre-edge energy range (inset of Fig. 6.7(a)). The comparison
of the spectra collected under pressure with the spectra of the unpressurized reference
sample allows us conclude that the observed changes are not artificial. Notably, the
spectrum measured at the highest pressure value, 246 MPa, when the sample was already
fractured, deviates considerably from the rest of the collected curves. In this case, not
only the pre-edge features, but also the whole shape of the XANES spectrum changes
due to inelastic deformation. The spectra collected at Cu L3 edge, shown in Fig. 6.7(b),
were normalized 30 eV above the absorption edge. As in the case of O K -edge, the
shape of Cu L3 edge changes when the elastic deformation range is exceeded. However,
in contrast to the O K -edge, the L3 main absorption peak is pressure-sensitive and
its intensity decreases with increasing pressure. This behaviour is accompanied with a
slight modification of the higher-energy shoulder feature.

Figure 6.7: Uniaxial-pressure dependence of the absorption spectra collected at O K (a) and Cu L3 (b)
edges in LSCO with x = 0.11. The spectra were collected at 300 K and in vacuum of about 10−9 mbar.
The inset in (a) shows the close-up of the pre-edge region. Red curves show the spectra collected at
246 MPa, the pressure exceeding the elastic deformation range.
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The information about the distribution of the unoccupied states within the Cu and O
orbitals can be determined from the shape of XAS spectra. The simplest way to analyse
the data is by fitting the relevant energy ranges of the spectra by a set of Gaussian peaks.
In the analysis presented here, the pre-edge region of the O K -edge was fitted using three
Gaussian peaks, from which the red one can be attributed to MPH peak, while the green
one can be assigned to the UHP peak (Fig. 6.8(a)). The increasing background, which
was pressure independent, was represented by the orange peak. Similarly, the Cu edge
was fitted by three Gaussian functions (Fig. 6.8(b)). The main edge peak (corresponding
to 2p63d9 → 2p53d10 transition) is represented by the pink curve, and the transition to
the states hybridized with the ligand hole (2p63d9L → 2p53d10L) is represented by the
blue navy line. The small peak at 935eV plotted with yellow curve is constant for the
whole data-set and can arise due to a small fraction of Cu1+ atoms.

Figure 6.8: Results of the fitting procedure for O K -edge (a) and Cu L3-edges (b) of LSCO with x = 0.11.
Total fit (light blue) represents the sum of three Gaussian peaks, corresponds to the discussed (in the
main text) spectroscopic features. The violet bold line represents experimental data for LSCO with
x = 0.11 obtained at 300 K and ambient pressure. Fitting accuracy in both (a) and (b) is higher than
R2 = 0.99. Arrows indicate Gaussian peaks that correspond to MHP (red), UHP (green) and 3d10L
(blue) peaks.

Fig. 6.9(a) shows the evolution of the area of MHP and UHP peaks with applied uni-
axial pressure. Up to 150 MPa, the area of both peaks remains approximately constant.
However, at higher pressure, still in the elastic region, the intensity of the MHP decreases
with the simultaneous increase of the area of UHP. Such spectral weight transfer from
MHP to UHP is consistent with the effect of decreasing doping. Since the incident X-
ray beam is polarised along the direction of the applied force, it appears that the forced
distortion and shortening the distance between Cu and O atoms within the CuO2 plane
reduces the number of mobile holes (unoccupied states) along this direction. However,
although the spectral weight transfer is observed, the position of the MHP (Fig. 6.9(c))
does not change in the studied pressure range, indicating that the chemical potential
does not shift. For a pure reduction of doping, the chemical potential (and thus MHP)
shifts towards higher energies [2, 6, 9]. Furthermore, in the case of doping variation,
the area of the peak associated to 3d10L transition at the L edge is expected to follow
the evolution of the MHP [20], which is not very evident from our data. The obtained
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preliminary results suggest that the application of sufficiently strong uniaxial pressure
may impact the O 2p states oriented along the applied pressure, however, the effect of
pressure is not equivalent to varying the doping.

Figure 6.9: Evolution of parameters of selected peaks in the absorption spectra as a function of uniaxial
pressure in underdoped LSCO. The solid points correspond to the experimental data for the peaks as
indicated. Open points corresponds to the pressure in which the sample was fractured. The error of the
peak area and the peak position is estimated from the fitting procedure, while the pressure uncertainty
stems from inaccurate determination of the rotation angle of the pressure-application screw. Solid line is
an guide-to-eye that evolves into dashed line within the pressure range where the sample got fractured.

Although the evolution of the MHP and UHP appears to be gradual, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the elastic deformation range was exceeded at the highest
pressure values. In such a case, the observed transfer of the spectral weight between
these two peaks can also contain the contribution from strong local distortions and
inhomogenities induced by plastic deformation. More experiments, including X-ray
diffraction, are required to connect the structural and spectroscopic changes induced by
uniaxial pressure.

6.5 Conclusions

The presented XAS measurements were preceded by the construction, development,
and characterization of the ’Solaris’ uniaxial pressure cell, where the force induced by the
titanium spring is transferred to the sample in a controlled manner. It allows for pressure
applications in the range of hundreds of MPa. The overall design allows easy sample
mounting and provides wide access for X rays. Furthermore, it can easily be adapted to
cryostats in other synchrotron instruments. Nevertheless, the pressure calibration should
be confirmed by high-resolution X-ray diffraction measurements, preferably performed
simultaneously with the electrical resistance measurement.

The results presented in this Chapter show that the O K -edge of the underdoped
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LSCO evolves slightly upon applied uniaxial strain. We observed the transfer of the
spectral weight between UHP and MHP, which resembles the changes caused by de-
creasing the doping level, but without the increase of the chemical potential. At the
same time, the shoulder peak of Cu K -edge that is attributed to the Cu states hybridized
with the mobile hole on O does not show clear changes. Further XAS studies as well as
theoretical calculations are needed to confirm and to understand this process. Recent
studies performed in strained LSCO thin films suggest that further analysis should also
include the transfer of the spectral weight to the apical oxygen states [12].

Although the role of uniaxial pressure in LSCO is not clear at this point, the pre-
liminary results suggest that the carrier distribution within the hybridized O and Cu
orbitals can be tuned by a slight orthorhombic distortion. The ultimate goal, which the
author wants to achieve by further improvement of the experimental set-up described in
this Chapter, is to find whether or not the induced distortion influences the carrier lo-
calization that might, according to the phenomenological model discussed above, affect
the superconductivity in the studied compounds.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary

The main objective of this Thesis was the detailed and systematic investigation of
the CDW order to scrutinize its interplay with high-temperature superconductivity in
cuprates. Furthermore, another symmetry breaking field - the uniaxial pressure and its
influence on the electronic properties of curpates were explored. In order to achieve a
comprehensive understanding of the effects of the broken symmetries, a series of syn-
chrotron experiments were performed and described in the subsequent chapters.

The most crucial findings of this Thesis are listed below.

• In Chapter 2, the temperature and doping dependence of the CDW order in the
model cuprate - HgBa2CuO4+δ was established. Moreover, the basic parameters
of this charge order, i.e., correlation length, amplitude, or wave length were char-
acterized . By considering other regimes of the cuprate phase diagram, we argue
that the CDW order can suppress the superconductivity, presumably by breaking
the oxygen symmetry within CuO2 layer.

• In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the emergence of an additional three-
dimensional field-induced charge order in YBa2Cu3O6+δ is connected with the
presence of the CuOδ chains in its crystal structure. Thus, it was concluded that
the additional order is not a generic property of cuprates.

• Chapter 2 and 3 provided also new pieces of evidence that the CDW order is re-
sponsible for the Fermi surface reconstruction into small electron pockets in the
presence of high magnetic field. Firstly, the wave vector of the CDW obtained
from RXS studies demonstrates a universal relationship with the size of the recon-
structed Fermi pocket. Secondly, the possibility that the three-dimensional order
is associated with the reconstruction process is excluded, as it is a phenomenon
specific to YBa2Cu3O6+δ.

• The phonon dispersion in the simplest electron-doped cuprate NdxCe1−xCuO4 was
reexamined in Chapter 4. We found that the static CDW order does not cause
anomalous softening of the optical phonon modes around qCDW , in contrary to
what was suggested in recent publications. Instead, we proposed a scenario of two
modes anticrossing coincidentally at the wave vector near qCDW . Moreover, we
revealed an anomalous broadening of one of the optical modes, which can appear
due to the electron-phonon interaction caused by the dynamical CDW order.
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• Within the scope of this thesis (Chapter 5 and 6), three uniaxial pressure cells were
developed and tested. Two of them, one spring-driven cell and one He-driven cell,
were successfully adapted to perform RXS experiments in synchrotron BESSY II.
Although the third one, ’Solaris’ spring cell, was designed to perform XAS studies
at synchrotron SOALRIS, due to its universal design, it can be used in other X-ray
facilities as well.

• Employing the spring-driven devices allowed us to show that the uniaxial pressure
as a symmetry breaking field successfully suppresses superconductivity in tetrag-
onal electron-doped NdxCe1−xCuO4.

• The data presented in Chapter 2 revealed that the correlation length of the CDW
wave order in Hg1201 is independent of the direction in the CuO2 plane. This
result indicated that the symmetry of the CDW order is either biaxial (checker-
board type), or uniaxial but with the domains equally distributed between the two
perpendicular directions within the CuO2 planes. RXS experiments under uniax-
ial pressure allowed to settle this issue by providing evidence that these charge
correlations in NdxCe1−xCuO4 have checkerboard-type symmetry, as discussed in
Chapter 5.

• In Chapter 6 we discuss the uniaxial pressure-induced transfer of the spectral
weight between UHP and MPH peaks at the absorption K -edge of oxygen. The
observed effect in some aspects is similar to the changes induced by decreasing the
doping level. Presented preliminary results suggest that the carrier distribution
within the hybridized O and Cu orbitals can be tuned by a slight orthorhombic
distortion, what potentially may influence the process of pairing.

In conclusion, the work presented in this Thesis revealed the properties of the CDW
order in cuprates and clarified that it is a phenomenon competing with superconduc-
tivity. It has a bidirectional symmetry and is insensitive to the application of uniaxial
pressure. Furthermore, it does not influence the optical phonons, although the fluc-
tuating charge correlations cause the broadening of one of the optical phonon modes.
Finally, it should be noted that the strong softening of the full-breathing phonon mode
with doping is consistent with the recently proposed delocalization of the one charge per
CuO2 plaquette that presumably leads to the formation of the superconducting phase.
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CHAPTER 8
Appendix

8.1 Single crystal growth

Single crystals of Hg1201, NCCO, and LSCO used for the experiments discussed
in this thesis were synthesized in the group of Prof. Martin Greven from University of
Minnesota as a part of our extensive long-term collaboration.

Single crystals of Hg1201 were grown using two-step flux growth method. First
step includes a precursor preparation. Balanced composition of powders (Ba(NO3)4
and CuO2) is mixed and baked in a zirconium crucible under controlled oxygen flow.
Then, the precursor with HgO powder are placed in the crucible and sealed inside an
evacuated quartz tube. The quartz tube is heated to up 1020oC and then cooled slowly
during a few hours time. As-grown crystals are usually underdoped with Tc ≈ 80 K and
typically have relatively small volume of approximately 0.1 mm3. The desired doping is
achieved by annealing of synthesized single crystals in controlled atmosphere (e.g., Ar,
O2 - depending on the target Tc) for a few weeks or even months [1, 2].

Single crystals of LSCO were grown with the use of the travelling-solvent floating-
zone method. This method allows the synthesis of large single crystals and eliminates
the usage of crucible. A seed crystal (a piece of a single crystal or short polycrystalline
rod) is placed at the bottom of the apparatus with a flux (polycrystalline pellet) placed
above it. To grow LSCO the flux is a composite of La3O2, SrCuO3 and CuO powders
mixed with ethanol and beaked for 12 hours in an alumina crucible. A final doping is
determined mostly by the ratio of mixed powders. When the flux is melted, it forms a
drop at the tip of the feed rod (of the same composition as the flux) and starts to attach
the seed below it. The heat is delivered by focusing high intensity halogen lamps at a
very small volume of the feed rod. Moving the upward heating zone with simultaneous
rotation around the vertical axis leads to an upward shift of the melted area and to the
solidification of the previously melted part. As a result, the whole melted rod becomes
crystalline [2, 3]. A great advantage of the TSFZ method is the ability to grow much
larger single crystals (around 5 mm length) compared to the traditional flux method.

A growth of NCCO single crystals was also performed with the usage of TSFZ
method. For NCCO, the flux pellet is made from CuO powder, while the polycrystalline
rod is composed of Nd2O3, CeO2 and CuO powders mixed with ethanol and heated by 12
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hours at 900oC in an alumina crucible. However, the actual growth needs to be preceded
by an additional step - the melting flux. When the polycratlline rod is mounted upside-
down in TSFZ furnace, it is heated up in O2 atmosphere to the melting temperature
of the flux. The actual crystal growth is performed at a controlled Ar/O2 atmosphere.
The obtained crystals are relatively large and can be even longer than 10 cm. The
desired doping depends on the initial composition of the polycrystalline rod. For as-
grown crystals, a small percentage of apical oxygen sites is randomly occupied and as
a result such crystals are not superconducting. Thus, the oxygen reduction process is
required. For this purpose, samples are annealed in a controlled Ar or O2 atmosphere
for tens of hours [4]. After exposition to a reducing environment, a fraction of NCCO
single crystals decompose. A phase of (Nd,Ce)2O3 appears in the form of layers parallel
to CuO2 planes with the typical thickness of 60 Å. The (Nd,Ce)2O3 volume fraction
is around 1 − 3% [5], and hence it should be carefully considered in the analysis of
experimental data obtained in NCCO.

Single crystals of YBCO discussed in Chapter 3 were prepared by the group of
Prof. Bernhard Keimer from Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research using self-
flux method. In this method, the mixture of YO1.5, BaO and CuO is turned into a
homogeneous melt by heating up to 1000◦C in a ceramic crucible. Then, the melt is
slowly cooled down and single crystals start to form at the coolest point of the cru-
cible [6]. The desired oxygen content, and thus the hole concentration, is achieved by
annealing the as-grown crystals in a controlled atmosphere. The diffusion occurs when
the temperature is changed under fixed O2 partial pressure [7, 8]. Initially, samples
of YBCO show crystallographic twinning. To obtain a single-domain state throughout
the entire sample volume, a uniaxial pressure is applied along the crystallographic [100]
direction at conditions (temperature and flowing gas) depending on the doping level [9].

8.2 Single crystal characterization

The structural and magnetic characterization of the single crystals was carried out
to verify their quality. Furthermore, X-ray Laue diffraction was used to determine the
crystal orientation, and SQUID magnetometery or electrical transport measurements
were used to determine the critical temperature Tc. Fig. 8.1(c,d) and Fig. 8.2(b) shows
representative Laue patterns of LSCO, Hg1201, and NCCO single crystals, respectively.
The lines of bright spots correspond to the high-symmetry directions as indicated in the
figures. Fig. 8.1(a,b) shows the corresponding magnetization measurements. While only
a small magnetic signal is detected above Tc, a sudden negative response is observed
as the superconductor becomes (in the limit of small fields) a perfect diamagnet (the
Meissener-Ochsenfeld effect). In the normal state, the investigated materials are param-
agnets - and thus the magnetic response is relatively weak. A sudden drop in resistivity
below Tc in NCCO is presented in Fig. 8.2 as an example. Tc is estimated as the peak
in the second derivative of magnetization or resistivity curves (not shown).

It needs to be underlined that the quality of all single crystals used in this thesis
was exceptionally good. Firstly, Bragg peaks shown in representative Laue patterns are
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Figure 8.1: Magnetization curves (a,b) and Laue diffraction patterns (c,d) of Hg1201 (p = 0.06) used
in the studies discussed in Chapter 2, and of LSCO crystal (x = 0.125) studied in Chapter 3. The
magnetization measurements were performed by our collaborators at the University of Minnesota. The
data presented in panels (a) and (b) were collected, first, for samples cooled in zero-field (ZFC), and
then upon cooling in small field of 5 Oe (FC). The X-ray Laue diffraction patterns in panels (c) and (d)
were collected with the incident X-ray beam parallel to the c-axis (i.e., [001] direction).

Figure 8.2: Resistivity curves (a) and Laue diffraction pattern (b) of optimally doped NCCO sample
used in the studies discussed in Chapter 4. The resistance was measured using 4-point method. Electric
contacts were placed in a configuration that enables the measurements of planar resistivity (current flow
along the a-b plane) (black curve) or perpendicularly to it, along c-axis (red curve). (b) Laue diffraction
pattern for the same sample. The incident X-ray beam is parallel to the crystalline c-axis (i.e., [001]).
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bright and sharp. Secondly, the ratio between field cooling (FC) and zero-field cooling
(ZFC) signals is rather large, what indicates that the samples have a small amount of
impurities or defects, and the density of vortex pinning centres is small. In addition,
the crystals exhibit a narrow superconducting transition with the typical width in the
range of 1 − 3 K. Some of the crystal specimens discussed in this thesis were used in
measurements reported in high-profile journals (e.g. [10, 11]).
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